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Abstract
Many natural language processing applications, such as information extraction. quest.ion
answering, topic detection and tracking, would benefit significantly from the ahilitv to
accurately position reported events in time, either relatively with respect to other events or
absolutely with respect to calendrical time. However, relatively little work has boon dOIlf'
to date OIl the automatic extraction of temporal information from text.
Before we can progress to automatically position reported events in time, we 1I111stgam
an understanding of the mechanisms used to do this in language. This understanding eau
be promoted through the development of all annotation scheme, which allows us to idcnt.ifv
the textual expressions conveying events, times and temporal relations in a corpus of 'roal
text.
This thesis describes a fine-grained annotation scheme with which we can capture all
events, times and temporal relations reported ill a text. To aid the application of the schruuc
to text, a graphical annotation tool has been developed. This tool not only allows easy mark-
up of sophisticated temporal annotations, it also contains an interactive, inference-based
component supporting the gathering of temporal relations. The annotation scheme and t.lu:
tool have been evaluated through the construction of a trial corpus during a pilot study. III
this study, a group of annotators was supplied with a description of the annotation SCh(~IIH'
and asked to apply it to a trial corpus.
The pilot study showed that the annotation scheme was difficult. to apply, hut is feasihl«
with improvements to the definition of the annotation scheme and the tool. Analysis of
the resulting trial corpus also provides preliminary results on the relative extent to which
different linguistic mechanisms, explicit and implicit, are used to convey temporal relational
information in text.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 The Problem
Many natural language processing applications such as information extraction (IE) (Cowie
and Lehnert, 1996; Gaizauskas and Wilks, 1998), question answering (QA) (Voorhees, 20(1l:
Voorhees and Hannan, 20(H), topic detection and tracking (Fiscus et al., 20(H) involve
information about temporally located events. IE, for example, typically involves scenarios
such as terrorist attacks, management successions events, rocket launches or plane crashes.
For all these applications the ability to accurately position key events in time is of gn~at
importance. Take the following article from the New York Times as an example.
SMALL PLANE CRASHES INTO ATLANTIC; NO SURVIVORS FOUND
A small single-engine plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean about eight miles off
New Jersey on Wednesday. The Coast Guard reported finding aircraft debris and a
fuel slick, but no bodies or survivors.
The plane, which can carry four people, was seen hitting the water shortly after 11
a.m. by a fisherman, who radioed the Coast Guard, according to Petty Officer Jeff
Fenn, a spokesman for the base at Governors Island in New York Harbor.
By midafternoon, several vessels and a helicopter were combing the area about
eight miles east of Sea Bright, N.J., and seven miles south of the Ambrose Light,
1
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the Coast Guard said. The area is 55 miles from the site off Long Island where a
TWA 747 crashed one week earlier.
Searchers found the plane's landing gear, seat cushions and other debris, Petty
Officer Fenn said. He said the water is about 125 feet deep in the crash area and
that much of the wreckage had sunk.
The Coast Guard said the craft had taken off from Allaire Airport in Monmouth
County, N.J. The Federal Aviation Administration said the plane was registered to
Delaware Environmental Development Service of Wilmington. There was no listing
for the company in Wilmington.
07-24-96
Without knowledge of the temporal relations between the events mentioned in the arti-
cle, what information would we get from the text? Two planes crashed, debris was found.
a plane was seen hitting the water, several vessels and a helicopter were combing the area,
We would not be able to answer simple questions like When did the plane crash.~ or What
kind of plane crashed one week mrlieT~ nor could we draw time graphs like the OlW shown
in figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Time graph for the introductory example
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Another application, which is becoming known as 'people tracking' (Schiffman ut al.,
20(H), creates short biographies of people from information like the following example.
William C. Walbrecher Jr., an executive at San Francisco-based 1st Nationwide
Bank, was named president and chief executive officer of Citadel Holding Corp. and
its principal operating unit, Fidelity Federal Bank. The appointment takes effect
Nov. 13.
07-04-97
The 'bibliography' outcome based 011 this example could look like this:
name: William C. Walbrecher Jr
position l: executive
company1: 1st Nationwide Bank
location!: San Francisco
date1: until 11/12/1997
position2: president and chief executive officer
company2: Citadel Holding Group, Fidelity Federal Bank
location2: unknown
date2: from 11/13/1997
This task could not be performed at all without temporal information since bibliographical
information without dates is not very useful. We need to know when positions were taken
and left and we often need the dateline of the article to interpret temporal expressions lil«:
Nov. 18 and fill in the correct date of 11/13/1997 into the date field.
It is easy for humans to answer the questions mentioned above and to draw a time
graph like the one in figure 1.11. But when we want to develop 11 system to automatically
1There may be more than one valid time graph representing the temporal iuformation in a text, Wt' will
come back to timc graphs in section 2.3.
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determine the temporal relations between the events in a text, we have to analyse ill det.ail
what. it. is that. enables us humans to effortlessly perform the same task.
A wide variety of techniques is used to convey temporal information in natural lall~lla~('
text. Verb tense, narrative sequence, temporal prepositional or adjectival phrases and
subordinate conjunctions are obvious and explicit ways. But there are ways of couveving
temporal information which are not as obvious. Event co-reference is often used ill ucwswirr
texts, where events (like the plane crash above) are introduced in the beginning awl then
come back to introd ur:e more detailed information (the plane being seen at 11 a.m. 1ly a
fisherman, for example, provides the reader with more detailed temporal information than
given in the beginning of the article). General world knowledge is relied upon as well. TIH'
reader is assumed to know about plane crashes and know that a rescue operation follows it
crash and not the other way round. Without this world or 'script' knowledge, we would not.
know that the taking off happened before the crash (the perfective aspect is not. a reliable
indicator) .
Events need to be identified by the system before they can be related. This hnars its own
difficulty since humans do not always agree on whether a sentence conveys all event or not..
In the art.icle above, the sentence (. ..j the plane was registered to Delawan: Erunrounu-niol
Development Scrvir:e of Wilmington could be seen as a referring to a state or an event, for
example. Thus, a prior problem is that of defining events.
Even though temporal information is important. for most natural language applications.
it has not been addressed widely. To elate only minimal work has been done in t.11('IE
community concerning the extraction of temporal information from text, as evidenced by
tasks set in recent Message Understanding Conferences (MUC). The MUC-{j named ent.ity
subtask required the identification of absolute time expressions in text. (MUCfi), and the
MUC-7 named ent.ity subtask extended this requirement to include relative time expressions
(MUC7), hut. none of these tasks required placing events in time, or temporally rclatini;
events to each other. The MUC-5 and -7 scenario tasks did require participants to <tssigll it
calendrical t.ime to certain specified event types (joint venture announcements and rocket
launchings, respectively). However, this task was quite limited and the scores wen' low.
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indicating its difficulty. More recently the TIDES Temporal Guidelines (Ferro et al., 200():
Wilson et al., 2(01) have been developed a very thorough set. of guidelines for annot.at.i ng
time expressions. These will clearly supersede the MUC named entity guidelines for tim!'
expressions, but again are not. setting out to annotate events and temporal relations hutwecu
events or between events and times.
The importance of extracting temporal information from texts, together with the diffi-
culty of the task, suggest that a concerted effort. be made to automatically determine tilt'
relative order or, if possible, the absolute time of the events reported in the texts. The
basis of such a system is a sound conceptual base which defines those features and relations
in texts which enables humans to perform this task and an annotation scheme to anuot.at«
them. This work aims to contribute to this overall goal by providing such a base.
Both formal discourse approaches and corpus-driven approaches provide frameworks awl
mechanisms on which a system to extract temporal information from text can he based. A
choice has to be made early on, as to which of these approaches t.o adopt. We haw opt.od
for a corpus-driven approach, as will he discussed later on in the thesis.
With an annotation scheme available, annotated corpora can be built, which will yield
the benefits normally associated with the construction of such resources: a better under-
standing of the phenomena of concern, and resources for the training and evaluation of
adaptive algorithms to automatically identify features and relations of interest. This will
further aid the development of automated systems to, for example, extract the temporal
relations between events in a text. and also lead t.o a deeper understanding of temporal
phenomena in text.
1.2 Objectives
We develop an annotation scheme which identifies those features in texts which enab Ie the'
human reader to determine the temporal order and, where possible, the calendrical t.inu-
of the events reported in them. The basis of this scheme is a conceptual framework which
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contains the entities and temporal relations needed to perform the task. To validate the
annotation scheme, it is applied to a trial corpus by a number of annotators. The rosultiuu
annotations are compared against a (human produced) gold standard and the res nits art'
reported and analysed.
Tho genre chosen is that of nowswire articles. Much IE work has been done ill this !2,('Il),('.
which will benefit from the inclusion of temporal information, and newspaper articles an'
also readily available in machine readable form.
1.3 Thesis Structure and Methodology
The problem we are dealing with is the temporal ordering of events in newswrrc text.
The first part of the thesis describes the background for this problem. Chapter 2 describes
methodologies of conceptualising time and the entities involved. How these temporal cut.it.icx
are expressed in natural language is the focus of chapter 3. We have already incut.ioncd ill
the introduction that we can either adopt it formal approach or a corpus-driven approach.
Chapters 4 and 5 look at those in more detail.
The second part of the thesis describes our approach. In chapter 6 we explain til!' choicex
we made in the light of the background as well as detailing the conceptual framework wr:
have adopted based on these choices. The annotation scheme we developed, based Oil
the conceptual framework, is described in detail in chapter 7. The development. of t.hc
conceptual framework, temporal ont.ology and annotation scheme are closely relate,cl alii I
although they have been laid out in a sequential way, the process which led to them was it
cyclical one. Repeated cycles of applying the annotation scheme to real text and analvsing
resulting problems lead to refinement of the scheme and often to discovering; different ways
of conveying the information to be annotated.
We used the annotation scheme in a pilot study where a group of annotators was supplied
with the scheme and asked to apply the annotation scheme to a trial corpus. III particular
we were interested in answers to these questions:
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• how unambiguous and comprehensive are our temporal annotation guidelines'(
• how much genuine disagreement. is there about. temporal relations ill text.'?
• how burdensome is our annotation procedure? - i.c. is it feasible to think of an no-
tating a corpus of significant size at. this level of detail?
The process of annotation and the framework for evaluating the results are described ill
chapter 8, the annotation guidelines given t.o the annotators can be found in appendix A.
We developed a graphical annotation tool to assist the annotators which also contains all
interactive component to aid establishing temporal relations. The results of the pilot st.udv
and the answers to above questions - as far as we have been able to determine them - can
be found in chapters 9 and 10.
1.4 Contribution
We have developed an annotation scheme for temporally ordering events which forms t.he
basis for developing systems which will automatically identify events in a text and extahlixh
their relative order and, where possible, their absolute position on a time line, For t.h('
moment, this annotation scheme is aimed at newswire texts but it can easily be adapted to
other genres.
We also developed a graphical annotation tool to assist the annotation to apply till'
scheme. The tool also contains an interactive component which aids the gathering of t(~III-
poral relations.
The annotation scheme as well as the tool were validated in a pilot study we conducted.
The pilot study resulted in an annotated trial corpus. The results of the st.udy awl 1.1)('
temporal features of the corpus were analysed and we identified problems and improvomouts.
Chapter 2
Conceptualising Time
When developing ontologies we have to begin by considering what the ideas arc we wall I. t.o
represent. We are dealing with time and what happens or obtains in time, so we need to
define a model for the entities we suppose exist or are relevant for our purposes. Usually.
time is modelled using instants and/or intervals; states and events are what obtains Zhappcns
in time. The modelling of these three entities is strongly interrelated and will he described
in section 2.1. Once we have established a model for time, events and states, we can tum
to the temporal relations holding between them (section 2.2).
We adopt a naive philosophical view of the world. We assume the following:
1. Events happen and states pertain in reality. A plane crashing into the Atlantic ocean
on the 3rd of September 2001 is an example.
2. These events and states are described or represented by propositions, often ill first
order logic or other variants of logic. The example above may be described by
crash(plane,Atlantic ocean), time( crash,3.9.2001).
3. The same proposition can be expressed by several different sentences, for example ill
different languages: A plane c1"(]'shedinto the Atlantic ocean on Monday the Srd o]
September 2001 or Leizieri Montag siiirzte ein Fluqzeuq in den Atlantischcu ()zow.
8
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In short, sentences express propositions which themselves describe reality: with this WI'
have three levels of abstraction. The same levels of abstraction hold for times too: different
time expressions can express the same time concept, which refers to a 'time in reality'. For
example, the expressions last Monday, yesterday and September' Srd can all bp reprcscuted
by date(03092001) (in the appropriate context). The time described is September ~hd,200l.
We will sometimes use a shortcut and say that a sentence expresses an event or st.at(~or tha.!
a time expression refers to a time, skipping the propositional/conceptual level for reasons
of brevity.
2.1 Time, Events and States
When modelling time and what happens or obtains during time, there arc, broadly speaking,
two different avenues we can take. We can either first establish a temporal framework. it
model of time itself and then superimpose the different types of change that call occur
in time (like events and states). Time does then exist independently of change, ill what.
Galton (1995) calls independent-time models. The alternative is to first establish it model
for change and then to define the temporal structure in terms of this model. Time only
exists depending on the notion of change with which is is defined. These models are called
dependent-time models. Philosophically, the latter model seems more satisfactory sine!' WI'
seem to experience change and events directly, but not time.
Independent from the model one chooses, there are different ways of classifying ('V!'Ilt.S
and states as well as times. We will described these, respectively, in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2.
2.1.1 Classifying Events
The propositions which are conveyed by sentences in context can, according to Vendler
(1967), be classified into aspectual categories (also called aspectual types, Aktionsarten or
situation types). Aspectual here refers to the intrinsic temporal properties of the verb and
not to the perfective or progressive aspect of verbs (more about this in section 3.4.1). TIH~s('
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aspectual categories can be broadly classed into events ("a thing that happens") and states
("the existing condition or position of a person or thing"), both quotations are taken from
the Oxford Compact English Dictionary (Thompson, 1996).
As we can sec from the rather vaguo dictionary entries, defining what exactly events and
states are il-la difficult undertaking. We will nevertheless attempt to informally define t.luuu
here. A state is a relation between entities or the holding of an attribute of an entity which.
while capable of change. is ongoing over a time span; often without a defined begilluillg or
end. Typically, a change of state constitutes an event. An example of a sentence ('xjlr<'ssillg
CL state is Elvis is alive. An event is intuitively something that happens, with a dofined
beginning and end, like the event conveyed by a small sinqle-enquie plane craslied into ilic
A ilaniic ocean.
Propositions expressing states typically describe indefinitely extending 'states of affairs'
(Moons and Steedman, 1988) or conditions and are constant throughout their duratiou.
On the sentence level, they combine happily with the perfect and are (almost) the only
propositions that can be expressed in the English language using the simple present t(~US('
(the exception being performatives like I name this ship Walthwr). Examples of sellt(~uc('s
expressing states are:
(1) Elvis is alive.
(2) I have been happy.
(3) I know geography.
(4) I love Jazz.
Events have a defined beginning and end and a behaviour in time. Sentences conveying
events combine happily with the progressive form. Examples for such sentences are:
(5) He is running.
(6) Keats wrote a sonnet.
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Events, or dynamic situations can be distinguished further. The most COHllUOU clas-
sification goes back to Vendler (1967), who included states and three types of events ill
his classification. He separated events OIl the grounds of duration vs. punctuality and
conclusiveness vs. non-conclusiveness". Vendler only recognised three out of the four possi-
ble combinations. A fourth option, non-conclusive punctual situations, were introduced by
Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) (according to (Steedman, 1997)). We will briefly dis("11sS
the four classes below, a summarisation can be found in table 2.1. The tcriui noJogy is
adopted from Moens and Steedman (1988), who, amongst others, have extended Vcndlcrs
work.
Culminations (called achievements by Vcndler) are viewed as punctual or instantaneous
and they are "accompanied by a transition to a new state of the world" (Moens and SI.c('<I-
man, 1988). The new state is referred to as the consequent state. Scntences eXIJI·pssillg
culminations combine happily with the perfect. and examples are:
(7) Sally reached the top.
(8) HarTY ran (L mile.
(9) Walther has written a song.
Another type of punctual expression typically not associated with a consequent st.atr: is
called point, a category not recognised by Vendler. "A point is an event (not necessarily all
instantaneous one) that is viewed as an indivisible whole and whose consequences are Hoi.
an issue in the discourse" (Moons and Steedman, 1988). Points differ from other events also
in that sentences conveying them rio not combine with the perfect. Examples of expressions
conveying points are:
(10 ) John hiccuped.
(11) Mary winked.
)A durative event is, for example, building a hous« whereas a typical punct.ual event is recognislT!_q S01T/'·_
thing. A conclusive event has an intrinsic termination, (running a mile) whereas a non-conclusive eve-nt do!'!'
not have this property (nmning)
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(12) #.John has hiccuped."
The third type of expressions are those describing events which are extended ill t.irno
hut which do not have a particular conclusion or culmination point (non-conclusive ('vellts).
This aspectual category is called process. Vcndler drew attention to the fact that scnt('IIC('S
expressing processes (or activities in his terminology) can be combined with fOT-adwrhials
hut not with 1:n-adverbials. They also combine with the progressive.
(13) Jack ran.
(14) Hillary climbed for several hours.
(15) #Hillary climbed in seueral hours.
(16) Jack iii runniiu].
The last class of expressions are those describing events which are extended in time
hut which also have a particular culmination with which a consequent state is associated.
This aspectual class is called a culminated process. Sentences conveying a culminated process
combine readily with in-advcrbials but not with f01'-adverbials, as the following examples
show. Vendler called the type of event accomplishment.
(17) Hillary climbed to the top.
(18) Hillary climbed to the top in an hour.
(19) #Hillary climbed to the top for an hour.
The propositions conveyed in a natural language sentence can be distinguished 011 a
small number of dimensions. On the highest level, there are states and events. EV(~llts call
be subclassified on just two dimensions, one based on the contrast between punctuality and
temporal extension and the other dimension based on the association with consequent states.
Table 2.1, taken from Moens and Steedman (1988), summarises this subcatcgorisat.ion.
2Following convention, we use a # to mark examples that are anomalous, unless supporr.ed by rar lu-r
unusual contexts.
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events II states
extended
understand.love. know, n~s(~lIlhl('
+conseq
hiccup,
tap, wink
atomic
CULMINATION CULMINATED
PROCESS
recognise, spot,
win the race
build a house,
eat. a sandwich
POINT PROCESS
-conscq
run, swim, walk,
play the piano
Table 2.1: Event. classification (from Moons awl Steedman, 1988)
Moons and Steedman stress the importance of recognising that aspectual chtsses an'
properties of sentences seen in context; they are not attached to certain verbs. Linguist.ic
devices such as tense, aspect and temporal or aspectual adverbials can transform ontit.ie» of
one type into another. For example, the argument of the progressive auxiliary is expected
to be a process. If used with, for example, a punctual type (Harry is hiccuping), thou
the proposition conveyed will be reinterpreted as a process, in this case an iteration of til<'
basic event. Not all transitions are valid, for example combining a perfect auxiliary with
#the clock has ticked.
something other than the culmination it demands, can lead to an anomalous expression:
The permissible transitions, called type coercions, between aspectual classes are st.rollgly
related to what Moens and Steedman call the nucleus - an event structure containing "a
culmination, a preparatory process and a consequent state" , see figure 2.1. Figure 2.2 shows
the nucleus associated with the expression climbing Mt Everest.
Events can be classified in more than one way, although the Vendler based approaches
are the most common. Halliday (1994), for example, introduced the following event clas-
sification. In his "Functional Grammar" he sees clauses as describing processes (uot. to 1)('
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time
preparatory process consequent state
culmination
Figure 2.1: Event nucleus (adapted from Moens and Steedman, 1988)
time
climbing the mountain being at the top
reaching the summit
of Mt. Everest
Figure 2.2: Example for an event nucleus (adapted from Moens and Steedman, 1988)
confused with Moens and Steedman's use of the term). Halliday claims that "our most
powerful conception of reality is that it consists of 'going-ons': of doing, happening, feeling,
being. These going-ons are sorted out in the semantic system of language, and expressed
through the grammar of the clause" (Halliday, 1994, pg. 101).
Halliday distinguishes the following types of process (quotations are taken from Halliday
(1994)).
Material processes or processes of doing are conveyed by sentences like the lion ran or
the lion caught the tourist. They involve an obligatory ACTOR ("who 'does' something" -
the lion) and an optional GOAL ("the one to which the process is extended" - the tourist).
Mental processes or processes of sensing are for example I don't like Marmite or I believe
you. They typically involve an obligatory SENSER and a PHENOMENON ("that which is
'sensed'''). The phenomenon is obligatory but does not need to be explicit, as in Jane
cannot see, where the something that Jane cannot see is implied. Processes of perception
(seeing, hearing, ... ), affection (liking, fearing, ... ) and cognition (thinking, knowing, ... ) arc
subtypes of mental processes.
Relational processes or processes of being are one of three types: intensive, circumstantial
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or possessive. Each type has two modes, attributive or identifying. Table 2.2, taken from
Halliday (1994), gives an overview and examples.
II attributive mode identifying mode
intensive Sarah is wise Tom is the leader;
the leader is Tom
circumstantial the fair is on Tuesday tomorrow is the 10th;
the 10th is tomorrow
possessive Peter has a piano the piano is Peter's;
Peter's is the piano
Table 2.2: The principal types of relational processes (from Halliday, 1994)
In the attributive mode, the participants are ATTRIBUTE (wise) and CARRIER (Sarah),
whereas in the identifying mood they are IDENTIFIED (Peter) and IDENTIFIER (piano).
Other process types are behavioural processes (dreaming, breathing, smiling, coughing
... ), verbal processes (saying, ... ) and existential processes (existing, ... ).
2.1.2 Classifying Time
When constructing models for time, either instants or intervals (or both) can be chosen as
primitive, and used to construct the other concept. We can only give a summary here, see
Galton (1995) for a good overview.
Instant Based Structures
When we chose instants as the primitive units of times then we need to make clear what
we think instants really are. We can think of them as atoms or building blocks of time,
which means they are indivisible and very small. Taken to the extreme this would mean
that instants are durationless, but duration less instants lead to the puzzle of how temporal
duration can arise from durationless primitives. The obvious alternative is to insist that
every instant has a finite duration but not have a lower bound on the duration.
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Time can be seen as linear or as branching. The most important branching model is
forward branching time where each point has a unique past but more than OlW flit uro.
Temporal order is treated as having a tree-like structure, very similar to the chronicles
described in McDermott (1982). Figure 2.3 illustrates forward branching time.
Figure 2.3: A Branching time structure (from Galton, 1995)
We can construct intervals from instants in two ways. We call either identify all interval
with au ordered pair of instants (tJ, t2), the interval being 'between t! and t'2 (such that
tl < t2)' or we can identify an interval as a convex set of instants, for example {tit! < t < 1,2}.
The latter option has several advantages, for example, a natural notion of subinterval (it
subset which is also an interval) and definitions of 13 irreducible interval-interval relations
(Allen, 1983) and 5 irreducible instant-interval relations (Vilain, 1982) (see also section 2.2).
It has been argued that it would be both philosophically and computationally more
satisfactory to dispense with instants as primitives altogether and use intervals as primitives
instead, because:
l. empirically, we cannot distinguish between an event taking a very short time and a
truly instantaneous event, so nothing is lost if we see all events as taking time and if
we use intervals as temporal primitives;
2. "instants are an artefact of chronometry .~they only arise out of our habit of assignillg
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numbers to times, together with the assumption that this assignment can 1)(' refined
to arbitrary degrees of precision." (Galton, 1995)
Interval Based Structures
With intervals as primitives, a strict partial ordering is imposed 011 intervals with till'
transitive and asymmetric ordering relation t < t' (.of wholly precedes if"). With this
ordering, 13 irreducible relations between arbitrary pairs of intervals can be defined. similar
to Allen (1984)'s relations (Hee figure 2.4).
An operation to construct new intervals is needed, for example join. which takes two
intervals as arguments and produces a new interval which begins where the earlier OIW l)('gills
and ends where the later one ends. Instants are constructed from intervals by defining t 111'111
as the point at which two intervals meet. Sec Galton (1995) for more information 011 t1H'
difficulties of this process.
Allen (1983) introduced an important feature of reasoning about intervals the <:0111-
position of interval-interval relations. He produced a look-up table with all lU9 possibk-
combinations, which aids automatically reasoning about intervals. This was further ('x-
panded by Fresh (1992), who introduced the notion of 'conceptual neighbourhood'.
Most temporal frameworks include both instants and intervals in their ontology am I
those who do not, seem to be heavily criticised. Allen (1984), for example, developed a
framework based on intervals alone. He gave two reasons for this. First, times call j)(,
decomposed into subtimes; whenever wc look at an occurrence there is always CL II1m('
detailed causal explanation if one cares, and is able to look for it. Thus, times seem to
correspond to intervals on the real line. Second, time points in addition to intervals an' 1101.
introduced because they arc not necessary and, more important, they present difficulties
with the semantics of Allen's logic. Allen was criticised by Galton (1990), mainly because
Allen cannot represent a property being true at an instant without it being true throughout
an interval. This is needed to represent, for example, a continuously moving object which
is at a point in space only for an instant.
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2.2 Temporal Relations
Ii')
When one has decided on a temporal ontology, one can can turn to the temporal relations
that hold between the entities in the ontology,
For independent-time models, we get 13 irreducible interval-interval relations. as iutro-
dneed by Hamblin (1969) and Allen (1983). The 13 relations are the relations shown ill
figure 2.4 and their inverses.
I) a BEFORE b a h
2) a MEETS h a _j
3) a OVERLAPS h I a I h II
4) a BEGINS b b
5) a FALLS WITHIN b I b
b
6) a FINISHES h
7) a EQUALS b b
Figure 2.4: Interval-interval relations (from Galton, 1995)
Between instants and intervals, the 5 irreducible relations, shown in figure 2.5, call hold
between an instant t and an interval a (Vilain, 1982).
1) t PRECEI>ES a t·
2) t STARTS a t· a
3) t DIVIDES a a •I
4) t ENI>S a I
a •t
5) I FOLLOWS a I a •t
Figure 2.5: Instant-interval relations (from Galton, 1995)
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These relations are independent from the choice of instants or intervals as temporal
see Calton (1995).
primitives, although the way the relations are defined slightly varies. For more information
For dependent-time models, where states and events come first and times an' defined ill
terms of these, we look at the temporal relations between events or rather between what
Galton (1995) calls event-tokens, which are reifications of event-types. An example t.akou
from Galton (1995) is: Antony's ascent of Heluellsjn. in 1975 is an event-token of Antony
climbs Helluellun; Antony climbs a mountain, Antony spends some time walking uphill and
various others.
We can now define temporal relations between event-tokens by moans of biliary (()r
higher-ary ) predicates. The only binary predicates holding between punctual ovcnt.s an'
SIMULTANEITY and SUCCESSION. For durative events we get the same 13 relations that
hold between intervals and intervals (see figure 2.4), EQUAL being read as IS SIMULTANEOUS
WITH. Between states and events, we can, for example, define the relation while{s.e}. which
expresses that the event e occurred while the state .'i obtained.
fi is a time included in the time fj
fi is a time that includes the time fj
t, is a time whose beginning overlaps the time tj
fi is a time whose ending overlaps the time tj
fi is a time after the time tj with a temporal
distance D, expressed as a duration
beforefr., fj, D) fi is a time before the time tj with a temporal
distance D, expressed as a duration
tl is the x» time of type T after the time t j (or
before, if X < 0, then it is _XlI! time)
tj is the time period starting at time fj and ending
at time tk
Table 2.3: Gagnon and Lapalme's temporal relations
The 13 interval-interval relations shown in figure 2.4 have been criticised by Gagnon and
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Lapalme (1996) on the grounds that they are too precise for natural language processing
purposes. They introduced a different set. of more underspecified temporal relations which
resemble more closely the way temporal localisation is dealt wit.h in natural languag(~.
Gagnon awl Lapalme claim that. their relations are as expressive as the relations descrihod
above and that both are just two different ways of expressing the same temporal rt-lations.
Table 2.3 shows a slightly simplified account of Gagnon and Lapalme's relations.
2.3 Visualising Events, Time and, Temporal Relations
This section will talk about how events, times, and the temporal relations holding bet.wccu
them can he visualised.
The ideal situation would be t.o be able t.o place all events and times mentioned in <l
newswire article on a time line, i.e. to be able to associate a calendrical date wit.h each
entity. But we often do not have the information necessary to do this accurately. It might
only be possible t.o place an event or time in time relative to another event, as in the Vitol
ejected prior to the crash, Figure 2.6 shows an attempt to put the eject event OIl et time lino
in relation to tho crash. event (assuming it happened in June 20(0).
GV?
GV?
1100 2100 3/00 4/00 5/00 6/00 7/00 8100 9100
Figure 2.6: Time line example 1.
The problem is that we have to put the eject event somewhere on the time lino which
will inevitably lead to it being associated with the calendrical time it is being placed above,
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even though it should only be seen in relation to the crash. event.
Another problem is that we might know that a group of events, e.g. B, C, and D. call
he placed relative to another event, e.g. A, but we do not know their temporal rt-latiouship
to each other. Figure 2.7 shows an attempt to do this.
1/00 2100 3/00 4/00 5/00 6/00 7100 8/00 9/00
Figure 2.7: Time line example 2.
Not. only do we have the same problem as before, we also have to place tho events B. C
and D relative to each other which gives the impression that we know their rclat.ionship to
each other.
The problem is that time line representations force commitment to temporal detail that
is often not warranted by the text. Hence we have chosen to use time graphs rather than
time lines. Although we have Hot fully developed an approach for time graphs, the example
above could look like the time graphs shown in figure 2.8.
2.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we have described different ways of conceptualising time. Classifications for
events, states, times, and temporal relations have been introduced and discussed, as well
as a method of visualising these entities. This chapter, together with chapter 3 about. how
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~ ...
before
~ ...b,r.~~ included ._J._ -'! 7/2000
before
~. _j
L______ _
Figure 2.8: Time line example 3.
temporal information is conveyed in language, chapter 4 about formal discourse approaches,
and chapter 5 about. corpus-driven approaches. form the background information 011 which
the annotation scheme described in chapter 7 is based.
Chapter 3
Time and Language
The task we address in this thesis is that of ordering events in time and ill the chapter
2 we have discussed the possible kinds of conceptual frameworks and models that call 1)('
developed. Independent of the framework chosen, it. has to contain events, states. times
and temporal relations since these are paramount to the task. In this chapter, we will talk
about how these entities are conveyed in natural language. This is part of the basis Oil
which our annotation scheme (detailed in chapter 7) has evolved.
In sections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, we will describe, respectively, how events, states, and times
are expressed in natural language. The temporal relations that can hold between events
and events or between events and times are the subject of section 3.4. Temporal relations
also exist between times and times, but since this is only rarely expressed directly in toxt.,
we will not go into the mechanism here.
We believe that genre affects which mechanisms are used to convey temporal informa-
tion, and in section 3.5 we will briefly describe the idiosyncrasies (as far as they aft'cd
temporal ordering) of the genre this thesis is aimed at- newswirc articles.
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3.1 Expressing Events
Most. events are expressed by finite clauses and finite verbs can be thought of as indicators
of events, as ill the following examples.
(20) The action came after' an F-14A fighter rTnshed today in the A tlaniic.
(21) The aircraft was introduced to the [iee! in the mid 19708.
(22) Aviation safety and engineering experts will review the data.
(23) And on Jan. 29, an F-14A cmshed into houses in Nashville after takcoj],
killing the two crew members and three people on the ground.
(24) The Nationol Transportation Safety Board is borrowing a Boeing 7."17[roui
Seattle'8 Museum of Flight.
Finite verbs are not the only indicators; events can be expressed by nominalisat.ions
(examples (25) to (27)) and non-finite verbs (examples (27) to (29)) as well.
(25) The cause of today's crash is undetermined.
(26) Two Gonernmeni Flying Service helicopters joined Macau Mariiu: Police
in the search for the Sikorsky 76.
(27) And on Jan. 29, an F-14A crashed into houses in Nashville after' takeoff.
killing the two cr-ew members and three people on the qrousul.
(28) ... appar-ently r'etur'ning from an oil r-ig ...
(29) when he crashed an F-14A jet fighter in Nashville in Januar-y, killing himsel],
a fellow officer and three people on the qrourul.
3.1.1 Problematic Cases
In the previous section we described how finite verbs, norninalisations and non-finite verbs
can be employed to express events. Unfortunately, the presence of these do not g;uarantp(·
that an event is represented, as the following examples show.
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(30) The area i.§. 55 miles from the site off Long Island.
(31) The writ is for "damages. interest and costs" of seven passengers who din!
Expressions like these seem to describe attributes or states rather than events (Illorl'
about states in the next section). If states conveyed by finite clauses using the verb be were
the only exception then we could still define how events are expressed in purdy syntactical
terms. But events are more complicated than that, because what we perceive as all event
can change with the domain or time span a newswire article covers. Consider the following
two situations.
1. A newspaper article in April 2001 about Cl demonstration in Berlin against. t.ho trans-
port of nuclear waste to other countries. This article might mention that Berlin is till'
capital of Germany.
2. A newspaper article about the political development of Germany over the last. 2()O
years, describing among other things when Berlin was the capital of Germany.
In the first, example, the fact, that Berlin is the German capital includes the time span
the article covers (one day in April 20(H). Should we be asked to create a time graph of tlu:
article, like the one shown in the introduction (figure 1.1), we most certainly would want to
put the events during the demonstration on it. But we might not want to put Berlin being
the capital all the time graph, instead perceiving this fact as a state. In the second art.icl«,
however, the situation would be different. Berlin being the capital of Germany from HI!)}
onwards, especially since it used to be the capital before, would most certainly he part of
the time graph and is included in the time span the article covers (200 years).
Thus, depending on the article and the granularity of the events in the text, the same
clause can convey an event or a state. Syntactic criteria alone are not enough and we need
to employ semantic criteria as well.
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Even if what is conveyed by, for example, a finite clause is temporally included ill tho
time span of the article, it can still be difficult to decide whether an event is expressed or
not. It seems to be the kind of verb, the 'semantic class' it belongs to, that calls('s tho
problem illustrated in examples (32) and (33).
(32) They uiere paTtiy peTs1wded by (J, surprising discoveTY found ...
(33) The circles of glass that cover many of the cockpit dials, and even (J liyhl
bulb above a staircase that led to the plane's upper' deck, had sotnclunn
survived the crasli intact.
Would one want to put the persuaded and surinued event on a time graph? Awl if
yes, could they be anchored in time (a prerequisite of placing an event on a time )..';raph)?
Sometimes it is not even clear how many examples are mentioned. Does example (;~4) rofcr
to one or two events? Multiple events can be referred to in one expression, as example (:~5)
shows.
(34) Two cars cmshed today on the M25.
(35) ... while it investigates three recent F-14 crashes,
While we were analysing articles, more abstract. and philosophical questions arose, iudi-
eating the level of complexity involved once we start to define what events are. For example,
is one team's win the same as another team's loss? Do examples (36) and (37) represent
the same event?
(36) Sheffield Wednesday won .'i:0 against Arsenal.
(37) Arsenal lost 0:3 against Sheffield Wednesday.
3.2 Expressing States
The core indicator of a state is a finite verb expressing a relation between entities (cxaruplc
(38)) or a copula signalling the possession of an attribute by an entity (example (39)). Of
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course not all copulas express states. But definitional sentences which assert properties
or relations which cannot change without the subject ceasing to be what. it. is. call also
be seen as stative. For example, sentences taking generics as subjects (example (40)). or
giving information about class attributes (example (41)) or describing intrinsic properties
[example (42)) do not refer to states but are perceived as stativo.
(3H) The piano belongs to John.
(39) Elvis is alive.
(40) Altimeters are instruments for ...
(41) The plane, which can carry four people ...
(42) The area is 55 miles wide.
As will be explained in section 6.5, we have defined states to be able to exclude them
from being annotated.
3.3 Expressing Times
Most time expressions are simple, they are temporal prepositional or adverbial phrases a.s
exam ples (43) to (48) show.
(43) The action carne after' an F-14A fighter crashed today in the Atlantic.
(44) Sunday, an F-14D crashed into the Pacific Ocean off southern California,
killing its two crew members.
(45) And on Jan. 29, an F-14A crashed into houses in Nashville.
(46) The airemft was introduced to the fleet in the 19708.
(47) By midafternoon, several vessels and a helicopter were combing the (J,TI~a
about eight miles east of Sea Bright, N../.
(48) ... which was siqned on October 12, 1929.
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Holidays like Easter Sunday or All Saints Day arc also time expressions. Most tiuu-
expressions refer to times relative to the date of the article. Example (48) is one of til!'
few where the date given is an absolute calendar date. But time expressions can b!' more
complex as examples (49) and (50) show.
(49) The sound occurred about 5 minutes and 4'1 seconds after' takeoj].
(50) The captain "quesiioned ,. the sound 1'1 sp-conds after' hear'ing it.
In these examples, the underlined clause is the time expression. An interval of timo (17
seconds) is related (after) to an event (hearing it) and the expression refers to tho point at
the end of the interval.
We distinguish between referring and non-referring time expressions. Referring t.imo
expressions refer to a time in reality. so that a calendar date can be associated with the
expression, at least in principle. We include those that are referring to a fictional calendar,
as might be found in stories. We also say that a time expression can be 'anchored ill t.inu-'.
All examples so far have been examples of referring time expressions.
Non-referring time expressions cannot be anchored in time and they cannot be associated
with a calendar date. Examples (51) to (54) show non-referring time expressions.
(51) ... while it investigates three rp-cent F-14 crashes.
(52) The Navy has ordered a 'I2-hour safety siandtloum for all F-14 aircraft:
(53) The Navy ordered its Northrop Grumman Corp, F-148 out of the skies for'
three days ...
(54) The A rchers omnibus is on Sundays.
3.4 Expressing Temporal Relations
Temporal relations can be expressed by either relating events to times or by relating ow'
event to another. The former will he described in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 and the latter ill
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section 3.4.3.
3.4.1 Tense, Aspect and Modality
The correspondence between the form of the verb and what we understand as time IS
expressed using tense. The verbal action can be in progress or completed, which is couvcvod
by aspect, and it can also be related hy mood to conditions such as certainty, obligation.
necessity and possibility. These three systems are interrelated, for example the expression
of the future is closely related to mood and the the expression of present or past time GUillot
be done separately from aspect.
Tense is the most fundamental of these three mechanisms. OIH~of the most influential
works in this area is Reichenbach's' Elements of Symbolic Logic' (Reichenbach, 1947). His
most important contribution is the introduction of a reference point. He argued that tho
tense system <iOCH not just predicate over two times ('now' and 'then'), but over throe. H('
called these three points S (speech point), R (reference point) and E (event. point]. TIl('
event point can be thought of as the temporal extension of the proposition itself; the speech
point is the time of the utterance and the reference point is "the time (or situation or
context) that we arc talking about" (Reichenbach, 1947).
English can be seen as having three tenses: past, present and future. In all three c:as(~s,
the event point and the reference point coincide, shown in figure 3.1.
E,R S E,R,S S R,E
Simple Past
I saw John.
Present
Iwin!
Simple Future
Igo.
Figure 3.1: The tenses (from Steedman, 1997)
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The importance of the reference time becomes clear when Reichenbach's theory is applied
to show the differences between the past perfect, simple past and present prefect. all of which
Reichenbach regarded as tenses proper (see figure 3.2). "The most important insight. h('I"('
is that the simple past is used to make a statement about a past time, whereas the porfoct
is used t.o make a statement about the present [...J" (Steedman, 1997).
E R S E,R S E R,S
Past Perfect
I had seen John.
Simple Past
I saw John.
Present Peifect
I have seen John.
Figure 3.2: Past vs. perfect (from Steedman, 1997)
When we look at the Reichenbach approach in connection with the second system to
convey temporal relations aspect then we can see a clear connection t.o tho event dass('s
based on Vendlcr (1967) and Moons and Steedman (1988) (see chapter 2 and especially 2.1).
In the case of the perfect, the reference point R lies within a consequent state derived by the
event E. This corresponds to the event class achievement or culmination. In the cas!' of the
progressive, the reference point lies within a progressive state, again derived from the event
E; all activity or process. In either case, E does not figure directly in the representation
shown in figures 3.3 and 3.4. In fact, the position of E relative to Sand R is not. fully
determined by the perfect and the progressive (and is therefore shown in brackets ill both
figures) .
Modality is the last of the three systems. Modal verbs in English can be classed iut.o
two groups. Epistemic modality is concerned with necessity, possibility or predictability as
in the following examples (taken from Steedman (1997)).
(55) It must have died.
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Past Perfect
I had won.
Present Perfect
I have won.
Future Perfect
I shall have won.
(E)
h: 'c :<
(E) (E)
h&><
I
R
I
RS S,R s
Figure :3.3: The perfect (from Steedman, 1997)
Past Progressive
I was running
Present Progressive
I am running
Future Progressive
I shall be running
(E) (E) (E)
I ..I
R S S,R s R
Figure 3.4: The progressive (from Steedman, 1997)
(56) That will be the mailman.
(57) She may be weary.
:n
Deontic medals, on the other hand, are concerned with the feasibility and permissibility
of the core proposition and ability and ohligation of the agent, as in the following examples
(again taken from Steedman (1997)).
(58) You must sit down.
(59) You may smoke.
(60) I can do the Booqaloo.
Epistemic modals are strongly related to the forward branching time model mentioned
in section 2.1.2 and shown in figure 2.3, because of their involvement with necessity awl
possi bili ty.
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3.4.2 Prepositional Phrases and Adverbials
Events can be located in time by using temporal prepositional phrases, adverbials and adver-
bial phrases or deictic noun phrases (this section is based mainly on Quirk and Gn'pui>allltl
(1973), from which the examples are taken.
Prepositional Phrases
• AT, ON, IN, DURING
The preposition AT is used for points of time, mainly clock-time (at ten ()'clock. ui
noon, ... ), but also idiomatically for holiday periods (at Christmas) and for phrasf's
such as at night, at that time etc. ON is used when referring to days (on Monday, on
May first, ... ), whereas IN and DURING are used to indicate periods of time (in tlu:
evening, in A uqust, ... ).
• FOR, OVER, ALL THROUGH,THROUGHOUT
FOR expresses duration, as in we camped here fOT the summer and also ill idiomatic
phrases like for good. OVER, ALL THROUGH and THROUGHOUT have a similar dura-
tional meaning, as does FOR ... TO ('We camped here [rom June to Scptcmlwl·). All
these prepositions have a locative meaning which is transferred to duration (apart
from FOR).
FOR can be omitted ('We stayed there (for) three months), and is always omitted if tlu-
phrase begins with all, such as all day or all uieek.
• BEFORE, AFTER, SINCE, UNTIL
The prepositions in this part are used almost exclusively as prepositions of time, They
are often followed by a temporal noun phrase (before next week). UNTIL is used to
either specify a terminal point with positive predications (we slept until midnight) or
a commencement point with negative predications ('We didn't sleep until midnight).
• BETWEEN, BY, UP TO
These are other prepositions of time, as in I'll phone you between lunch and three
o 'clock; up to last week, I hadn't received a reply. "BY specifies a commencement
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point" (Quirk and Greenbaum, 1973) (by that time, he was exh(J,1lstcd) awl IW)l("('
cannot be used together with verbs of durative moaning.
If adjuncts contain the deictic words last, next, this or that, or quantifying words like
some or every, or nouns which have last, next or this as an element, then the proposition of
time is always absent, as in:
(61) I saw him last Thursday
(62) Plums are more plentiful this year
(63) Every summer she returns to her childhood horne
Prepositions can be ambiguous with regard to the temporal feature they indicate (po-
sition on the time axis, absolute durat.ion, etc. ). Bree and Feddag (1996) extracted thos«
sentences from the Brown corpus (Kucera and Francis, 19(7), which contain one of til('
prepositions at, on, tlirouqh, throughout, by, during, in, within, over, jor awl ago. They
analysed 90% of these sentences and, based on their analysis, they provide a set of rules to
determine the temporal feature intended. The rules are based on the preposition itself, the
determiner and the class of the noun of its prepositional phrase. A test of these rules Oil a
different set of data is left as future work (the authors do not mention this set may he tho
remaining 10% of the sentences extracted).
Adverbials
Time adjuncts can be classed into the following three main semantic classes .
• Time when adjuncts, mostly adverbs, usually serve as a response to a when question
(when did he arrive ?). They can denote a point of time (common adverbs include
again, just, late, now, nowadays, presently, then and today) or a boundary of time
(common adverbs include afterwards, before, eventually, [ormerls], just, lutels). mo-
mentarily, previously, presently, recently, since and then). Examples for time points
are (64) and (65) and examples for boundaries are (66) and (67).
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(64) I was in New York last year and am now living in Boston.
(65) I'm jU.'it finishing my homework.
(66) I haven't any time at the moment but I'll see you 80011..
(67) Take a drink and then go to bed .
• 'I'ime duration adjuncts, which normally serve as a response to (for) how 1011..11 quest.ions
(how long are you staying for~), can also be divided into two groups. They ('i t.hcr
denote length of time (common adverbs include long, momentarily, pen/l,(l'/I,('1Itly and
temporarily) or they denote duration from some preceding point of tim!' (COlIllllOIl
adverbs include lately, recentlyano since). An examples for the former is (68). awl
examples for the latter are (69) and (70).
(68) I'll go walking for a few hours.
(69) I have bought new walking boots, since I have done the 'five dales walk'
with you.
(70) I have done two walks in the Peak District lately .
• Time frequency adjuncts mostly serve as a response to et how often question (how
often do you. wash your rar~). They are usually adverb phrases or 1l0l1ll phrases
and can be divided into two classes: those naming the times by which the frequency
is measured directly (definite frequency) and those who do not (indefinite frequency).
Each subclass can be subdivided further, but we will not go into detail here (scc Quirk
and Greenbaum, 1973). Examples of definite frequency are shown in examples (71)
to (73) and (74) to (76) arc examples of indefinite frequency.
(71) Committee meetings take place weekly.
(72) I have been in Singapore once.
(73) He again demanded a refund.
(74) We normally don't go to bed before midnight.
(75) I have often told him to relax more.
(76) I have been in this office on several occasions.
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3.4.3 Event-Event Relations
The techniques described in sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2 are used t.o express the temporal re-
lations that. can hold between events and times. Temporal relations between events awl
events, when explicitly expressed in text, are the focus of this section.
Event-event relations are usually expressed by using temporal conjunctions such as Iw.frm
and after. In addition, inq-cJauses without a subject can also express temporal rclat.ious.
see examples (77) and (78) (from Quirk and Greenbaum, 1973).
(77) Nl'.aring the entrance, I shook hands with my acquaintances.
(78) The stranger, having discarded his jacket, moved threateningly touninls me.
The interpretation of temporal conjunction is linked to the event classes described ill
chapter 2 and we will give an analysis here, which is based on Ritchie (1979). Ritchie
claims that one of the factors contributing to the interpretation of temporal clauses is
whether the clause describes an 'ongoing' or 'instantaneous' event. The categories in the
Vendler/Steedman classification system, which Ritchie adopts, cannot be separated neatly
into 'ongoing' and 'instantaneous' and so Ritchie introduces the two new categories COM-
PLETED and CONTINUING for his analysis, see table 3.1.
COMPLETED
progressive verb forms
be + complement clauses
STATIVES
CONTINUING
all ACHIEVEMENTS
all ACCOMPLISHMENTS
ACTIONS without repeated interpreta-
tion
ACTIVITIES like sleep
ACTIVITIES with a specified time dura-
tion
'Semi-statives' like live
habitual/repeated interpretations (usu-
ally of ACTIONS
ACTIVITIES like run
Table 3.1: COMPLETED and CONTINUING classes (Ritchie, 1979)
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We will now briefly describe the most common types of temporal clauses (ux.uuplos an'
taken fro III Ritchie (1979), some are slightly adapted).
• BEFORE
The start of the process in the befo1"f~-clause is used to indicate a time called tho END-
LIMIT - with both COMPLETED and CONTINUING clause types. Wit.h a COMPLETED
clause, the entire process precedes the END-LIMIT (example (79)) and with ClCONTIN-
UING clause only the start. of tho process precedes the time given by tli« Iw.fon·-clalls('
(example (80)).
(79) The car broke down hef07·e we left London.
(80) We were cooking before the r:ciling collapsed.
• AFTER
A COMPLETED clause indicates the end of the process conveyed as a time point (px-
ample (81)) whereas the time point referred to by a CONTINUING clause is the start
of the process (example (82)). This time point. is called the START-LIMIT.
(81) After he left
(82) After they were talking to him
With a CONTINUING main clause, the end of that process follows the START-LIMIT
of the bound clause (example (83)), but with a COMPLETED main clause, that whole
process follows the START-LIMIT (example (84)).
(83) We mer-e here after- he left.
(84) We arr-ived after he left.
• WHILE
Independent of whether they are COMPLETED or CONTINUING, while-claus(~s describe
an INTERVAL.
(85) While you picked up the luggage
(86) While you were picking up the luggage
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If the main clause is CONTINUING, i.e. describes an INTERVAL, then the bound clause
interval is a subinterval of the main clause interval (example (87)). A COMPLETED
main clause describes a POINT which is within the' interval of the bound clau:«- (r-x-
ample (88)).
(87) The sun was shining while you were outside.
(88) He left uihile you were outside .
• UNTIL
Both COMPLETED and CONTINUING until-clauses define a single time point which is
given by the start of the process described. The difference between before and until-
clauses is that before-clauses give only a limit whereas until-clauses specify ;-UI exact
end-point for the main clause process (called END-LIMIT). Only CONTINUING main
clauses are valid and their process continues right to the END-POINT givell by til!'
bound clause.
(89) He ran until he was past the bridge.
(90) It was sunny until we left the countru .
• AS SOON AS
Similarly to until and before, as soon as differs from after in that after' merely gives a
limit whereas as soon as defines the exact point a process starts - the START-POINT.
This START-POINT is the end of the bound process for a COMPLETED as soon as-clause
(example (91)) and the start of the bound process for a CONTINUING as soon as-clause
(example (92)). Independent from the type of the main clause, the main clause process
begins exactly at the START-POINT.
(91) The raccoon climbed the tree as soon as it saw us.
(92) John went swimming as soon as the water was warm .
• AS LONG AS
An as long as-clause describes an interval during which a process goes 011. Onlv
CONTINUING main clauses are valid and the bound clause "must be open to some kind
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of durative interpretation" (Ritchie, 1979). The bound clause interval is a subinterval
of the main clause interval.
(93) Hp lived in London as lonq as hp could aiford it.
(94) The clliqator» stayed away as long as Frank: splashpd the oar in the
uiater .
• WHEN
The most basic connective is also the hardest one to describe. A COMPLETED Wh('1'-
clause describes a POINT (example (95)) and a CONTINUING when-dausp dpscrii>es all
INTERVAL (example (96)).
(95) When I opened the box ...
(96) When I was opening the box ...
Depending on the type of the main clause, there are four possible intorprota.tions.
shown in table 3.2.
When-clause main clause relationship
point x
point x
interval i
interval i
point y
interval i
point x
intervalj
x approx. coincides with y
x contained ill i
x contained ill i
i is a subinterval of j
Table 3.2: When-clause relationships (from Ritchie, 1979)
3.4.4 Implicitly Expressed Relations
The methods of conveying temporal relations that we have described so far have all been
explicitly expressed, for example by using temporal conjunctions. But temporal relations
can be also expressed implicitly and we will give a brief overview here of several methods
of doing so.
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Events can be referred to more than once, which is referred to as event co-reference. This
is similar to co-reference between persons or inanimate objects. Identical events happen a.t
the same time and inferences can be drawn from this (more about this later on).
Subevents are referred to as well in text. The sentence We decorated tlu: kitchen yesterr/ay
describes au event that has many subevents, for example painting a particular wall or
painting the skirting boards. A sentence like I painted the cast wall and Nell IJ1l,inter! thl
skirting boards refers to two subevents, which are temporally included in the 'decorat.illg
event' and therefore happened 'yesterday' as well.
Causality is not strictly a temporal relation holding between events but it has temporal
consequences. It can be explicitly expressed, as in John bemuse Harry puched him b111 it
need not be. The sentences John fell. Harry pushed him describes the same events and the
sallie causal relationship between them. The temporal consequence is that cause precedes
effect and thus the 'decorating events' happens after the 'exploding'.
Another method of expressing temporal relations is narrative sequence. as in John 1'11.t('1'(:ri
the room. He picked up a book and sat down in front of the fire. Here, the reader naturally
interprets that the 'entering' happened before the 'picking up' which in turn happened
before the 'sitting down'. The sequence in which these events are reported reflects the way
in which the events happened.
Temporal relations can also be inferred. We have already done so in the examples before.
When we talked about sub events and that the 'painting events' were temporally included
in the 'decorating', we quite naturally inferred that the 'painting' must have also happened
'yesterday'. Another example is the following: John went to the Vf1A before he: 'IIWlIt to
the Tate. Afterwards he had a meal in a Chinese r-estaurant. The 'V&A event' happened
before the 'Tate event' which in turn happened before the 'meal event'. We infer from this
that the 'V&A event' also happened before the 'meal'. Or, to say it in a different way, if
A happens before Band B happens before C, then A also happens before C. These are
two simple examples of many possible inference rules. More about these rules will follow ill
section 7.3.
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These are only a few examples of how events can be implicitly related, givillg it lnicf
glimpse into the complex area of implicitly expressed relations.
We will now turn to the characteristics of newswire texts and explain which kind of
methods this genre favours, before concluding this chapter in section 3.0.
3.5 Characteristics of the Genre Newswire Texts
In the previous sections of this chapter, we described several mechanisms with which t1'1I1-
poral information and especially temporal relations can be conveyed. Which of these incch-
anisms are used and to what extent, is partially predicted by the genre. Based Oil nell
(1991) and Bell (1998), we will describe the characteristics of newspaper reporting, CL gem!'
unto itself, and briefly explain which mechanisms it favours. The experiments in cliaptor !)
will contribute to the task of quantifying the proportions of mechanisms used.
Consider again the example we gave in the introduction (repeated here for reasons of
clarity) .
SMALL PLANE CRASHES INTO ATLANTIC; NO SURVIVORS FOUND
A small single-engine plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean about eight miles off
New Jersey on Wednesday. The Coast Guard reported finding aircraft debris and a
fuel slick, but no bodies or survivors.
The plane, which can carry four people, was seen hitting the water shortly after 11
a.m. by a fisherman, who radioed the Coast Guard, according to Petty Officer Jeff
Fenn, a spokesman for the base at Governors Island in New York Harbor.
By midafternoon, several vessels and a helicopter were combing the area about
eight miles east of Sea Bright, N.J., and seven miles south of the Ambrose Light,
the Coast Guard said. The area is 55 miles from the site off Long Island where a
TWA 747 crashed one week earlier.
Searchers found the plane's landing gear, seat cushions and other debris, Petty
Officer Fenn said. He said the water is about 125 feet deep in the crash area and
that much of the wreckage had sunk.
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The Coast Guard said the craft had taken off from Allaire Airport in Monmouth
County, N.J. The Federal Aviation Administration said the plane was registered to
Delaware Environmental Development Service of Wilmington. There was no listing
for the company in Wilmington.
07 -24-96
The most important characteristics of newspaper articles are the following. Firstly.
newspaper articles typically exhibit a non-chronological time structure. which results from
obeying news values rather than ordinary narrative norms. In the article above, 1,11('first.
event mentioned is the plane crash which is the most important one, the one the article
is about. Chronologically. the plane taking off from Allaire airport happened beforo th«
crash, but is not mentioned until the end. Secondly, newspaper articles frequently adopt
the so-called 'instalment method' by which an event is introduced and returned to ill more
detail two or more times later in the text. When the plane crash is mentioned first, only t.h«
minimum of information is given. In the second paragraph, more details are reported. like'
a more precise time and that the plane was seen by a fisherman. The search for survivors
is treated similarly. First the most important facts are given that no bodies or survivors
had been found. Later on, more details are given. Thirdly, and strongly related to this
second point, news articles tend to follow the 'inverted pyramid style' which means that all
main points are made in the beginning and then the article processes through decreasingly
important information. The most important points are all made in the very beginning. tho
first paragraph the headline even. A plane crashed Wednesday and no survivors wero
found. And the last paragraph makes the least important points, where the plane was
registered, for example.
One of the reasons for employing these methods is that the reader has to be able to stop
at any point and abandon the article and still know what happened. Finer details might.
be missed but the most important points have to be made in the very beginning.
From this it is dear that different linguistic mechanisms may he used to convey temporal
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information in newswire articles than in other types of narrative. In particular. event <:0-
reference plays an important role whereas aspect, in the sense of Akf.ionsartnn. or lexical
aspect (see section 2.1.1), does not playa large role, mainly because the short parag;raphs
are not necessarily connected.
Another characteristic of newspaper articles is that they do not only report events. thnv
also report what is called attributions in this genre. The source, and with that the reliability.
of the information, is important and often included in the text. This is called at.tribut.iou:
examples (97) and (98) show the attribution underlined.
(97) The Coast Guard said the craft had taken off from Allair-e A irporl in Mon-
mouth County, N.J.
(98) Aeroflot general manager for Hong Kong Vassili Tkatchenko said on Tues-
day he was unaware the writ had been filed.
The relevance for the temporal analysis of the article becomes clear when we look at
example (98). The 'reporting event' (f. ..j Vassil: Tkatchenko .mid) happens at a particular
time (Tuesday) and the 'reported event' (I/,(~ was unaware the writ had been filed) must hav«
happened before. This gives a more accurate temporal location of the 'reported event' then
indicated by the past tense of the verb, which would have located the 'reported event' before
the date of the article only.
3.6 Discussion
In this chapter, we have described mechanisms that are used to convey events, states, times
and temporal relations in natural language. We also introduced the genre newswire texts
ill more detail and explained how this genre affects which of the described mechanisms are
used in newswire texts. The insights into the mechanisms and the genre are very influential
for the evolution of the annotation scheme described in chapter 7.
Chapter 4
Formal Discourse Approaches
In the introduction, we discussed two different approaches one can take towards analysing
temporal information in text formal discourse approaches and corpus-driven approaches.
In this chapter, we will discuss the merits offormal discourse approaches and their suitability
for the goal - the development of a system to automatically locate the events in CL newswiro
text in time.
It became dear very early during this research that a large proportion of trw temporal
information is not explicitly expressed, but has to be inferred. Moving towards an approach
which offers the means to draw these inferences, as formal discourse approaches do, can hp
an advantage. This chapter will first give an overview of the three most important formal
approaches developed so far, and then discuss their suitability in section 4.4.
Discourse Representation Theory (section 4.1) is the furthest developed and most <:0111-
monly used formalism to represent the semantics of multi-sentence natural language texts.
including temporal information, and to reason about it. Ter Meulen (1995) introduced a
different way of representing temporal information using so-called dynamic aspect trees; her
method is described in section 4.2. Moulin (1997) comes from a more Al-oriented back-
ground, and he uses conceptual graphs to represent the temporal information contained ill
text·· see section 4.3.
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4.1 Discourse Representation Theory
Kamp and Royle (1993) have developed a theory of representing the semantics of coherent
multi-sentence discourse: Discourse Representation Theory (DRT). The key idea is t.h.u
each new sentence S of a discourse is interpreted in the context provided by the S(~lll.f~IlC('S
preceding it. This means that the context is updated with the contribution made by S. This
'updating' includes the linking of anaphoric references. New as well is the idea that the' SiU!H'
structure serves as content and context; these were kept apart in older approaches. But this
'double duty' leads to special constraints on the logical form. This idea is implemented ill
form of interpretation rules which identify the semantic contribution to the context.
Important for the updating is the introduction of elements, called referonco markers or
discourse markers, which serve as antecedents to anaphoric expressions. These roforcnts play
it key part in the context structures used (Discourse Representation Structures or DRS).
Following van Eijck and Kamp (1997), we use their simple examples to illustrate til!'
central concepts of DRT. Consider example (99).
(99) A TT1'(Ln1 entered. He] smiled.
In predicate logic, this could be represented as
(100) 3x (man(x) /\ entered(x) /\ :;miled(x))
As already mentioned, in DRT, the interpretation of the first sentence results in an initial
DRS which is then updated by interpreting the second sentence. The resulting context (or
DRS) essentially represents the same truth values as (100) does. The initial structure or
context. must not only capture the existential interpretation of a man entered, it must also
be capable of acting as a context for the interpretation of he smiled and transforming t.hc
initial DRS into a DRS that satisfies the truth conditions of (100). The DRS for the first
sentence of example (99) can be seen in figure 4.1.
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x
manx
entered x
Figure 4.1: Example DRS
The interpretation of the noun phrase (NP) a man leads to the introduction of the
reference marker :r; and the two conditions man x and entered x. Reference markers serve
as antecedents for anaphoric NPs when the context is used in the interpretation of the
next sentence. In the example, :r: is available as the antecedent for the pronoun he awl the
discourse marker introduced for he can be linked to :r:. Interpreting the second sentence of
example (99) results in the transformed DRS shown in figure 4.2.
x y
manx
entered x
x=y
smiled y
Figure 4.2: Transformed DRS
Generally speaking, a DRS consists of
1. a set of reference markers, the universe of the DRS; and
2. the condition set of the DRS
All reference markers get an existential interpretation and are available as antecedents to
pronouns and other anaphoric expressions. The interpretation of a sentence S in a context
C of DRS K results in a new DRS K', which in addition to the context represented by K
also contains the content of S (as interpreted with respect to K).
Not all information has the logical form of an existentially qualified conjunction. For
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example, consider (101), for which a conditional interpretation is needed.
(101) If a man enters, hp smiles.
The antecedent of a conditional describes a situation (a man enters) which Hl1ISt. also
satisfy the information specified in the consequent (he smiles). Within DRT. the inter-
pretation of the consequent uses the interpretation of the antecedent as a context. siiuilnr
to a sentence S being interpreted within the context provided by the previous discourse.
The representation of (101) (or any other conditional) must also represent the conditional
connection between antecedent and consequent. The DRS for (101) is given in figul"f'L3.
'-
_" m_3_n_x_. =>0enter" L:J
Figure 4.3: DRS for a conditional
An important principle in connection with conditions of the form K => K' is that ref-
erence markers in the main universe of the DRS get an existential interpretation whereas
reference markers on the left-hand side of the subordinate universe of an =>-conditiou get
a universal interpretation (note that the right-hand side does not contain a discourse
marker). An important difference between discourse markers in the main and in the subor-
dinate universe is that only the former are accessible as antecedents to subsequent pronouns,
Kamp and Eijck give the discourses in examples (102) and (103) to illustrate this point.
(102) A man came in. He smiled. He was holding a flower in his right hand.
(103) If a man comes in, he smiles. ?He is holding a flower in his riqlit hand.
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The second he in (102) is not problematic whereas the second he in (103) is. This is
reflected by the fact that the reference marker for a man in a DRS for example (102) bd()Il).!.;S
to the main universe (and is accessible) but in the DRS for (103) the rofercnrr- marker {(II'
a man belongs to the subordinate universe.
Universally quantified sentences such as in example (104), are treated very similarly t.o
condi tional sentences.
(104) Ever'Y man who meets a, nice woman I smiles at heT!.
The DRS for example (104) can be seen in figure 4.4.
xy u
manx
woman y => u = y
nice y smiles-at (x.u)
meet (x,y)
Figure 4.4: DRS for a universally qualified sentence
Negations are dealt with in DRT by 'negating' a subordinate DRS; see figure 1.5 which
shows the DRS for example (105).
(105) Someone did not smile.
We will now shortly describe how DRSs are merged in order to update an existing DR.S.
If we have a DRS for the first sentence of example (106) and a DRS for the second example
(both shown in figure 4.6) then the problem is that the discourse marker ;r: occurs twice awl
needs to renamed. After the renaming takes place, both the universes and the conditions
sets are merged and the resulting DRS is also shown in figure 4.6. This is only a very short.
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x
person x
Figure 4.5: DRS for a negated sentence
description of the most basic case of merging, for more details sec Kamp awl Reyif' (1!)9:l):
vall Eijck and Kamp (1997).
(106) The man entered. The woman smiled.
x y
x x x y
manx
man x woman x __.. manx woman y __.. enter x
enter x smile x enter x smile y womany
smile y
Figure 4.6: Merging two DRSs
DRT has been critisised for not being 'compositional'. This can be taken in two ways.
The first is that DRT fails to provide the means for direct compositional semantics for th«
natural language fragments it is applied to. For the original formulation of DRT (Kamp
and Reyle, 1993) this criticism is justified and this has been addressed through the dynamic
reformulation of DRT in van Eijck and Kamp (1997). The second criticism pertains to
the formalism of DRT itself, an objection which is groundless (according to the authors)
because DRT is as compositional as standard predicate logic.
Tense and aspect have also been addressed, however briefly, within DRT. Verbs are given
an event argument (smile(e2' x)) and conditions for the temporal interval during which tho
event takes place (t(e2)) are introduced into the condition set. An element n (now) refers
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to the time of utterance. The set of temporal intervals is ordered by precedence < and
temporal inclusion r;. Figure 4.7 shows a DRS for example (107). The events ill example
(107) are naturally understood as sequential with the entering preceding the smiling.
(107) A man entered the White Hart. He smiled.
x y z el e2
man x
y = White Hart
enterte l,x, y)
t(el)<n
z=x
smileiez, z)
tte l) < t(e2)
t(e2) < n
Figure 4.7: Temporal reference
The order in which sentences appear is only one of several factors which determine the
temporal relation. Aspect is another such factor, for example changing the non-progressive
smiled in example (107) to the progressive was smiling would yield a different temporal
interpretation. Stative verbs like like also give rise to similar interpretations. Rhetorical
relations between sentences, explanation for example, carry certain implications for the tcin-
poral order as well. For instance, what is explained has to happen before the explanation.
The central idea behind the treatment of time in DRT goes back to Reichenbach (1947)
and the interpretation of times involves relating events to a reference point. The thoory is.
at the moment, limited to sentences where the immediately preceding sentence supplies the
reference point. How this reference point is used depends on whether the sentence is of Cl
stative or non-stative character (i.e. whether it is a state or an event).
The treatment of temporal reference in van Eijck and Kamp (1997) is seen as being a
hint of what a fully fledged account of tense and aspect for a language like English might
he.
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4.2 Representing Time In Natural Language
Ter Meulcu's hook comprises three important parts: a systematic and detailed aCC011lltof
how temporal information in texts or discourses is used to reason about the Aow of time:
a powerful dynamic representation system (dynamic because it changes while a. text. OJ"
discourse is processed); and a 'semantic t.oolki t to get. from one to the other'. This t.onlk it
contains algorithms and rules for the core ideas of dynamic interpretation and is inteudod
as a starting point for computational interpretation.
The choice of ver hal tense and aspect, temporal adverbials, prior context and g(~l}('ral
world knowledge all play an important role in determining how events described in et text
are related in time, Temporal adverbials explicitly describe such temporal relatious. Prior
context obviously matters to interpretation and tor Meulcu requires that semantic rulus
reflect how it sentence expresses different temporal information in different contexts. This
is fundamental for her study of situated inferences. General world knowledge can also 1)('
of importance but is abandoned because "a semantic theory for natural language should
not have to venture into the realm of physics or common sense knowledge about causal
structure" (tor Meulen, 1995, pg. 3). Tel' Meulcn concentrates on verbal tense and aspect.
as they are important indicators of how described events are temporally related.
Verbal tense only partly indicates in which order the events took place, only puts it weak
constraint on the temporal relations. The information given by aspect is far more' crucial
and will be reviewed later in this section.
Dynamic aspect. trees (DATs) are used to represent temporal dependencies and they
are also the means of situated inferences. We will come back to DATs and reasoning with
DATs later in this section.
Aspectual Classes Ter Meuleu's view on aspectual classes is different from tho classical
Vendlerian one but is based on the same four aspectual classes that were introduced ill
section 2.1.1. The focus is on t.he flow of information, on how change is described awl
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encoded in text, and on how this flow is controlled by aspectual classes.
Tel' Meulen first of all distinguishes between stative information and three modes of
active flow control. We will first describe active flow control and then stative inforruat.ion
later on.
Tel' Meulen labels the aspectual classes in a more mnemonic way, HO Holes for ox.uuplc
correspond to activities. If a sentence is interpreted as describing a hole, then tlu: next
sentence is interpreted as describing a temporal part of the activity, "as if the inforruat.iou
it conveys flows through a hole" (tel' Meulen, 1995, pg. 7). This means, that the startilll-!;
point of the hole must. precede the st.arting point. of the next event. But the next event call
go on longer t.han the hole.
(108) Water' spread over the .fiOOT'. The children stood there watching.
Filters correspond to accomplishments, They create a choice for the next sentence to b('
interpreted as either describing a later event, or an event. temporally included ill the filter.
or happening simultaneously, An example for an event being included is:
(109) Mary climbed Mont Blanc. She walked up to the base camp.
The start of a filter must precede the start of the event(s) described in the next clausef s},
but it finishes after these events finish. Holes give similar information, for example: Jane
drank some water. She ate some chips. The only information available is that the hole
starts before the event described in the second sentence starts, nothing is known about
when the events finish.
Plugs correspond to achievements. If a sentence is interpreted as describing a plug, infor-
mation about what happened at the same time is blocked, the temporal focus is redirected
and subsequent sentences are interpreted as describing later events. Events described as
plugs are 'atomic', conceptually instantaneous and the internal structure is not. acc('ssibh~
for further information. Example:
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(110) Jane arrived. She went straight to her room.
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Everything said about holes, plugs and filters was said disregarding the influeuco of
context and background. Either of those can override general semantic principles.
DATs The information about events in all episode is represented in dynarnic aSJicr:l 11"1'1'8
(DATs). They will be explained by means of example (111); the DAT is given ill fig1lrc -Ul.
(111) Jane felt ill. She sat down to decipher the message, and looked at hIT
watch. She sighed. It was not even noon yct. (ter M eulen, 1995)
/O~P""",I"' ,I"episode
. IJ'"'~ • 'mm,
(Sit down) • :) (attempt to decipher message)
( [look at watch)
o (sigh & tllI/ltllI"tI)]
The event of issuing information (orally or otherwise) is represented within the DAT by
a node uniquely labelled source. This is always the rightmost node, only dominated by the
unique root node representing the entire evaluated discourse or text.
Figure 4.8: DAT for example (111)
Since we are dealing only with past and perfect tenses, all events precede the utterance
and are represented by nodes branching to the left. Downward arrows indicate temporal
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inclusion of events and the left-t.o-right order between paths of labelled nodes (also called
chronoscopes) represent. the flow of t.ime.
In the example, Jane felt ill is a hole (represented by an open node) and all the following
events are temporally included; they are represented by daughter nodes. She sat douni is il
plug (represented by a closed node) and the following She aiiempts to decipher the 1//1'SSllq('
is represented by a sister node. Now we have a choice in interpreting the attempt as a hole or
as a plug, depending on whether Jane's sighing is interpreted as happening after she looked
at her watch or while she is looking at her watch. Two different DATs would he needed for
the two interpretations, the DAT shown in figure 4.8 shows the 'hole' interpretation.
The stative information It was not even noon yet is not represented by a node but by
a. so-called sticker attached t.o the C1L1'1'entnode (t.he last constructed node). III fact. only
simple past tense clauses describing events introduce new nodes and make t.he DAT grow.
all stative information is represented by stickers.
More information, including information about the syntax and semantics of DATs and
about. rules for representing aspectual classes and updating DATs, can be found ill tnr
Meulen (1995).
Reasoning with DATs A short example should give an impression of how reasoning
with DATs works. The example, two inferences (where * marks an invalid inference) awl
the DAT (figure 4.9) follow, and can be found in (tel' Meulen, 1995, pg. 52).
(112) The car hit the fence. The drivel' was killed. The police arrived.
(113) a. The cal' hit the fence before the driver was killed.
b. * The car hit the fence after the driver was killed.
The temporal adverbial before requires that the node representing the car hitting the
fence is to the left of its sister node representing the driver getting killed. Similarly, the
adverbial after would require the two nodes the other way round, the 'killing' node to the
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[the driver get, killed)
[the police arrives [
Figure 4.9: DAT for example The car hit the [ence ...
left of the 'hitting' node. Since this is not the case, The car hit the fence after' the dr"iv(,1'
was killed is an invalid inference.
When natural language is processed, the information is accumulated and inferences
we draw are based on this accumulation. DATs provide us with a representation of th«
accumulated information and they facilitate simple search algorithms, e.g. for vorifviug it
perfect tense conclusion (p. 54 in tel' Meulcu's book).
4.3 Representing Temporal Information Using Conceptual
Graphs
Moulin (1997) extends Sowa's 'Conceptual Graph Theory' (Sowa, 1984) in order to represent
semantic and pragmatic mechanisms used in expressing time in natural language. Although
conceptual Graphs (CGs) provide the means to represent not only complex sentences with
relative clauses but also anaphora and indexicals, they lack structures for representing verb
tenses. Nor can they characterise words reported or represent temporal references (such as
last year or two days before he arrived).
"In order to interpret deictic forms, it is necessary to know who the speaker and hearer
are, and the time and place where the speech act was performed. Verb tenses arc also used
and understood with respect by speakers with respect to their temporal location and to
the temporal localisation of situations referenced by the speech acts that are performed.
To represent these pragmatic properties of discourse, we need to introduce the context of
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utterance of speech acts and references to speakers who perform them." (Moulin, 1997)
The approach described in (Moulin, 1997) addresses exactly these issues. We will follow
Moulin's structure and first give a very brief overview of Sowa's Conceptual Graph TIH'Ol"y.
then describe Moulin's own approach.
4.3.1 Conceptual Graph Theory
A conceptual graph (CG) is a semantic: network which contains concepts and conceptual
relations. It is a finite, bipartite and connected graph and the nodes are either concepts or
conceptual relations. Concepts represent objects of the application domain. which have a
referent like John, Mary or apple and a type like human or animal. Concepts are specified
between square brackets in the linear notation or as boxes in the graphical represent.at.ion.
Conceptual relations are elementary links between concepts, usually binary. They often
correspond to semantic cases like AGENT or PATIENT and are represented between brackds
in the linear notation, or as circles in the graphical representation. Figure 4.10 shows both
the linear and the graphical representation of a CG for example (114).
(114) John buys an apple.
PERSON: John
[PERSON: John] <- (AGNT) <- [BUY] -> (OBJ) -> [APPLE]
Figure 4.10: Conceptual graph I
Sowa provides an elegant way of representing anaphoric references. They arc denoted
by et * following a variable name and co-referring concepts have the same variable name. III
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example (115), both John and he are co-referring and apple and it. Figure 4.11 shows t.h«
corresponding CG.
(115) John buys an apple and he gives it to Mary.
Indexicals are denoted by using the symbol # but Sowa did not provide the means t.o
specify the correspondence between indexicals and the concepts they refer to. A sentence
like I love this apple can be expressed as:
PERSON: John *.1
(116) [PERSON: #1] <- (AGNT) <- [LOVE] -> (OB.1) -> [APPLE: #This]
PERSON: *.1
Sowa introduces so-called proposition nodes to represent more complex sentences, like
examples (117) and (118) and figure 4.12.
Figure 4.11: Conceptual graph II
(117) Every farmer who owns a donkey beats it.
(118) John thinks that Mary is ill.
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SITUATION
PERSON: John
PROPOSITION
PERSON: Mary
Sowa defines basic and more advanced operators for conceptual graphs. The copy op-
erator makes an exact copy of a given graph, the join operator takes two existing graphs
that have a common concept and produces a new graph. The maximal join creates a new
graph from two existing ones, 11, and v. The new graph contains all the concepts and rela-
tions from u and v after suppressing duplicates and specialising the appropriate concepts.
Generalisation is similar, but the new graph is more general than 11, and v. This operation
is useful for discovering new concepts.
Moulin raises several problems when using Sowa's approach to represent temporal kuowl-
edge .
Figure 4.12: Conceptual graphs III
• Concepts and relations to describe the properties of time points exist, but they an'
not applicable to time intervals .
• The relations for past and future are not precise enough or they are ambiguous. It is
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not possible to distinguish between John opened the door- and called Mar·y and John
opened the door- when he called Mar-y. Aspectual properties play an import.aut role
determining the temporal properties of a situation. The time intervals during which
the situations take place need to be considered in order to describe the aspnutual
properties of these situations .
• A formalism is needed to represent temporal knowledge independently from the surface
form of the sentence expressing this knowledge.
4.3.2 Moulin's Framework
To address these problems, Moulin developed a framework to provide ;1, semantic ropre-
sentation. He distinguishes two levels of representation of the information contained ill it
discourse:
1. The conceptual level describes the temporal entities (objects, situations, perspectives
etc.] and the temporal relations describing the situations in a discourse.
2. The linguistic level contains all the linguistic information needed to represent till'
speech acts which produced the discourse.
The ontology of the conceptual level assumes the world is "composed of temporal situ-
ations in which agents act physically, mentally or illocutionarily (through the performance
of speech acts)." (Moulin, 1997)
Time interval, temporal situation, temporal object and temporal relation are the basic
notions on which the temporal framework is based. A temporal situation is associated with
a time interval which denotes its temporal location on, for example, a time axis. A temporal
situation can be an event, a state or a process. Temporal relations relate time intervals which
are associated with temporal situations. A temporal object is used to refer to a temporal
situation as a whole (as opposed to the semantic description described by the temporal
situation) and is thus associated with a time interval. Graphically, a temporal situation
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is represented by a rectangle compnsmg two parts. The rectangle itself represents t1H'
time interval, the upper part contains the situation description (COMPLETED PROCESS for
example (119)) and the parameters of the situation time interval. The lower part represents
the propositional content (using CGs). Figure 4.13 shows the graphical representation of
the temporal situation described in example (119).
(119) John 8tay(~d in Toronto for two weeks [rom Janua.ry l st until Jlm.1w.T!J J(i
1995.
[PERSON: John} <- (AGNT) <- [STAY) -> (LOC) -> [CITY:Torontol
COMPLETED-PROCESS:cpl ;BT:.Jan 1 1995; ET: .Jan 16 1995; TS: date; DU: 2; DS: week
Figure 4.13: Temporal Situation for example (119)
We will now briefly describe the basic notions mentioned above. Figure 4.14 shows
the graphical representation of the temporal situations described in example (120) awl
associated objects.
(120) The day that John arrived in Toronto
TEMP-OBJ: to3 [DAY:#)
Q EVENT: evl
~
[PERSON: .John) <- (AGNT) <- [ARRIVE) -> (LOC) -> [CITY: Toronto]
Figure 4.14: Temporal Object for example (120)
The situation type can be an event (denoting a change or discontinuity with respect
to a static background), a state (a state of affairs persisting with no change) or it process
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(representing a change from an initial static situation to a final static situation). The full
taxonomy can be seen in (Moulin, 1997, pg. 237). The temporal relations used are a slightly
extended form of Allen (1983}'s relations. They can be expressed in natural language using
temporal conjunctions such as while or when. Graphically, temporal relations are represented
by a circle comprising two parts. The upper part contains the temporal relation type and the
lower part contains relevant parameters (when instantiated in the discourse). For example,
the linguistic term expressing the lap parameter 2 days for the relation AFTER can be a
relevant parameter. Rectangles represent temporal situations as well as the associated time
intervals. Temporal concepts, such as day, week or year, are characterised by a time interval
and can be related by temporal relations. Thus temporal reasoning can be carried out on the
time intervals associated with temporal objects and temporal situations. Temporal concepts
are represented graphically by a rectangle which represents the associated time interval and
is composed of two parts. The upper part contains the object description as well as relevant
parameters. The lower part contains the object propositional content, which is the temporal
situation or object t.hat is related to the embedding object by a relation. In figure 4.14, the
temporal object the day is related to the situation John arrives in Toronto by the relation
during.
The narrator sets the main time coordinate system in a discourse, which sets a temporal
reference point for localising the temporal situations or objects. The narrative is told from
the narrator's perspective. When reporting words from another agent, this perspective
changes to that of the other agent. This is reflected by the fact that the verb tense changes
in order to accommodate the new perspective. When speakers refer to specific points in time
using dates or indexicals like last year or tomorrow then they are referring to a secondary time
coordinate system positioned relative to temporal perspective. Moulin introduces graphical
representation to include these time coordinate systems, we omit details here for reasons of
brevity. See Moulin (1997) for more detail.
Moulin interprets a sentence not only from the point of view of temporal structure but
also as the result of an illocutionary act performed by an agent communicating with other
agents. Each temporal structure is augmented with parameters describing the illocutionary
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act, such as verb mode (indicative or subjunctive, for example) or illocutionary point (di-
rective or assertive etc.). In example (121), Mary told John is explicitly stated in the text
and the expression style is direct. Send a letter to your parents is the directive illocutionary
act performed by Mary, the verb mode being imperative. Figure 4.15 shows the graphical
representation.
(121) Mary told John: "Send a letter to your parents!".
MARY-PERSP: mpl [PERSON: MAry) <- (AGNT) <- [TELL)-> (PAT) - [PERSON: John) ;explicit.direct
~
EVENT: evl ;ILL-POINT:directivc; MODE:imperative
[PERSON: #you.impllcit) ._ (AGNT) <- [SEND} -> (RePT) -> [PARENTS: #your)
\_) L (OBJ) -> [LEITER)
Figure 4.15: Temporal situation for example (121)
4.4 Discussion
The goal motivating the current research is to identify events in newswire texts and to
establish their relative order or, where possible, their calendrical date (see section 1.1). As
we have mentioned in the beginning of this chapter, being able to draw inferences based
on the temporal information explicitly expressed in text, is important part of any system
aimed at temporally locating events in time.
The formal discourse approaches, whichwere introduced in the previous sections, provide
the means for the inferences needed. If we could process the texts and derive one of the
three representations described, then we are likely to be able to use the framework provided
to infer the relative order between events or their position in time.
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But the following problems arise:
1. The cost of arriving at an appropriate representation for the formal approaches is
high. Both Moulin and DRT require a full semantic interpretation of all the context
as well as a syntactic analysis of the t.ext. We belief that relatively little understanding
is required for the task of temporally locating events, so we are hoping to avoid a full
semantic and syntactic analysis and to concentrate on the temporal information itself.
2. Both DRT and tel' Meulen focus on tense and aspect as their main source for estab-
lishing temporal relations. While tense and aspect do occur in newswire texts, they
playa larger role in stories - the genre DRT and ter Meulen's approach seem to be
geared towards (or at least this is the genre most of their examples are taken from).
Hence, DRT and tel' Meulen might be 'overkill' for newswire texts.
3. None of the three approaches attempt to explore or catalogue the set of linguistic ex-
pressions with which temporal information is conveyed. But identifying how temporal
information is conveyed is an important prerequisite, both for arriving at a represen-
tation suitable for the formal approaches, and for any system aimed at extracting
temporal information. It is necessary to identify what to extract or represent before
one can progress to do so.
Would it be possible to semantically label real text instead of interpreting the text and
translating it into a different, abstract representation? We will explore this possibility in
the remainder of this thesis. A corpus-driven approach will be adopted, and we will describe
such corpus-driven approaches in the following chapter.
Chapter 5
Corpus-Driven Approaches
Annotated Corpora can be used in a variety of ways. For example, empirical linguists
use them to analyse phenomena of concern; corpus linguists employ them in training and
evaluating algorithms in automated systems.
This chapter discusses the research that only recently has begun to tackle temporal
phenomena in real text. This chapter describes the work that has been undertaken in this
field as well as giving a brief overview of corpus-annotation in general. The approaches can
be broadly classified into thee areas: annotating temporal referring expressions, annotating
events with time stamps, and annotating temporal relations. A section in this chapter is
devoted to each of them.
The work introduced in this chapter is closely related to the approach we have developed,
and which is described from chapter 6 onwards. An evaluation of the work described here
with respect to our work can be found in section 5.5.
5.1 Corpora and Corpus-Annotation as a Methodology
Corpus Annotation is a research field within Computational Linguistics which has become
eminent over the last two decades. Traditionally, a corpus refers to a body of naturally
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occurring language data (written text, spoken discourses etc.), used as a basis for linguistic
research. This has shifted and nowadays the term corpus is used to designate a body of text
which exists in electronic form and which can be processed by a computer, used as part of
linguistic research and language processing.
There are at least four criteria which determine the value of a corpus. The sheer size,
the diversity of text types contained and the care with which it has been produced are three
of the criteria. A fourth, which is the focus of this section, is the degree to which 'added
value' is brought to a corpus by annotation (Garside, Leech, and McEnery, 1997), which is
more explicit knowledge about the text with which the corpus is 'labelled'.
Corpus annotation can refer to the practice of adding information to an electronic corpus
(spoken or written data) or to the end product - the information attached to the electronic
representation. Grammatical or Part-Of-Speech (POS) tagging is a very common form of
corpus annotation, where a label or tag is associated with a word to indicate its grammatical
class. An example is taken: VVN where the grammatical tag VVN shows that taken is a past
participle.
Annotation is usually interpretative and (meta- )linguistic. Interpretative, because an-
notation depends to some degree on human understanding of the text. For example, is
the word future in his future bride a noun or an adjective? How much detail (also called
granularity or delicacy) should be added? Should future be labelled as being an adjective or
as being an adjective that can only occur in a pre-nominal position? Annotation is meta-
linguistic in the sense that it provides us with information about the language instead of
telling is what the text itself comprises (the text itself, the 'pure' un-annotated corpus is
called the raw corpus). This distinction is easily made for written text but is more difficult.
for transcribed spoken dialogue, for example, where the transcriber necessarily interprets
the discourse in the process of transcribing.
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Corpus annotation is important for several reasons:
1. Extracting Information
The usefulness of corpora lies in the fact that we can extract knowledge or information
from them. But the raw corpus contains no direct information about, for example,
grammar. We often have to start with adding information before we can extract
information.
2. Re-usability
Corpus annotation is a time consuming and expensive task and an annotated corpus
is a valuable re-usable resource.
3. Multi-functionality
Annotation often has different purposes and applications. Grammatical tagging, for
example, can be used for lexicography (the word left can be a noun, verb, adjective
or adverb and the POS tag indicates its class) and speech synthesis (the word lead
is pronounced different, depending on whether it is a noun or a verb). Grammatical
tagging is also often seen as the first step towards more difficult levels of annotation,
like syntactic and semantic annotation.
An annotated corpus has to adhere to the following standards to make it re-usable and
valuable (Garside et al., 1997).
1. The raw corpus should be recoverable.
2. The annotations should therefore be extricable, so they can be stored independently.
3. Documentation should be available on:
(a) the annotation scheme;
(b) how the annotation process was carried out and by whom; and
(c) the quality of the annotation (to what extend has the corpus been checked, how
accurate is it, etc.).
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An annotation scheme does not present 'God's truth' but is offered on a basis of practical
usefulness. It is therefore advisable to base annotation schemes on a consensual or theory
neutral analysis of the data. There is some movement towards some kind of standardisation
of corpus annotation practices (for example the EAGLES initiative within the European
Union (Ide and Ver6nis, 1995; Leech and Wilson, 1994)), which aids re-usability.
Different levels of annotation have been applied to different corpora. The overview
in table 5.1 is taken from Garside et al. (1997), to which the reader is referred for more
information on each type.
Linguistic Annotation carried out so far I Chapter in
level Garside et al. (1997)
Orthographic This is generally considered part of 'mark up' chapter 1
Phonetic/ Widespread in speech science - but
phonemic typically collected in laboratory
situations chapter 1
Prosodic Two or three prosodic ally annotated
corpora are available for widespread use chapter 1
Part of speech The most widespread type of corpus
(i.e. grammatical annotation, which has been applied
tagging) to many languages chapter 2
Syntactic, i.e. This is the second widespread
(partial) parsing corpus annotation, and is
rapidly developing chapter 3
Semantic Some exists, and more is developing chapter 4
Discoursal Little exists - but some is developing chapter 5
Pragmatic/ (As for discoursal annotation)
Stylistic chapter 1
Table 5.1: Levels of annotation (from Garside et al., 1997)
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5.2 Annotating Time Referring Expressions
The most extensive work on annotating time referring expressions so far has been done
during the message understanding conferences - briefly described in section 5.2.1 - or is an
extension this work - introduced in section 5.2.2.
5.2.1 MUC Named Entity Time Task
In the mid 1980's, the first of seven message understanding conferences, sponsored by
DARPA, was held. The aim of these conferences was to establish a quantitative evaluation
regime for information extraction (IE) and message understanding (MU) systems (the term
MU has disappeared now in favour of the term IE). The last MUC, MUC-7, was held in
1998. For more information about the message understanding conferences see Gaizauskas
and Wilks (1998); MUC6 and MUC7.
There were typically several tasks that had to be carried out by the participating sys-
tems. The task relevant for this thesis is the named entity recognition task, which required
the recognition and classification of defined named entities such as persons, locations, or-
ganisations, monetary amounts and dates.
From MUC-5 onwards, dates were part of the named entity task. Absolute and relative
time expressions conveying dates and times had to be marked up (although those two
types were not distinguished in the annotation). Time expressions were classified via the
TYPE attribute. Type DATE referred to complete or partial date expressions and type TIME
referred to complete or partial expressions of time of day.
The time expressions were not further evaluated, and only in MUC-5 and MUC-7 were
the time expressions related to a scenario template.
5.2.2 An Annotation Scheme for Temporal Expressions
Wilson, Mani, Sundheim, and Ferro (2001) describe a set of guidelines for annotating time
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expressions and associating a canonical representation of the times they refer to with them.
A method for extracting such time expressions from multiple languages is also introduced.
The two main novel features are:
1. The approach goes well beyond the annotation guidelines used in the Message Un-
derstanding Conferences (MUC7). The range of expressions flagged is much wider
and, more importantly, the time values communicated by the time expressions have
a richer representation. The key difference is that in MUC, the time expressions were
only annotated whereas Wilson et al. (2001) evaluate the expressions and normalise
the representation for the times referred to.
2. Context-dependent time expressions like today are handled in addition to fully speci-
fied time expressions like September 3rd, 1997. Context can be local (within the same
sentence) or global (outside the sentence). Indexical time expressions, that require
knowledge about the time of speech, like now are also included. A corpus study (Wil-
son and Mani, 2000) showed that two-thirds of time expressions in print and broadcast
news are context dependent, so this feature is significant.
The following criteria are addressed by the annotation scheme:
• Simplicity with Precision: The scheme is simple enough to be applied by humans but
also precise enough to be used in various natural language processing tasks.
• Naturalness: The distinctions a human could be expected to reliably annotate are
reflected rather then what an automated system could do.
• Expressiveness: Time values are specified as fully as possible within the bounds of
what can be confidently inferred by annotators.
• Reproducibility: The format! for representing time values is used and consistency
among annotators ensured by using an example-based approach.
1Available at ftp:/ /ftp.qsl.net/pub/glsmd/8601v03.pdf.
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Annotation takes place in two steps. Firstly, all temporal expressions are flagged and
secondly, a time value is identified for these expressions. Three different kinds of time values
are represented: points, durations and frequencies. Problems like fuzzy boundaries (as ill
the 1960s) and non-specificity (as in April is usually wet) are addressed as well.
Although developed in English, the semantic representation used is intended for use
across languages and thus aids the development of temporal taggers for different languages
based on a common annotation scheme. An English reference corpus consisting of 32,000
words of a telephone dialogue corpus (English translations of the 'Enthusiast' corpus used
at eMU and by Wiebe et al. (1998)), 35,000 words of New York Times newspaper text and
120,000 words of broadcast news has been created.
5.3 Annotating Events with Time Stamps
5.3.1 MUC-5 and MUC-7 Time Slots
As already mentioned in section 5.2.1, MUC-5 and MUC-7 established a relation between
times and events. Participants were required to assign a calendrical time to certain specified
event types (joint venture announcements and rocket launchings, respectively).
Scenario template filling requires the identification of specific relations holding between
template elements. For example, the MUC-7 scenario template filling task concerned rocket
launch events. The scenario template contains information about vehicles, pay load, launch
site, mission function etc. It also contained a field called LAUNCH_DATE, which contained a
link to the appropriate time entity (if the launch event could be associated with a time).
The temporal relation between the time and the event was not further evaluated. Tem-
poral relations between events and other events are not addressed.
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5.3.2 Assigning Time-Stamps to Event Clauses
In Filatova and Hovy (2001), a method for breaking news stories into their constituent
events and assigning time-stamps to them is described. The authors analyse implicit time
reference (mainly the tense system) and explicit time reference (temporal adverbials) to aid
in reconstructing the chronological order of the events in the news story or stories.
Simple clauses are assumed to be the text conveying events and they are identified 11S-
ing a parser which produces semantically labelled syntactic parse trees. Some problems
are ignored in this approach, for example multiple verbs with different tenses in one sen-
tence cause incorrect behaviour of the system. The time representation chosen is a slightly
modified version of the one suggested in Allen and Ferguson (1994).
Time-stamping uses two time-points for anchoring. One time-point is the time of the
article (at the moment only the date is used and the time of day is not taken into account)
and the other time-point is the last time-point assigned within the same sentence. The
procedure of time-stamping is as follows:
1. The date-stamps are extracted (presumably a calendar date is assigned to explicit
time references).
2. A time is assigned to each event (represented by simple clauses), either the most
recently assigned date in the same sentence or, if this is not defined, then the date
of the article. Two kinds of selection rules are used when deciding which time is
assigned. One kind is for sentences with explicit time references and one kind is for
sentences without explicit time references. An example for the former is the Day of
the week rule which states that if the day of the week used in the simple clause is
the same as the day of the week of the article date then the date of the article is the
time-point assigned to the event (there may be exceptions, for example if there are
words before the day of the week signalling that the event happened in fact before
the date of the article then a different time-point is assigned to the event). If the
sentence does not contain explicit date information then a time is assigned depending
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on the tense of the verb. Present perfect and past perfect event clauses are assigned all
open-ended interval whose starting point is unknown and whose endpoint is either the
most recently assigned date or the date of the article. Similar rules apply to future,
present and past indefinite clauses.
After all events have been stamped with a time, the event clauses are arranged in chrono-
logical order. The authors report 60.76% recall and 55.82% precision, averaged over the
texts of the small trial corpus they have created.
5.4 Annotating Temporal Relations
5.4.1 Annotation of Intrasentential Temporal Information
Katz and Arosio (2001) aim to create a large multi-lingual corpus, in which intrasentential
temporal relations are tagged in addition to standard morphological and syntactic annota-
tion. To aid this, they have developed a language-neutral and theory-neutral method for
annotating sentence internal temporal relations. With this corpus, Katz and Arosio (2001)
hope to be able to automatically acquire the lexical knowledge required for determining
temporal interpretation in narrative discourse (see Lascarides and Asher, 1993; Reyle and
Rossdeutscher, 2000). Automatic induction from large scale corpora is assumed to be the
most promising approach to achieve this (Rooth et al., 1998).
A temporal interval is associated with each verb in the sentence and the temporal re-
lations between those verbs are of concern. The temporal interpretation should be closely
linked to the syntactic context (which is of importance since it is not known beforehand to
what degree the cues used by the speaker are lexical and to what degree they are grammat-
ical). This linking is needed to keep track of both the semantic relations among times as
well as the syntactic relations among the words in the sentences that refer to these times.
The authors have adapted a syntactic annotation tool developed at the University of
Saarbriicken (Brants and Plaehn, 2000) and added a layer of semantic annotation. The
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verbs in the sentence are linked via secondary edges labelled with a temporal relation.
Precedence and inclusion and their duals are the possible relations. Indexical information is
included by introducing the symbol 0 for the speech time, which is automatically prefaced
to all sentences prior to annotation. Figure 5.1 illustrates their approach.
A~
o John kissed the girl he met at the party.
Figure 5.1: Example for temporal information within a sentence
The annotation procedure begins with a syntactically annotated tree bank. Then the
speech time marker is added and the temporal relations among verbs are annotated (as the
annotator naturally understands them).
A method to compare temporal information based on a model-theoretic interpretation
is described in Katz and Arosio (2001) as well. A searchable multi-language annotated
treebank has been created where each sentence is stored in a relational database with both
syntactic and temporal annotations. This makes is possible to query the corpus ("Find the
sentences containing a relative clause which is interpreted as temporally overlapping the
main clause" (Katz and Arosio, 2001)).
5.4.2 Semantic Tagging of Newswire Texts
Schilder and Habel (2001) have developed a semantic tagging system for temporal expres-
sions in newswire articles. In their terminology, temporal expressions are chunks of text
that express direct or inferred temporal information, such as dates, prepositional phrases
and verbs. The main part of their system is a Finite State Transducer (FST) based on
handwritten rules. Their target language is German.
The ultimate goal is to establish the temporal relations between all events in the text.
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The current state is to anchor temporal expressions on the absolute time line, although the
semantics of these expressions are not fully developed yet.
Temporal expressions are classified into time-denoting expressions that refer to a calendar
or clock time and event-denoting expressions which refer to events. Prepositional phrases
like on Friday denote temporal relations between events and times. The set of temporal
relations proposed is before, after, incl. at, starts, finishes and excl (equivalent to Allen
(1983)'s relations).
The FST tags all time-denoting expressions, all verbs and an experimental version tags
nominal expressions. A semantic representation is then proposed, based on which inferences
are drawn, especially about temporal relations. In its current state, the FST establishes
temporal relations between times and events. The tagger was evaluated with respect to a
small corpus (10 news articles) and an overall precision rate of 84.49% was achieved.
5.5 Discussion
Wilson et al. (2001) present a very thorough annotation scheme for time expressions. How-
ever, they do not include temporal relations of any kind (between events and events or
events and times) in their approach.
Katz and Arosio (2001) focus on intrasentential annotation. They annotate temporal
relations (inclusion and precedence) between events (conveyed by verbs) and have started to
create a multi-lingual corpus. They do not identify how the temporal relations are expressed
in text. but they hope to gain insight into the mechanisms used from the corpus.
Both Schilder and Habel (2001) and Filatova and Hovy (2001) have a similar aim in
that they both want to locate every event in a newspaper article in time, but they differ
significantly in their approach. Filatova and Hovy (2001) want to assign a time stamp,
an actual calendar date, to every event. Events are defined as clauses, and the possibility
of, for example, nominalisations conveying events is not taken into account. Some of the
time stamps assigned are fairly crude (for example an interval whose start time is unknown
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and whose end time is the date of the article) and temporal relations between events are
ignored. We believe, however that the relations holding between events are of importance,
especially when we cannot establish a better calendar date then 'at some point before the
article'.
Schilder and Habel (2001) present a very promising approach, aimed at German news-
paper articles. The work is at an early stage, establishing the temporal relations between
events and times only. It would have been interesting to see the rules on which the FST
bases the tagging of the temporal expressions and to see the inference rules used.
In the remainder of this thesis, we will describe an annotation scheme developed to
capture temporal information in text. The scheme differs from the related work described
above, the most important points being the following.
• The temporal relations holding between events and events as well as between events
and times in multi sentence texts are annotated. The relations can be intra- as well
as intersentential. Only Katz and Arosio (2001) address event-event. relations, but
concentrate on intrasentential relations only.
• A wide variety of mechanisms used to convey temporal information are identified
and annotated. Filatova and Hovy (2001), for example, do not take into account
that a significant portion of events are expressed using non-finite verb clauses and
nominalisations.
• An interactive inference engine is used to derive further temporal relations which are
not necessarily anchored in the text.
Chapter 6
A Conceptual Framework for
Temporal Annotation
In this chapter, the conceptual framework that is the basis of the annotation scheme will
be described in detail.
The previous chapters were dedicated to related work and background information re-
garding the goal of ordering events in time. We have described different ways of conceptual-
ising and classifying events, time and temporal relations as well as how these entities can be
expressed in natural language. We have talked about different formal discourse approaches
and corpus-driven approaches that are relevant to our goal.
We have already made clear, that our approach is a corpus-driven approach (see chapter
4). The background presents a range of choices to us (as described in chapters 2 and 4, and
the decisions we made about these will be made clear as the conceptual framework is being
introduced.
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6.1 The Framework
Before an annotation scheme for temporal information can be proposed we must make
clear the sorts of temporal entities and relations we suppose exist. Much has been written
concerning the appropriate temporal ontology and set of temporal relations for analysing
temporal phenomena in natural language (see chapter 2). However, our goal here is not to
arrive at some indisputably 'true' description of temporal reality. Rather, we wish to provide
a framework that can be used in classifying expressions in real texts in a fashion that enables
us to gain useful insights into how temporal information is conveyed in written language.
Ultimately the aim is to develop an algorithm which can identify events in newswire texts
and determine their temporal order or position in calendrical time well enough to answer
questions about the ordering or times of events at the level we would expect of an average
human reader, questions like When did the TW crash happen? What happened at the same
time?
Given this perspective, we may summarise our conceptual or descript.ive framework
quite simply. It presumes the world contains the following primitive types: events, states,
times, and temporal relations - each of these is discussed in detail below. Of course this
framework is not complete, but we believe it provides a useful starting point.
Although our approach has been shaped by the genre of newswire articles, we believe
that the base approach (described in sections 6.2 to 6.5) is applicable to almost all genres
and domains. On top of this base approach, several extensions are possible. These can
be genre or domain or even application dependent. Section 6.6 discusses some extensions
we have integrated into our approach and some possible extensions that we chose not t.o
integrate (and the reasons for doing this).
When we look at newswire texts, then we see that events and states are described and
the centre of interest, not time itself. This has lead us to develop a dependent-time model
(see section 2.1), where we concentrated on events first and then introduced time.
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6.2 Events
Intuitively an event is something that happens, something that one can imagine putting
in a time graph. What defines an event is very much dependent on the application, the
domain and maybe even the genre. Our main interest lies in temporal information and how
events are located in time - and not in the events themselves. We are not interested in t.IH'
details of events, like participants, location and so on. Thus, we view events virtually as
black boxes with no details (unless one of the details is an event itself - more about this ill
chapter 7).
Events have to be anchorable in time, and they are usually conveyed by finite verbs or
nominalisations. Events can be ongoing or conceptually instantaneous, we do not distinguish
between these.
Examples of event expressions are:
(122) A small single-engine plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean.
(123) By midafternoon, several vessels and a helicopter were combing the area.
(124) Searchers Jound the plane's landing gear, seat cushions and other debris.
(125) The 1996 crash oj the TWA 747 remains unexplained.
Events can be further subclassified, which will be discussed in section 6.6.
6.3 Times
Like events, times can be viewed as having extent (intervals) or as being punctual (points).
Rather than trying to reduce one perspective to the other, as has happened in much philo-
sophical discussion on time (see section 2.1.2), we shall simply treat both as time objects.
It must, however, be possible, at least in principle, to associate a calendrical time with the
time object. Examples of time referring expressions are:
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yesterday
four months ago
last Thursday
in January 1996
However, time referring expressions can be quite complex, as in example (126), where
the whole expression denotes a point in time.
(126) 17 seconds after hearing the sound ...
The general structure here is that a time interval is explicitly related to an event and the
calendrical time the whole structure refers to is the time 17 seconds after the event. This
kind of time referring expression is called a complex time referring expression.
Following general convention, and the approach taken in MUC, we distinguish between
two classes of time objects, dates and times, times which are larger or smaller than a day,
respectively.
MUC also distinguishes between absolute time expressions (indicating a specific segment
of time as in 20 minutes after 10, midnight, 10th of October) and relative time expressions
(indicating a date relative to the date of the document as in yesterday or last month). In our
opinion, most time expressions, whether they are what MUC calls specific segments or not,
are relative to the date of the document. If we consider, for example, the expression October
10th then it depends on the context whether the following or past October is referred to,
as the following examples illustrate.
The plane crashed on October 10th.
The CEO will give a talk on October 10th.
An alternative would be to define an absolute time expression as one where the time
object represented by the expression can be placed unambiguously on a calendrical timeline
or time graph without any additional information from any other part of the text it occurs
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in. A relative time expression would, accordingly, be one where one does need additional
information.
The latter distinction is the one we would favour, but since it is not clear at this point
whether it would be helpful, we have ignored the relative/absolute distinction for now.
6.4 Temporal Relations
We described in section 3.4 how temporal relations can be conveyed in natural language,
which we will briefly repeat here. Events can be related to times or to other events. Tem-
poral prepositional phrases are the most common way to relate events to times, as example
(127) shows.
(127) A small single engine plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean on Wednes-
day.
Temporal relations holding between events are most commonly expressed by using tem-
poral conjunctions as in examples (128) and (129).
(128) The plane crashed after the pilot and his crew ejected.
(129) ... before the craft fell, its three rotor blades shot off.
Neither event-event relations nor event-time relations need necessarily be explicitly ex-
pressed, as example (130) shows:
(130) Sunday, an F-14D crashed into the Pacific Ocean off southern California,
killing its two crew members.
Here simple juxtaposition is used to relate the plane crash event expression to the time
referring expression Tuesday, where usually the preposition on would have been employed.
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Although the temporal relation during is not explicitly signalled it is clear from the context.
The plane crash expression is also related to the expression conveying the killing of the
passengers, the latter being temporally included in the former. No temporal subordinate
conjunction is used and again the temporal relation is not explicitly signalled in the text;
but the non-finite construction is enough to make clear that the killing of the passengers
happened during the crash.
In a conceptual framework we need to abstract from the large variety of the relations
that exist in the real world and also account for the 'fuzziness' and vagueness with which
they are, at times, expressed in natural language. We need to find relations that capture
what is needed for our purposes while they must, at the same time, be easy enough to
annotate so that the annotation scheme we are aiming to devise can actually be applied.
We found that the temporal relations we described in section 2.2 were not suitable for
our task, for the following two reasons.
1. There are too rigid for what is expressed in real text. Temporal relations are not often
expressed in text with the preciseness that Allen's and Gagnon's relations presuppose.
It is rarely expressed, for example, that the start of one event exactly coincides with
the end of another event - which is the only condition under which the temporal
relation meets holds.
2. Some of the relations, especially the ones developed by Gagnon and Lapalme (1996),
are too complicated and burdensome to annotate in practice.
The set of temporal relations we propose is geared towards annotation. With them we
are trying to bridge the gap between relations suitable for capturing the temporal informa-
tion in real texts, and those which are easy to annotate. The set is based on both Allen's
and Lapalme's relations and the full set we propose at present is:
included and includes An event is temporally included within another event or time
(example (131)) or it includes another event or time (examples (132) and (133)). Or rather
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the time interval over which the event happens is a subinterval or superinterval of the time
interval represented by the time referring expression.
(131) The plane crashed on Wednesday.
(132) By midafternoon, several vessels were combing the area.
(133) The airplane crashed, killing all passengers on board.
before and after An event happens before or after another event or time.
(134) The plane crashed after the pilot and his crew ejected.
(135) ... before the craft fell, its three rotor blades shot off.
(136) This was the first crash since 1992.
simultaneous This is the 'fuzziest' relation and should be called 'roughly at the same
time'. It is surprisingly often that all we know about two events is that they overlap
somehow or maybe happen at the same time, but we do not know anything more specific,
as in example (137). If we would not allow the fuzzy simultaneous, and since we cannot
apply a more precise relation, examples like (137) could not be captured at all.
(137) All 75 people on board the Aeroflot Airbus died when it ploughed into a
Siberian mountain in March 1994.
Note that this set consists of two pairs of inverse relations (A includes/is after B iff B
is included in/is before A) and the simultaneous relation. Thus, there really need be just
three primitive relations and the remaining two can be viewed as being defined in terms
of the others. This is an initial minimal set, defined after analysing a number of newswire
articles. It can easily be expanded should it prove necessary or beneficial.
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6.5 States
A state is a relation between entities or the holding of an attribute of an entity which, while
capable of change, is ongoing over a time span, usually longer than the time span covered
by the article. Examples for state expressions are:
(138) The plane, which can carry four people, ...
(139) The water is about 125 feet deep in that area.
Typically, a change of state constitutes an event. At this point we are less interested ill
states, and we do not take them into account in our annotation scheme.
6.6 Subclassifying Events
The base approach can be extended to include either genre/domain dependent or indepen-
dent specifics. Specific types of events would be an example for a genre dependent extension
whereas as the inclusion of a theory of causality would be genre independent.
During our analysis of newswire articles it became clear that events can be classified into
groups. This is not a new idea. In section 2.1 we described two ways of classifying events.
One is based on Vendler (1967) and Moens and Steedman (1988) and classifies events into
aspectual classes based on their temporal extension and their association with consequent
states.
Vendler-based classifications like this are based on aspect, a feature we did not include in
our approach for the following reason. Exploiting aspect is based on analysing consecutive
sentences and this cannot be easily exploited in newswire texts where the paragraphs are
very short. Note that including aspect into an annotation scheme is also impractical. It
would be extremely difficult to burden an annotator with having to decide for each verb
whether it conveys a point, culmination, culminated process or process (see chapter 2). An
a priori classification of all verbs is equally impractical.
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We believe that other sources of temporal information, such as explicit time referring
expressions and event co-reference (see chapter 7) are more important than aspect ill tho
Vendlerian sense. Verb tense is a simple mechanisms, which only crudely locates events
in time. Aspect is impractical and burdensome for the annotator, as we have mentioned
earlier, it is less suited for news wire texts (see section 3.5). Thus, the event classification
based on Vendler and Moans/Steedman is not adopted in our approach.
The other classification was developed by Halliday (see section 2.1). His classification,
however, is not suitable for our purposes. For example, a relational process can also be The
fair is on Tuesday, which we would want to place on a time graph whereas we would regard
Peter has a piano as stative and not put it on a time graph.
What we need is a classification which helps us in the project of locating events in time,
and so we propose the following classification scheme.
Occurrence Events Most events are what we call occurrence events - these are the events
we want to place on a time graph. Examples are:
(140) A small single-engine plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean about eight
miles off New Jersey on Wednesday
(141) By midaftemoon, several vessels and a helicopter were combing the area
about eight miles east of Sea Bright, N.J.
(142) Revenue in Avco and Textron Financial rose 19 percent last year.
Reporting Events As mentioned above, there are also reporting events, whose mam
function is to associate the source of information with an (occurrence) event. Examples
are:
(143) The Coast Guard reported finding aircraft debris and fuel slick.
(144) Searchers found the plane's landing gear, seat cushions and other debris,
Petty Officer Fenn said.
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(145) The Coast Guard said the craft had taken off from Allaire Airport.
The most common case is that the reported event happened in the past and thus before
the reporting event. In some cases this helps to temporally locate an event more accurately
than just before the date of the article, as the followingexample shows.
(146) Aeroftot general manager for Hong Kong Vassili Tkatchenko said on TueHday
he was unaware the writ had been filed.
Reporting events are what Bell (1991) calls attribution, the source of the information.
The most common case is, that reporting events are not associated with a time. This means
that we can locate them only crudely in time (they happen before the date of the article).
Because of this and since their main function is to identify the information source, we do
not put them on a time graph, unless they provide additional temporal information, as in
example (146).
Perception Events The followingexample illustrates another type of event:
(147) The plane was seen hitting the water shortly after 11 a.m. by a fisherman.
We call these events perception events and although they are relatively rare, the benefits
of annotating them justify their being included in the scheme. Perceived events (like the
plane hitting the water in the example) happen roughly at the same time as the perception
event (like was seen by a fisherman above) and although their exact temporal relationship
might not be known, we are able to locate the perceived event more accurately in time than
we would have been able to using only the occurrence event.
Aspectual Events The final class of events we distinguish is the class of aspectual events,
as example (148) illustrates.
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(148) At the former Grumman hangar in Calverton, investigators on Tuesday
began piecing together the fractured parts of the airplane.
Aspectual events have a very similar structure to reporting events. Both have the main
event (began in example (148)) and an event as an argument (piecing together, also example
(148)). Aspectual events usually involve aspectual verbs like start, stop, finish etc. Their
temporal consequence is that the aspectual event indicates the start or ending of the related
event.
Other Event Classes Another event class that could be included is the class of attitude
events. Examples (149) and (150) show such events. Attitude events are similar to reporting
and perception events in that they take another event as an argument.
(149) John hopes to go to New York on Friday
(150) Mary believes that the plane hit the the Atlantic Ocean
Like reporting events and unlike perception events, attitude events do not guarantee
the reality of the participant event (X may report or believe that Y without Y being the
case; in contrast, if X sees that Y then Y must be true). However,while both reporting and
perception events usually take place after the event reported or at the same time as the even
perceived, attitude events stand in no such clear temporal relation to their participant event.
Thus, it could be useful to distinguish this event class from the others when taxonomising
events with respect to their temporal properties.
Hypothetical events, as shown in examples (151) and (152) are difficult to interpret
where time is concerned. Different hypothetical time lines could be created, depending on
the consequences of these events.
(151) The crash would never have happened had the pilot made a normal take-
off or taken the cloudy weather into account.
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(152) Aviation safety investigators say a sharp movement of the rudder could
have caused the jet's deadly roll.
6.7 Other Temporal Relations
Two other event-event relationships which are not temporal per se but have temporal im-
plications are causality (where cause precedes effect) and subeventness (where subevents
are temporally included in their 'container' events). However, these relationships are very
difficult to define and to distinguish.
(153) The plane crashed, killing all passengers on board.
In example (153), is the killing event caused by the crash or is it a subevent? What
constitutes subeventness and thus distinguishes it from causality cannot easily be stated
precisely. For example, an event can happen during another event without being a subevent.
Eating an apple while driving does not mean that the eating the apple event is a subevent
of driving.
One could argue that a subevent is necessary for the event and that the event would
not take place without the subevent. But not all events are as rigid as that. A 'going to the
supermarket' event does not necessarily contain a 'buying milk' event - but often does. And
when it does it would be a subevent. It would be too demanding a task for an annotator
to decide for each event whether it stands in a causality or subevent relation to another
event, so these two types of relationship are not included in the approach. Note that the
temporal implications of these, temporal inclusion and temporal sequence, are still part of
our approach as they are included in the set of temporal relations.
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6.8 Discussion
In this chapter, we laid the conceptual foundation on which an annotation scheme to cap-
ture temporal information in text can be built. The temporal ontology introduced contains
events, times, states, and temporal relations. Their respective classifications are also de-
scribed in this chapter. The framework can be divided into a base part, which is applicable
to all genres and domains, and into extensions, which cater for genre specific and potentially
for domain specific mechanisms.
With this framework in place, the annotation scheme that was based on these is described
in the next chapter.
Chapter 7
Annotating Temporal Information
Given the conceptual framework of chapter 6.1, we can now turn to proposing an annotation
scheme, which enables events, times, and temporal relations to be marked up in newswire
texts; event identity is treated as a special temporal relation from nowon. The main purpose
of the annotation scheme is to let texts be marked up in a way that makes it possible to
determine the temporal relations between events and times and to build a time graph as
accurately as possible.
One of the problems encountered when devising this annotation scheme was the trade-
off between practicality, for which the scheme should be as simple as possible, and wealth
of information encoded, which implies a certain degree of complexity. If the annotation
scheme is not simple enough then it is very difficult to find human annotators willing to
do the job and inter-annotator agreement is much harder to achieve. On the other hand, a
certain amount of information needs to be encoded in the scheme to make interesting and
meaningful results possible.
The process of evolving an annotation scheme and the methodology we adopted are
cyclical. A proposal for the annotation was applied to several texts. Then the problems,
weaknesses and strengths were analysed, which resulted in a revision of the annotation
scheme. This led to a new proposal, which was applied to several texts etc.
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Another point is that annotations for events, times and temporal relations did not evolve
independently from each other. Events and times stand in temporal relations to each other
and are thus intrinsically linked; the annotation scheme has to reflect this. Changing the
annotation of one did often affect the annotation of the other.
Both the cyclical process and the interaction of the annotations are difficult, if not
impossible, to reflect properly in the linear fashion the medium of paper dictates. What
we have done instead, is to separate this chapter into two parts. The first part talks about
annotating events, about the main proposals and their weaknesses and strengths. We
then turn to time referring expressions and temporal relations, and we will briefly describe
how their annotation interacted with annotating events. The second part describes the
annotation scheme, that was the result of the process. The annotation of events, times and
temporal relations are specified in detail, respectively, in the second part 1.
Like many modern annotation schemes, our scheme is defined in SGML (Structured Gen-
eral Mark-up Language, (Goldfarb, 1990)). Arguably, XML (eXtensible Mark-up Language,
(Goldfarb, 1998)) is a more appropriate choice, but this work was already well advanced
when the XML standard was agreed. The scheme we have defined could easily be adopted
in XML and might benefit from this (see footnotes on pages 101 and 102).
1.1 Evolving an Annotation Scheme
In the beginning, when we started off with simple examples like The plane crashed on
Wednesday, we tacitly assumed that there is a one-to-one relationship between events and
clauses. This is not the case, as examples like The plane WaS seen hitting the water by a
fisherman demonstrate, where two events (hitting the water and was seen) are conveyed in
one clause. Also cases where more than one clause cover one event seem possible.
We will adopt the following terminology for the rest of the chapter. If a clause conveys
IEarlier versions of our work have been reported in Setzer and Gaizauskas (2000a), Setzer and Gaizauskas
(2000b) and Setzer and Gaizauskas (2001).
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more than one event, then the clause is said to describe a compound event. If only one
event is conveyed by a clause, then t.his is called a simple event.
We will also mainly use compound event.s as examples, because not only is the annotation
of simple events subsumed within the annotation of compound ones, but also because most of
the problems and interesting cases occur with compound events. Time referring expressions
are included in the examples but not analysed. A detailed description of how time referring
expressions and temporal relation expressions evolved will follow in section 7.1.2.
7.1.1 Proposals for Annotating Events
We will now describe the main proposals we tested during the 'maturing' of the annotation
scheme as well as briefly discuss their strengths and weaknesses.
Proposal 1
The first proposal we considered, was to annotate the whole text span covering t.he (simple
or compound) event expressions, including time referring expressions, should the event be
related to one. Whether the event expressed was a simple or a compound one, would be
indicated by an appropriate attribute. Figure 7.1 shows the approach and example (154)
shows how the annotation might look.
event 3, compound
The plane was seen hitting the water shortly after J J am by a fisherman,--prep timex
temporal Expression
event 4, simple
who radioed the coast guard.
Figure 7.1: Proposal 1
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(154) <event eid=" 3" type=" COMPOUND>
The plane was seen hitting the water shortly
<tempExp eid=" 3" >
<prep>after </prep>
<tirnexo l l a.m. </timex>
</tempExp>
by a fisherman
</event>
<event eide" 4" type="SIMPLE>
who radioed the Coast Guard.
</event>
There are two main advantages of this proposal. One is, that it is a clause level scheme
and there is a simple syntactic criterion for identifying event expressions: events are identi-
fied with finite clauses. The other advantage is that the annotation encompasses the whole
text span and if more detailed information about the event should be needed later on, then
this is still extractable. The weakness of this proposal is that compound events are treated
the same way as simple events. The problem of dealing with compound events is not solved
but merely deferred. Also, key information is not explicitly marked.
Another problem is that an event can be conveyed by discontinuous text spans as in
The plane, which can carry four people, crashed on Wednesday morning. In this case, a
portion of text would be included in the annotation, which does not belong to the event at
all. The part which can carry four people is regarded as a state and does not belong to the
crash event. This cannot be marked in the annotation scheme.
Proposal 2
In this proposal, compound event expressions are further analysed to the level of subevents.
Each subevent expression, or in the case of simple events the event expression itself, are
identified by annotating the finite verb, nominalisation, or non-finite verb representing the
(sub}event. The textspan containing the simple or compound event is marked up as well.
Figure 7.2 shows the approach and example (155) illustrates a possible annotation.
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event 3, compound
sub-event 3b-The plane was seen hitting the water shortly after J J am by a fisherman,--sub-event 3a prep timex
temporal Expression
event 4, simple
who radioed the coast guard.
Figure 7.2: Proposal 2
(155) <event eid=" 3" type=" COMPOUND>
The plane
<sub_event seid=" 3a" classe "PERCEPTION" >was seen </sub_event>
<sub.event seid=" 3b" class=" OCCURRENCE" >hitting </sub_event>
the water shortly
<tempExp eid=" 3" >
<prep>after </prep>
<timex> 11 a.m. </timex>
</tempExp>
by a fisherman
</event>
<event eid="4" type="SIMPLE>
who radioed the Coast Guard.
</event>
The proposal is an improvement on the previous one in that it identifies subevcnts.
However, the problem of discontinuous text spans still persists. This proposal also proved
to be too impractical to be useful.
Proposal3
This proposal addresses the problem of events being conveyed by discontinuous text spans.
The whole text span conveying the event is still annotated, as in the earlier proposals. In
addition to that, we break up the text span into constituents, where each constituent covers
a continuous portion of text belonging to an event expression. Each constituent also carries
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the ID or IDs of the event expression(s) it belongs to. Arguments like subject and object
are not distinguished. Figure 7.3 and example (156) show how this could be done.
The plane, which can carry four people, was seen hitting the water by a fisherman.
constituent 2,
event 5
constituent 3,
event 5
event 5
constituent I,
event4 and 5
constituent 2,
event 4
event 4
Figure 7.3: Proposal 3
(156) <event eid=5 arg_id=4 class=PERCEPTION tense=past >
<event eid=4 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past >
<constituent cidee I eid=4,5 > The plane </constituent>
, which can carry four people,
<constituent cid=2 eid=5 > was seen </constituent>
<constituent cid=2 eid=4 > hitting the water </constituent>
</event>
<constituent cid=3 eid=5 > by a fisherman </constituent>
</event>
This proposal still identifies subevents and also solves the problem of discontinuous text
spans by breaking the text span up into constituents. However, having to decide which text
span belongs to which event or events proved far too burdensome for the annotators. Also,
the information gained did not contribute to the actual task of ordering events in time.
Proposal4
The idea behind this proposal is related to event co-reference. In order to decide, whether
two event expressions convey identical events, it is helpful to consider the participants. If
they are not identical, then consequently the two event expressions cannot convey identical
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events. This is an easy way to rule out event co-reference.
The proposal addresses this issue by separately annotating event indicators (like finite
verbs and nominalisations) and event arguments (like subject and direct object) and have
each element carry the ID of the event it belongs to. Figure 7.4 and example (157) illustrate
the approach.
temporal Expression,
indicator, event4
~ .l!!P..~
The plane was seen hitting the water shortly after J I am by a fisherman,
object, indicator,
event3 event 3
subject,
event3
subject, indicator, object,
event 5 event 5 event5---_.----_
who radioed the coast guard.
Figure 7.4: Proposal 4
(157) <subject eid=" 3"> <object eid=" 4" > The plane </object> </subject>
<indicator eid=" 4" >was seen </indicator>
<indicator eid=" 3" >hitting </indicator>
<object eid=" >3the water </object>
shortly
<tempExp eid=" 3">
<prep>after </prep>
<timex>ll a.m. </timex>
</tempExp>
by
<subject eid=" 4" >a fisherman </subject>,
<subject eid=" 5">who </subject>
<indicator eid=" 5"> radioed </indicator>
<object eid=" 5">the Coast Guard. </object>
Compound event expressions do not pose a problem anymore and there is easy access
to details of the events like subjects and objects. But not only is this method is far too
complex to apply, the level of detail this annotation scheme provides did not prove useful
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to the task of temporally ordering events.
In section 7.2, we will describe the annotation scheme we have adopted for events. This
is based mainly on marking the head of the finite verb group, nominalisation or non-finite
verb group.
We will now turn to time referring and temporal relation expressions.
7.1.2 Proposal for Annotating Time and Temporal Expressions
In this section, we will briefly describe how the annotation of temporal expressions/ and
temporal relation expressions interacted with the event annotation. As we have seen in the
previous sections, we started out with annotating the whole text span conveying the event
expression. This text span included temporal expressions, if there was one (see figure 7.5).
The temporal expression was associated with the event simply by including the temporal
expression annotation in the event annotation.
The plane crashed on Wednesday.-
event
prep timex
temporal Expression
Figure 7.5: Temporal expression annotation included in the event annotation
This was unsatisfactory for several reasons. If the time is related to more than one
event, as expressed in The plane caught fire and crashed on Wednesday, then we could not
annotate this fact, because the temporal expression on Wednesday would have to included
in one or the other event annotation. Similarly, the time the event is related to is not
2 Temporal expression is a term we used in the earlier stages, when we were treating the time expression
and the signal (preposition) as one entity - a temporal expression, see figure 7.5
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necessarily expressed in the same sentence, as in The plane crashed. On the same day ....
Also, on a conceptual level, it would more consistent if the annotation scheme would
reflect the fact that both times and events are entities in their own right.
The policy of annotating the whole text span was abandoned, for this and other reasons
described in the previous section, and we decided to only annotate a representative of the
event. At this point, temporal expressions were annotated by marking up the text span that
conveyed the time referring expression and the preposition, each of which were individually
annotated as well. This annotation now included a unique ID for the temporal expression
to identify it. Figure 7.6 show this stage, with the event now being represented by the finite
verb and the temporal expression annotation not included in the event annotation anymore.
The association of the event and the time is realised via an SGML attribute (more about
this in the next section).
prep timex
event representative
The plane crashed on Wednesday.-
temporal Expression
Figure 7.6: Temporal expression annotation outside the event annotation
When we consider annotating event-event relations, then we face a similar scenario.
In the sentence All passengers died when the plane crashed, two simultaneous events are
described. The temporal relation is signalled by when. The conjunction when is annotated
separately from both event expressions, as shown in figure 7.7
Here, we were relating two event expressions via a signal for the temporal relation (the
conjunction). The same approach was adopted for temporal expressions. These were broken
up into the time referring expression and the preposition. The preposition fulfils the same
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-event representative event representative
All passengers died when the plane crashed.-temporal relation signal
Figure 7.7: Two events related via a conjunction
function as the conjunction, that of indicating the temporal relation between entities, and is
now treated in the same way. We have a unified, conceptually neater approach of using one
principle for relating event expressions to time expressions and event expressions t.o event.
expressions, illustrated in figure 7.8.
Wednesday
Figure 7.8: Relating and event to a time and an event to another event
Events can be related to other events or time-objects. This may be expressed explicitly
via a preposition or a temporal subordinate conjunction which signals the temporal relat.ion
between the two entities. In this case, it seems natural to link the two entities in the anno-
tation via this signal and have the actual temporal relation (like included) as an attribute
of the signal. Example (158) illustrates this approach.
(158) The plane <event eid=Z> crashed </event>
<signal sid= I eid=2 tidee l > on </signal>
<timex tid= L> Wednesday </timex>.
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But events can also be related implicitly to other events or times and this poses a serious
problem to above approach, since there is no signal to attach the temporal relation t.o and
it is not clear what an alternative would be.
The solution we propose is to always associate the temporal relation and the ID of event
it is related to with an event itself, using attributes. Should this relation be explicitly sig-
nalled then the ID of the signal becomes an attribute of the event as well, so the connection
to the signal is not lost. Figures 7.9 and 7.10 illustrate this approach.
possibility 1: indirectly related
possibility 2: directly related
Figure 7.9: Event implicitly and explicitly related to a time
In this section, we have given a brief account of how the annotations for events, times
and temporal relations have influenced each other.
7.2 The Annotation Scheme
After having considered the above proposals and tried them out on sample texts, we came
to the conclusion that it is not worthwhile trying to enable access to the argument-level
details of the events (i.e. subjects and objects etc.), because this leads to the scheme being
too impractical. Furthermore, we are not so much interested in the events themselves but
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possibility 1: indirectly related
possibility 2: directly related
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Figure 7.10: Event implicitly and explicitly related to another event
rather in the temporal relations holding between events and between events and times, we
can see events as black boxes without details like logical subject or logical object, unless
one of the arguments is an event itself. The following sections will present the scheme
finally adopted for the annotation of events, times and signals and the temporal relations
between them. In chapter 9, we will present a pilot study we conducted, during which this
annotation scheme was applied to several newswire texts. The annotation guidelines given
to the annotators, which detailed how exactly this scheme was to be applied can be found
in appendix A.
7.2.1 Annotating Events
We annotate a representative of the event expression and the first candidate for a represen-
tative is the head of the finite verb group. If the event is conveyed by a nominalisation
then we chose the head of the nominalisation as the representative. If the event is
represented by a non-finite clause, we annotate the non-finite verb as the representative.
The followingexamples, which do not yet include attributes, show the basic approach.
(159) The plane <event> hit </event> the water near New Jersey.
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(160) The plane crashed, <event> killing </event> all passengers on board.
(161) The 1996 <event> crash </event> of the TWA 747 remains unexplained.
Event expressions have a number of optional and obligatory attributes associated with
them which are described below, including examples which only show the attributes relevant
to the example. An example with all attributes is given further below.
eid: The event ID uniquely identifies the event expression in the text.
potential values: positive integers
optional: no
The plane <event eid=3> crashed </event>.
class: An event belongs to one of these classes.
potential values: OCCURRENCE, PERCEPTION, REPORTING,
ASPECTUAL 3
optional: no
See next attribute for example.
argEvent: Reporting, perception and aspectual event expressions usually have another
event or other events as an attribute and the argument ID identifies these.
potential values: positive integers
optional: yes
The MoD <event eid=5 class=reporting argEvent=7> announced </event> that the
jet fighter <event eid=7 class=occurrence> ploughed </event> into the mountain.
tense: If the event is signalled by a finite verb, then the verb tense is the (obligatory) value
for this attribute. If the event is signalled by a nominalisation or non-finite verb then
3These event classes, which have been discussed in section 6.6, are not an exhaustive set, but a good
starting point for our purposes. Other possible, not included, event classes are also discussed in section 6.6.
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the annotator can use this field to indicate whether the event happens in the present,
past or future. In this case, it is an optional attribute
potential values: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE
optional: yes
The plane <event eid=3 tense=past> crashed </event>.
Mr Smith will <event eid= l l tense=future> make </event> an announcement
tomorrow afternoon.
aspect: It is sometimes helpful to know whether the aspect of the verb is progressive or
perfective, which can be indicated using the attribute aspect.
potential values: PROGRESSIVE, PERFECTIVE
optional: yes
...several vessels and a helicopter were <event eid=13 tense=past
aspect=PROGRESSIVE> combing </event> the area.
relatedToEvent: The ID of the event expression that the current event expression is tem-
porally related to is stored here".
potential values: positive integers
optional: yes
See next attribute for example.
eventRelType: The type of temporal relation holding between the related events is stored
in this attribute.
potential values: BEFORE, AFTER, INCLUDES, IS.lNCLUDED, SIMULTANE-
OUS (see chapter 6.4 for a description of these relations)
optional: yes
4Not being able to relate an event expression to more than one event expression is a weakness of our
scheme and this needs addressing. SGML does not offer a straightforward solution, one proposal is to use a
list like structure for the argument as well as eventRelType. A disadvantage is, that one has to ensure that
the order of the event IDs reflects the order of the relation types. This problem did not occur in the texts
we analysed and did not cause a problem in the pilot study. This is a point where porting the scheme to
XML might be beneficial.
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All 75 people on board the Aeroflot Airbus
<event eid=4 relatedToEvent=5 eventRelType=simultaneous >
died </event>
when it <event eid=5> ploughed </event>
into a Siberian mountain.
relatedToTime: The ID of the time-object the current event is related to is stored heres.
potential values: positive integers
optional: yes
See next attribute for example.
timeRelType: The type of temporal relation holding between the event and related time
is stored in this attribute.
potential values: BEFORE, AFTER, INCLUDES, IS..INCLUDED, SIMULTANE-
OUS
optional: yes
A small single-engine plane <event eid=9 relatedToTime=5 timefcel'Typee.is.included
signaIlD=9> crashed </event>
into the Atlantic Ocean <signal sid=9> on <signal>
<timex tid=5> Wednesday </timex>.
signallD: The ID of the text span that signals the temporal relation holding between two
entities can be kept in this attribute.
potential values: positive integers
optional: yes
See relatedToEvent and relatedToTime for example.
5Similarly to relatedToEvent, it is a weakness of our approach that an event expression cannot be related
to more than one time referring expression. This seems less likely to occur and hence is less of a problem.
However, solving the problem ofrelating an event expression to multiple event expressions will automatically
solve this part too - using XML might be an option.
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Note, that the annotation scheme, and the annotation of events in particular, was
planned with future extensions in mind. We did not include all event attributes into the
analysis of the annotation, because we concentrated on aspects like surface cues and event
identity first.
Verb tense, for example, indicates only a very crude temporal location. Past tense
locates the event before the date of the article, future tense after this date and present
tense indicates that the event happens roughly at the same time. Nominalisations and
non-finite verbs lack tense and cannot be located with this feature. Because we wanted to
focus on other aspects of temporal information, verb tense and (Vendlerian) aspect are not
included in the analysis of the temporal information.
Perception, aspectual events, and reporting event associated with time did occur so
infrequently in the corpus (see section 9.1), that these are not included in the analysis yet.
7.2.2 Annotating Time Expressions
We distinguish between simple (example (162)) and complex (example (164)) time referring
expressions. Complex referring time expressions refer to a point in time by relating (after)
an interval (17 seconds) to an event (hearing the sound). The point in time referred to is the
point at the end of the interval. Simple time referring expressions are often the noun part
in temporal prepositional phrases or adverbial phrases, see section 3.3 for more examples.
(162) last Thursday
(163) October 3rd
(164) 17 seconds after hearing the sound ...
(165) three days before Easter
For simple time referring expressions we annotate the whole text span conveying the
time-object, as in examples (166) and (167).
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(166) <timex tid=5 type=DATE> Tuesday </timex>
(167) <timex tid=5 type= TIME> 11 a.m. </timex>
Following general convention, and the approach taken in MUC, we distinguish between
two classes of time objects, dates and times, units which are larger or smaller than a day,
respectively.
Like event expressions, time referring expressions have a unique ID so they can be
uniquely identified in the text and be associated with events. All time referring expressions,
simple and complex, have the followingattributes:
tid: The ID uniquely identifies the time referring expression in the text.
potential values: positive integers
optional: no
type: The type of the time object conveyed.
potential values: DATE, TIME, COMPLEX
optional: no
calDate: The calendrical date represented by the time object.
potential values: [[DD1MM1YYYYor('SPR'I'SUM'I'AUT'I'WIN')YYYY
optional: no
Note that we only annotate time referring expressions (see section 3.3). Examples for
the annotation of time referring expressions are (166) and (167).
The more complex time referring expressions, like the one in example (164), include a
time interval (17 seconds), a preposition (after) and an event (hearing the sound) or time.
Annotating the whole time span would not only be tedious for the annotator but also
obscure the elements involved, especially since a marked up event would be nested inside
the annotation of the time referring expression.
The time referred to in example (164) is the point in time 17 seconds after the event.
mentioned. The chosen solution, which is similar to event annotation, reflects this. The
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interval is chosen as the representative for the time referring expression and related to the
event expression via the temporal relation, usually signalled by the preposition. Figure
7.11 illustrates this approach. These complex time objects have the following additional
attributes:
( 5 min ]1--------18
Figure 7.11: A complex time expression
eid: The ID of the event the time interval is related to.
potential values: positive integers
optional: no
signallD: The ID of the signal indicating the temporal relation.
potential values: positive integers
optional: no
relType: The temporal relation holding between the time interval and the event.
potential values: BEFORE, AFTER, INCLUDES, IS.lNCLUDED, SIMULTANE-
OUS
optional: no
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Example (168) illustrates the approach.
(168) <timex tid=5 type=complex eid=3 signallD=7 reIType=after>
17 seconds </timex>
<signal sid=7> after <signal> <event eid=3> hearing</event>
the sound ...
7.2.3 Annotating Temporal Relations
Events can be related to times and to other events, expressed either implicitly or explicitly,
as we have described in chapter 3.
If an event is related to a time, then we store the ID of the time referring expression and
the temporal relation holding between them with the event expression (as SGML attributes).
If this relation is explicitly signalled, then the signal expression ID is stored as an attribute
too. If the relation is implicitly expressed, then this attribute is simply omitted. Examples
(169) and (170) express an implicitly and explicitly related event expression, respectively.
(169) A small single-engine plane
<event eid=9 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past
relatedToTime=5 timeRelType=induded >
crashed </event>
into the Atlantic Ocean about eight miles off
New Jersey
<timex tid=5> Wednesday </timex>.
(170) A small single-engine plane
<event eid=9 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past
relatedToTime=5 timeRelType=induded
signaIlD=9>
crashed </event>
into the Atlantic Ocean about eight miles off
New Jersey
<signal sid=9> on <signal>
<timex tid=5> Wednesday </timex>.
To annotate event-event relations, we choose one event expression and store the infor-
mation about the temporal relation and the ID of the other event expression as attributes.
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Is this relation explicitly signalled, then the ID of the signal expression is stored as an at.-
tribute too; if it is implicitly signalled then this attribute is omitted. Example (171) shows
an event expression being explicitly related to another event expression.
(171) All 75 people on board the Aeroflot Airbus
<event eid=4 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past
relatedToEvent=5 eventRelT ype=simu Itaneous
signallD= 7>
died </event>
<signal sid=]"> when <signal>
it
<event eid=5 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past >
ploughed </event>
into a Siberian mountain.
7.3 Comparing Temporal Annotations
The main reason annotation schemes are developed, is to create annotated corpora and
often the goal is to be able to do this automatically. Before it is possible to do this,
the annotation scheme has to be validated, which is often done by hand-annotating a trial
corpus and analysing the results. To overcome the potential inconsistencies hand-annotated
corpora are prone to and to ensure the quality of the description of the scheme used by
the annotators during annotation, it is necessary to be able to compare annotations and to
assess their 'goodness'.
In this chapter we will describe a method of comparing the temporal annotations that
can be produced using the annotation scheme described above, and a similar method used
to evaluate co-reference annotation.
7.3.1 The Comparison Method
When comparing annotations based on the proposed scheme, an additional complexity is
that the annotations are of a semantic nature and should be compared in semantic not formal
terms. Two annotations should be said to be equivalent if they convey the same 'temporal
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information', even if different ways of annotating this are chosen. How semantically identical
but differently annotated cases can look like is explained in the following example.
Event A and event B are simultaneous and both are before event C. This is illustrated
in figure 7.12. It is not necessary to annotate all three relations, we can arrive at the same
Figure 7.12: Comparing annotations 1
temporal information using simple inference rules. From A is simultaneous to B and A is
before C, we can infer that B is before C. Similarly, from A is simultaneous to Band B
is before C we infer that A is before C. Accordingly, these are the two ways in which the
same information can be annotated. This is shown in figure 7.13. The annotations are
annotator 1 annotator 2
Figure 7.13: Comparing annotations 2
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equivalent, because we arrive at the same temporal information. Yet, they are different.
Any comparison of annotation should take this into account.
The proposed solution is inspired by the intuitive notion of the complete temporal
information content of a text, which contains the temporal relations holding between all
pairs of events and events and all pairs of events and times. The solution associates all
annotation with a model theoretic interpretation, in the following way.
The set of temporal relations that we include in our framework is {includes, is.included,
before, after, simultaneous, identity}6. The relations includes and is.included as well as the
relations before and after are inverse relations (respectively), and we can reduce the number
of different types of temporal relations to three primitives using only simultaneous, before
and includes. All relations of the form A after B (A is.included B) are normalised to B
before A (B includes A) and are subsumed within the relation before (includes). Identity is
translated into simultaneous. This normalisation make the set of inference rules smaller and
the process clearer.
The event and time expressions annotated in a text, or rather their respective IDs,
form two sets, E and T, respectively. Since all of our temporal annotations are binary
relations relating event expressions or time expressions to other event expressions or time
expressions, the denotation of each relation as specified in the text can be viewed as a subset
of (E U T) x (E UT). For each temporal relation certain formal properties pertain. For
example simultaneous is an equivalence relation, while before and includes are transitive,
but asymmetric and irrefiexive. Therefore, given a partially specified model of the temporal
relations in a text (specified as a set of pairs comprising a part of the denotation of the
relation), the deductive closure of each relation can be computed to arrive at a total model.
If the deductive closures of two partially specified models are identical, then these two
models are equivalent, though not themselves identical. Further if any (partial) model M
is such that no proper subset of M has an equivalent deductive closure to M, then M is a
minimal model of the temporal relations in the text. This minimal model cannot be unique,
6Recall, that we included event identity in our set of temporal relations.
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as the simple example shows (figures 7.12 and 7.13). A minimal model for the temporal
relations holding between the three events A,B, and C has to contain two temporal relations.
Figure 7.13 shows two models containing two temporal relations each, and each model is
minimal.
Let us denote sets of pairs from (E U T) x (E U T) which constitute the denotations of
simultaneous, before and includes by S, B and I respectively. The set of inference rules we
use 1S:
VX, y, z E (E U T) :
1. (x,y) E S =} (y,x) E S
2. (x,y) E B 1\ (y,z) E B =} (x,z) E B
3. (x,y) E 11\ (y,z) E I=} (x,z) E I
4. (x,y) E B 1\ (y,z) E I=} (x,z) E B
5. (x,y) E 11\ (x,z) E B =} (y,z) E B
6. (x,y) E S 1\ (y,z) E S ~ (x,z) E S
7. (x,y) E B 1\ (y,z) E S ~ (x,z) E B
8. (x,y) El 1\ (y,z) E S => (x,z) El
9. (x,y) E S 1\ (y,z) E I ~ (x,z) El
10. (x,y) E B 1\ (x,z) E S =} (z,y) E B
We then can denote the deductive closure of S, B, and I by SI=, BI=, and 11= respectively.
Given these definitions we are now in a position to specify what precision and recall mean in
this framework. Letting Sk and S, denote the annotated simultaneous relations in the answer
key and system response respectively and Sr and S~ their deductive closures, respectively
(and similarly for Band 1). The recall and precision for the simultaneous relation is given
by:
R
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p
Recall and precision measures can be defined in a parallel fashion for the other relations.
An overall recall and precision measure for all temporal relations can then be defined as
follows":
R Isr n sri + IBr nBrl + IIr n Irl
Isrl + IBr + IIfl
p = ISkn sri + IBr nBrl + lIt n Irl
Isrl + IBr + IIFI
There are limitations to the inference rules caused by the nature of the temporal relations
we have chosen (see chapter 6.1). The relation simultaneous is not as clearly defined as
before or includes; it is a 'fuzzy' relation chosen to accommodate the lack of precision in
what we observed in newswire articles {see chapter 6.1}. This is good for annotating natural
language newswire texts but has the consequence that some of the inference rules we use
can potentially lead to incorrect conclusions, as we now show.
Rules 1 to 3, which represent properties of the temporal relations like transitivity of
before and includes, and symmetry of simultaneous, hold under any circumstance. If event
A is simultaneous to event B then B is simultaneous to A too. If event A is before event
B and event B is before event C, then event A is before event C. Rules 4 and 5, which
are solely based on the relations before and includes hold irrespective of the event or time
involved as well. If the pilot ejected from the plane before it crashed and the crash includes
an explosion, then the pilot ejected before the explosion (rule 4), similar for rule 5.
Rules 6 to 10, however, are different. They involve the fuzzy simultaneous relat.ion
and we could find examples where these rules do not supply the correct temporal relat.ion.
For example, it would be possible to imagine an example following the temporal structure
7This method can be compared to Crowe (1997)'s way of evaluating clause-event grids.
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shown in figure 7.14 which would not fit with rule 7. Events z and yare considered to he
'fuzzily' simultaneous, and event x is before event y. These rules hold for the corpus we
Ievent x I event y
event z
time-line
Figure 7.14: Counter example
have developed (see chapter Experiments) and we expect them to hold for a large majority
of all cases, so we kept them in the set of inference rules.
Other possible rules are excluded because they would lead to too many wrong inferences
(even though they might hold for a few cases), an example is (x, y) E I /\ (y, z) E B =*
(x, z) E B, illustrated in figure 7.14.
eventy event z
event x
time-line
Figure 7.15: Example for excluded inference rule
The problem of scoring semantically identical but differently annotated temporal rela-
tions is similar to the co-reference scoring methods and problems in MUC 6, described in
the following section.
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7.3.2 The MUC co-reference scoring scheme
The difficulty with scoring co-reference is how to score semantically identical but differently
annotated co-reference chains. Consider the following case where A, B, C and Dare corefer-
ring. This co-reference chain can be equivalently represented in multiple ways, for example
by the following two sets of links:
<A-B, B-C, A-D>
<A-B, B-C, C-D>
The problem was to compute recall and precision between a system response and a
human-annotated key without assuming syntactically identical annotations.
The solution developed for MUC6 exploited the fact that co-reference is a transitive,
symmetrical and reflexive relation and so the sets of links form equivalence classes. For
example, both sets above form the equivalence class {A, B, C, D} since they both represent
the same co-reference chain.
We will briefly explain how to calculate Recall and Precision, using the following simple
example (taken from MUC6). The elements involved are {A, B, C, D} and {B, C, D} are
coreferring. The key is <B-C, C-D> and the response is <B-C A-D>.
Recall Intuitively, the Recall should be 0.5 since the minimal number of links needed to
link the three elements in the key class is two and the response provides only one correct
link. If c is the minimal number of correct links needed and m is the number of links missing
in the response then recall is:
c-m
Recall =--
c
And for the example:
2-1
Recall = -2- = 0.5
Precision To calculate precision the approach is reversed. It is necessary to count the
number of links which must be added to the key to yield the equivalence class of the response.
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If, for example, the key is <B-C, C-D> and the response is <B-C A-D> then intuitively
the precision is 0.5 since of the two given links only one is correct. If c' is the minimal
number of links needed to generate the response equivalence class and m' is the number of
links missing in the key to generate that class, then the formula for precision is:
c'-m'
Precision = ,
c
And for the example:
2-1
Precision = -2- = 0.5
For more detailed information and more complex examples, please refer to MUC6.
7.3.3 Contrasting the Scoring Methods
There are two reasons, why the MUC scoring scheme was not adopted. Firstly, the MUe
method does not capture the intuition humans have about the temporal information content
of a text, which is the full set of temporal relations holding between all event-event pairs
and all event-time pairs.
Whereas the MUC scoring method is based on a minimal model for the coreference chain
and its cardinality, the scoring method presented in section 7.3.1 is based on a temporal
closure being computed over the temporal relations annotated. The temporal closure estab-
lishes as much of the temporal information content as possible, given the axioms described
above and the temporal relations annotated. This is illustrated with the following example.
Imagine 9 simultaneous events {el,e2,'" ,eg}. The key might form a 'simultaneity
chain' like the following:
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The response might consist of 3 smaller chains:
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The scoring method will compute the deductive closure over both key and response.
For the key, the deductive closure will contain 72 temporal relations; from the 81 potential
event pairs, the 9 relations holding between an event and itself are not included. The
deductive closure for the response contains 18 events. Because each chain of 3 events has
no connection to either of the other two chains, the temporal closure cannot establish
any temporal relations between events in different chains. The temporal relations, both
annotated and inferred, can be intuitively visualised using a matrix. Each entry corresponds
to a relations holding between two events. This is illustrated in figures 7.16 and 7.17.
et
e2
e3
e4 1--+--+--
e5 1--+-+--+-
e6 1--+--+--+-+-
e7 1--+-+-+--+--+-_
e8 I--+-;--+--+~~r-
e9 ~~~~~-~~~-
Recall in this case is 18/72 = 0.25. Precision is 1, since all relations in the response are
in the key as well.
Figure 7.16: Temporal Closure for the key
the response being:
The recall value is different, if the response misses different temporal relations. Imagine
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Figure 7.17: Temporal Closure for the response
The temporal closure for this response contains 42 relations, computed as described above
and as illustrated in figure 7.1S.
el
e2
e3
e4
1-+--+--
eS
t--+--+--t--
e6 1-+--+--+-;-
e7 I--I--I--I--I--t-
e8 I--I--I--I--I--I--+--
e9~~~~~~~-L_
Figure 7.18: Temporal Closure for the second response
Recall for this response is 42/72 = 0.58, precision is, again, l.
This method captures the intuition, that a long 'chain' of simultaneous events carries
more information than several short ones, because we can infer more temporal relations. If
we look at figures 7.17 and 7.18, then we see that more entries in the matrix are filled in for
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the second response than for the first, which means that more relations have been inferred.
With the information given in the second response, it is possible to answer more question
such as Are events 3 and 6 simultaneous?
Using the MUC scoring method, the cardinalities of the sets are used to compute recall
and precision. Recall in this case is 6/8 = 0.75, since of the 8 links necessary to link the
9 events together, only 6 are in the response. Precision, again, is 1. This holds for both
responses given. The MUC scoring scheme does not take into account that different sets or
'chains' of simultaneous events can lead to a different number of inferences being drawn
despite both sets or 'chains' having the same cardinality.
A similar argument holds for computing precision (also see Bagga and Baldwin (1998)).
Wrongly connecting two large chains leads to more wrong inferences being drawn than
connecting two short chains, and leads to a lower precision value. The MUC scoring method
would compute the same value for precision in both cases.
This example also shows, that the scoring method we adopted is 'harsher' than the
MUC scoring method. Both results for recall are lower than the recall results for MUC.
The reason for this is, that computing a closure over the temporal relations in the key and
response quadrates the number of temporal relations compared (as shown in the example
above).
The second reason for not adopting the MUC scoring method is twofold. The MUC
method is not based on a unique minimal model, but on the cardinality of a minimal
model. The method is also based on the fact that coreference is an equivalence relation,
with which such neat models can be formed. We do not have equivalence relations only,
before and includes are asymmetric and irreflexive. The different relations form different
sets (as explained in section 7.3.1 above), and it is unclear whether it is possible to rely
on cardinality for computing recall and precision. The question, whether a scoring scheme
could be developed for our approach, which is based on minimal models, is non-trivial and
a research topic on its own.
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7.4 Discussion
We have devised and described in detail an annotation scheme for annotating those features
and relations in texts which enable us to determine the relative order and, if possible, the
absolute time, of the events reported in them. This scheme has been used t.o construct
an annotated pilot corpus, the process and results of which are described in the following
two chapters. We have also introduced a model-theoretic method for comparing temporal
annotations and to compute recall and precisions for annotations.
Chapter 8
Creating an Annotated Corpus
In chapter 7 we explained in detail how the text segments signalling entities in our ontology
(events, times and temporal relations) are to be annotated. This chapter describes how
to put the approach we adopted into practice. To make the process of annotation as easy
as possible, we developed a simple annotation tool", but the approach described here is
independent from the system used.
Followingthe experiences of a study on interannotator agreement for a co-reference task
(Hirschman et al., 1998), where the interannotator agreement was improved by separating
the task of marking co-reference into a two stage process, we decided to follow a similar
approach. The annotation takes place in the two major stages described in section 8.1 and
section 8.2 respectively. Each stage has 3 phases, breaking down the annotation task into
manageable chunks.
8.1 Stage I of the Annotation
The first stage of the annotation has three phases.
IThis tool, developed by the author with input from Rob Gaizauskas and Mark Hepple, is written in
Perl/Tk and contains about 5000 lines of code.
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Phase 1 All event and time expressions are annotated, including filling in attributes (see
section 7.2). Figure 8.1 shows an example text and indicates what would be annotated
during the first stage. There are four event (circled) and two time expressions (boxed) in
this text.
The army81Fridayl that a pilot was probabl~
for his parents when he ~ an F14-A fighter in Nashville
in IJanuary,l~ himself, a fellow officer and three people
on the ground.
Figure 8.1: Annotation process, Stage I, phase 1
Figure 8.2 shows the annotated event and time expressions, using the annotation tool.
Figure 8.2: Annotated example, event and time expressions only
Phase 2 This stage requires marking up the explicitly expressed temporal relations (see
section 6.4) that exist between the event and time expressions annotated in stage 1, including
annotating the signals (usually prepositions or subordinate conjunctions) that indicate an
explicitly expressed temporal relation. For the example text in figure 8.1, this means relating
the two event expressions showing off and crashed via the temporal subordinate conjunction
when which indicates their temporal relation. The other temporal relation involves the event
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expression crashed and the time referring expression January, signalled by the preposition
in. Figure 8.3 shows the results of this stage. In addition to what was shown in figure 8.1,
signal expressions (dotted circles) and relations (solid arrows) are shown.
a fellow officer and three people
on the ground.
Figure 8.3: Annotation process, Stage I, phase 2
The temporal relations are captured by the annotation scheme as event expression at-
tributes. Figure 8.4 shows how to convey that the 'showing off" event expression is related
to the 'crash' event expression, namely by employing the following attributes of the 'show-
ing off' event expression. The attribute relatedToEvent is used to store the ID of the 'crash'
event expression, the temporal relation holding between the two events is recorded in even-
tRelType and the ID of the signal expression for this relation, when, is saved in the attribute
signaliD.
Phase 3 The last stage is the annotation of implicitly expressed temporal relations. This
involves, for example, marking up event expressions that are clearly positioned in time but
where the temporal relation is not signalled explicitly in the text. The event expression
said and the time referring expression Friday in the example text are clearly related but the
usual preposition on is omitted. This is a common case when event expressions are implicitly
related to referring time expressions. The two events crashed and killing are related too, but.
again this relation is not signalled in the text. Figure 8.5 shows the newly added relations as
solid arrows, while the previously added relations are now shown as dotted arrows. Using
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Figure 8.4: Annotated example, including signal expressions and an explicitly expressed
temporal relation
the annotation scheme, implicitly expressed temporal relations are captured in the same
way as explicitly expressed temporal relations, as shown in figure 8.6. The only difference
is that the attribute signallD is left empty.
The first two phases are straightforward since what is to be annotated is signalled in
the text. The third phase, however, is more problematic and there are two main reasons
for this.
Firstly, semantically identical temporal relations can be marked up in different ways,
as explained in section 7.3. This makes comparing annotation more difficult and is also
potentially confusing for the annotator.
Secondly, the task for the third phase is not easy to define. Which implicitly expressed
relations should be annotated? All events and times conveyed in a text are related to each
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for his parents
.....
on the ground.
Figure 8.5: Annotation process, Stage I, phase 3
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other, simply because they happen at certain times in reality, and most of the relations are
expressed implicitly, the reader being expected to apply world knowledge or inference to
determine the relation (recall that we do not mark up hypothetical events, see section 6.6).
But not only do we usually not have all the information necessary to build a perfect time
graph, the task of relating every event/time expression to every other event/time expression
in the text would be far to time consuming and difficult for an annotator. Furthermore, it
is not even necessary, because sufficient inferences may be drawn from a partial time graph
to arrive at the same information (see chapter 7.3).
This means that we cannot and need not relate all event and time expressions in a text.
But which ones should be annotated? All temporal relations that are explicitly signalled in
the text are straightforward and an obvious choice. So are coreferential events. From then
on the choices are less obvious. Explicitly expressed causal and subevent relations come to
mind next, but as explained in section 6.6, those are too difficult to annotate as separate
relationse.
This leaves the followingrecommendations.
2Note that even though one does not mark up that two events stand in a causality or subevent relation
to each other, it is still possible to annotate the actual temporal relation (includes/is-included for subevents
and after/before for causality) as implicit temporal relations.
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Figure 8.6: Annotated example, including signal expressions and an implicitly expressed
temporal relation
• All time referring expressions should be related to some event expression, so expres-
sions like The navy said Friday should lead to a temporal relation being annotated.
The temporal relation is often that the event is included in the time. The motivation
here is that time referring expressions in general only occur in text to position events
(there are rare expressions like the 4th of July 1966 was a lovely day).
• Constructions like The plane crashed, killing all passengers contain two obviously
related event expressions and this too should lead to a temporal relation being anno-
tated. The relation is often simultaneous.
• Coreferential events should be annotated.
With this, the task of having to annotate all possible temporal relations between events
and events or events and times has been reduced to a reasonable task.
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8.2 Stage II of the Annotation
Generally, there is a trade-off between getting as much temporal information as possible
and an annotation task which is (a) reasonable in terms of effort and (b) replicable across
annotations. The temporal information we want to extract is the set of all temporal relations
holding between event and event expressions or event and time expressions. Since we want
to capture as many as possible but we do not want to burden the annotator with morn
work than necessary, we came up with the following solution. The annotator marks up
all explicitly and some implicitly expressed temporal relations (see chapter 7). Then we
enter the following cycle: all inferences possible are drawn with the information provided.
If any relations are still unknown, the annotator is prompted for one of these'' and, again,
all possible inferences are drawn. We will now describe this method in detail.
The method is based on all possible temporal relations between all event and all time
expressions in the text. Assume a text with 4 event expressions (el, e2, e3, e4) and 2 time
expressions (tl, t2). Potentially, there are (4+ 2) x (4+ 2) = 36 temporal relations possible.
Some of these are filled in during stage I, as shown in figure 8.7. We indicate a filled entry
using a tick whereas unfilled entries are left blank. To make the example easier, we did
not include the actual temporal relations. The diagonal in the matrix shown is greyed out,
because temporal relations between an entity and itself are irrelevant.
Phasel All temporal relations annotated in the text are translated into facts of the form
eid: 1 SIM eid: 3. The temporal relations are also normalised so that only the relations
before. includes and simultaneous are used. This can lead to some of the entries in the matrix
of temporal relations to change position. If the matrix had an entry for eid: 6 AFTER eid: 7,
it would now have an entry for eid: 7 BEFORE eid: 6 instead. We have omitted this, to
keep the description of this stage as simple as possible. Figure 8.7 shows how a temporal
relation matrix for the above example. may look like. At this point, the relations holding
between the annotated times are automatically established by the tool. Recall, that times
3Note that unknown is a possible value for a temporal relation.
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cl c2 c3 c4 II 12Cl.c2 J Je3
c4 J J
II J
t2 J
Figure 8.7: Matrix of temporal relations, phase 1
have to be associated with a calender date (see section 7.2.2), so the temporal relations are
easily established.
Phase 2: All inferences that can be drawn from the current temporal relations are drawn,
which leads to additional relations (see chapter 7.3) and more entries in the matrix being
filled in (see figure 8.8).
Figure 8.8: Matrix of temporal relations, phase 2
Phase 3: Until there are no temporally unrelated events in the temporal model of the
text do:
1. Draw all inferences that can be drawn from the temporal relations given in the current
temporal model of the text according to the temporal inference rules and add them
to the temporal model.
2. Identify an unrelated event-event or time-event pair in the temporal model and prompt
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the user for the temporal relation (which may be "unknown").
Figure 8.9 shows how an annotator is prompted for a temporal relation by the tool. The
calculate OOsure VIew Results
'!he ar ..y .aid Friday that a pilot was probably
for hi. parent. when he cr aehed an F14-A fighter in Nashvill.
in January, _ hi .... Lf, a fellow officer and three people
on the '1round.
1
2
3
4
5
6
Please specify the temporal relation between eid:Z and eld:4
Bill:Z ("showing oW, Mne1) Is before
Is after
Includes
is within
Is simultaneous with
unknown
eld:4 ('"killing", line J). (b,a,I,w,s,u)
Figure 8.9: Prompting for a temporal relation
matrix is gradually filled until all entries are filled in, unknown relations are indicated by a
cross, see figure 8.10.
Figure 8.10: Matrix of temporal relations, phase 3
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After these two stages of annotation, the result is a temporal model of the text that is
as complete as possible.
Note that this is a simplified portrayal. In reality, less than half the matrix nepos
to be filled in, because the relations we used have an inverse relation (before/afteT and
included/including) or are symmetric (simultaneous), then the entry "opposite" (mirrored
across the diagonal) can be filled by inference.
8.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we described in detail how the annotation scheme (see chapter 7) can be
applied to text in practice. The annotation is recommended to take place in stages, not only
to ease the process but also following recommended procedures. The annotation scheme
was applied to a trial corpus by several annotators, following the procedure recommended
here. In the next chapter, the pilot study and its outcome will be reported.
Chapter 9
The Trial Corpus
This chapter describes a pilot study in which a group of annotators has been supplied with
annotation guidelines for the annotation scheme reported in chapter 7 (the guidelines can
be found in appendix A) and asked to apply the annotation scheme to a trial corpus. In
particular we were interested in answers to these questions:
• how unambiguous and comprehensive are the annotation guidelines?
• how much genuine disagreement is there about temporal relations in text.?
• how burdensome is the annotation procedure? - i.e. is it feasible to think of annotating
a corpus of significant size at this level of detail?
This chapter discusses the design of the pilot study, its outcome and the answers to
these questions, insofar as we have been able to determine them.
9.1 The Corpus
The trial corpus consists of 6 newswire articles taken from the New York Times, 1996. They
were part of the MUC7 (MUC7) training data and chosen because they were available here
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at the University of Sheffield in machine readable form. Basic statistics about the corpus
are presented in table 9.1.
II sentences I words I number of
annotators
textl 26 448 3
text2 18 333 2
text3 13 269 3
text4 13 213 2
text5 10 211 3
text6 13 399 3
total II 93 I 1873 I 3
Table 9.1: The corpus
Each text was annotated by either two or three annotators, in addition to the author who
produced what in the following is taken to be the 'gold standard' or 'key' annotation. To
produce the gold standard, an initial annotation was created for each text, compared with
the annotations provided by the annotators, and then revised if necessary. The results is the
'key' annotation. The annotators were research students and assistants in the NLP research
group of the University of Sheffield. They had virtually no training for this particular task,
but did have the linguistic knowledge required. They were volunteers who participated in
the experiment in their free time.
9.2 Assessing the Annotation Scheme
As mentioned in the introduction to this chapter, the purpose of the pilot study was to
ascertain how clearly defined the guidelines were, how much genuine disagreement there is
about temporal relations, and how feasible this complex annotation task is. The assessment
of the scheme is divided into two parts. In sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2, the annotations are
compared to the 'gold standard'. The results are a measure of how well the scheme was
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applied and how much agreement there is about events and times as well as temporal
relations. In section 9.2.3, interannotator agreement figures are presented, which indicate
how well the task is defined.
To compare the annotators' output we have compiled several sets of figures, correspond-
ing to a measure agreement after stage I of the annotation process as described in chapter
8 (i.e. after the initial annotation of events, times, and temporal relations, but prior to any
computation of deductive closure) and then after and during stage II (i.e. after and dur-
ing interactively extending the temporal model in conjunction with the deductive closure
computations). We have also compiled a set of figures illustrating interannotator agreement.
We will use the example shown in figure 9.1 throughout this chapter to illustrate our
approach. Figure 9.1 shows the key annotation on the left and the response annotation on
the right. Note that the results for the example are not representative and serve only to
illustrate the process of computing recall and precision.
case an F-14A fighter
in the Persian Gulf. The twoand were _ and
the aircraft carrier USS Ninitz
injuries, the Navy l1li.
action came after an F-14A fighter
today in the Persian Gulf. The twoliliiii and rescued and
the aircraft carrier USS Nimitz
injuries, the Navy l1li.
Figure 9.1: Key for the example on the left and response on the right
Please note that when we calculate averages over the corpus we do so by weighting each
text equally, we do not weigh texts based on how many entities/attributes/relations they
contain.
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9.2.1 Stage I - Annotation Only
To measure Stage I agreement we first calculated recall and precision figures for temporal
entities (events, times, temporal signal expressions) and then for all attributes associated
with matched instances of these entities",
Experiments To compute recall and precision for the entities alone, we attempted to
match each entity in the response with an entity in the key. Two entities are judged to
match if the same text span was annotated with the same type (event, time or signal). We
adopted a liberal definition of match where if the response text span included the key text.
span and was marked as the same type of entity, or vice versa, then this was counted as a
match too (see figure 9.1, line 3). The formulae for recall and precision are:
R = number of matches
number of key entities
p = number of matches
number of response entities
The results for the example are:
R = 10 = 0.83
12
9
P= - =0.90
10
It is important in this stage to remember that the same entity can have different IDs for
different annotators. A translation table from the IDs of a response to the key ID is built
during this stage and used in subsequent stages. The translation table for the example is:
response key: eid:1 4 key ID eid:1
response key: eid:2 4 key ID eid:3
IThis is similar to scoring matched slots in template objects in the MUC IE tasks, see section 7.3.2 and
MUC6j MUC7.
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response key: sid:5 ~ key ID sid:2
response key: eid:6 ~ key ID eid:7
response key: tid:7 ~ key ID tid:8
response key: eid:8 ~ key ID eid:9
response key: eid:lO ~ key ID eid:ll
response key: eid:ll ~ key ID eid:12
To obtain results for the attributes, we separately counted all attributes for each entity
in the key and in the response. For the entities in the response that matched entities in the
key we counted the matching attributes. Since the IDs of the entities do not contribute any
temporal information, event expression IDs (event ID (eid), time expression ID (tid) and
signal expression ID (sid)) were not included when counting the matches. The formulae are:
R = number of matching attributes
number of key attributes
p = number of matching attributes
number of response attributes
Figure 9.2 shows the attributes for the ejected event on line 7, which is annotated by
both the key and the response. All attributes except aspect match for this entity and thus it
contributes 8 positive matches towards recall and precision. Overall there are 65 matching
attributes for the 9 matching entities. The key contains 86 and the response 77 attributes
altogether. This yields the followingresults:
65
R= - =0.75
86
p = 65 = 0 8477 .
When we count all attributes, we also count those attributes that are not filled in.
For example the attributes argEvent, aspect, relatedToTime, relatedToEvent etc. are not
necessarily filled in for each event. If both key and response have not filled an attribute
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Figure 9.2: Key on the left and response on the right
in then it is questionable whether this is a positive match or this should not contribute to
the results. If we look at figure 9.2 then we can see that the attributes for relatedToEvent,
eventRelType, relatedToTime, timeRelType, argEvent and signaliD are not filled in for either
key or response. To see the effect when non-filled attributes were taken out of the equation,
we computed a second set of results for recall and precision, where we did not count the
attributes that are not filled for all responses and the key (we call those non-filled attributes
in the formulae below). In other words, an attribute has to filled in by at least one of the
responses or the key to be counted. This method guarantees that same number of attributes
is compared when computing recall and precision, for each annotation. The formulae are:
number of matches - non-filled attributes
R = number of key entities - non-filled attributes
p = number of matches - non-filled attributes
number of response entities- non-filled attributes
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The example contains 46 attributes that are filled for neither key nor response and the
results are:
65 - 46
R = 86 _ 46 = 0.48
P _ 65 - 46 _
- 77 - 46 - 0.62
Results The results presented in figure 9.3 and 9.4 were obtained by averaging the recall
and precision values over all annotators for each text. Table 9.2 shows the exact results
from which figures 9.3 and 9.4 were constructed. Tables 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, and 9.6 show the
results for each text and each annotator.
text l text2 te.t3 te.t4 te.t5 text6
Figure 9.3: Recall for stage I of the annotation
Analysis When we look at the errors made for the entities only then we can broadly
distinguish two groups. Entities that were missed out (and thus affect the recall) and
entities that were annotated in addition to the entities in the key (affecting the precision).
We can further subclassify additional entity mistakes as follows:
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Figure 9.4: Precision for stage I of the annotation
Recall Entities 65.36 90.00 81.82 77.78 91.67 67.74 79.06
Precision Entities 92.05 77.87 84.68 82.31 93.36 75.41 84.28
Recall Attributes (all) 50.36 76.61 62.54 62.75 68.90 51.22 62.07
Precision Attributes (all) 70.70 66.06 63.74 68.12 69.97 57.58 66.03
Recall Att. (non-filled excl.) 38.32 59.41 52.93 41.98 57.85 42.83 48.89
Precision At t. (non-filled excl.) 60.14 46.63 53.77 47.66 59.14 46.70 52.34
II textl I text2 I text3 I text4 I text5 I text6 II avg
Table 9.2: Recall and precision values (as %)
• guideline application
The guidelines have been applied incorrectly; for example, a hypothetical event ex-
pression has been annotated .
• not anchored in time
The time or event expressed is not anchorable in time. The time expression is either
non-referring (see section 3.3), or cannot be placed on a time line due to lack of
contextual information. The expression should not be marked up according to the
guidelines, but has been annotated despite this. In the example Macau authorities,
who lost radar contact at lOam ... , the time lOa. m. is not anchored in time, because
the article does not provide the contextual knowledge necessary to establish which day
this time of day belongs to. Nevertheless, it has been annotated by some annotators.
This is a special case of guideline application, but occurs so frequently in the corpus,
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II anno1 I annoz I annod I anno-l I annofi I annof II avg
text! 68.6 60.8 66.7 65.4
text2 97.1 82.9 90.0
text3 90.9 81.8 72.7 81.8
text4 74.1 81.5 77.8
text5 90.0 100.0 85.0 91.7
text6 100.0 38.7 64.5 67.7
avg. II 79.3 I 96.0 I 90.9 I 57.9 I 74.8 I 76.3 II
Table 9.3: Recall, entities only (as %)
II anno1 I annoz I annod I anno-l I annof I annof II avg.
text! 97.2 93.9 85.0 92.1
text2 85.0 70.7 77.9
text3 83.3 81.8 88.9 84.7
text4 80.0 84.6 82.3
text5 94.7 90.9 94.4 93.4
text6 81.6 70.6 74.1 75.4
avg. II 96.0 I 83.3 I 86.4 I 81.5 I 89.4 I 76.5 II
Table 9.4: Precision, entities only (as %)
that it is reported independently .
• wrong text span
It is clear what time or event expression was intended, but the text span annotated
for this time or event differs too much from the text span in the key and is thus not
recognised as the same entity by the scoring software (Note: such an error leads to
a missing event/time and an additional event/time. We have left figures for both in
the tables to indicate what proportion of the overall errors these form). You can see
in the worked example in figure 9.1 that the rescued event expression is marked up
in the response, but was annotated as were and not as rescued. Neither response nor
key text span contains the other and so the scoring software cannot recognise that
essentially the same event expression was meant.
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II annal I anno2 I anno3 I anno4 I anno5 I anno6 II avg.
textl 52.0 50.4 48.7 50.4
text2 88.5 64.S 76.6
text3 78.5 58.6 50.5 62.5
text4 52.3 73.2 62.8
text5 74.4 69.5 62.8 68.9
text6 79.5 27.8 46.3 51.2
avg. II 63.2 I 82.2 I 64.1 I 43.5 I 54.0 I 61.4 II
Table 9.5: Recall all attributes (as %)
II annal I anno2 I anno3 I anno4 I anno5 I anno6 II avg.
textl 74.0 SO.l 5S.0 70.7
text2 76.S 55.4 66.1
text3 71.6 58.6 61.0 63.7
text4 57.5 7S.S 6S.1
text5 76.7 62.6 70.5 70.0
text6 64.8 54.1 53.S 57.6
avg. II 75.3 I 71.0 I 60.6 I 63.9 I 63.2 I 62.6 II
Table 9.6: Precision all attributes (as %)
And, missing entity mistakes can subclassified as:
• different opinion
It is arguable, given the guidelines, whether or not an event or time expression should
be annotated. Annotators had different opinions about whether persuaded conveys
an event or not in the following sentence: They were partly persuaded by a surprising
discovery found ...
• wrong
An entity was not annotated, without an apparent reason.
• wrong text span
As above.
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II Times Events
wrong text span 28.57% ( 4 out of 14)
guideline application 0% (0 out of 14)
14.70% (10 out of 68)
not anchored in time 71.43% (10 out of 14) 47.06% (32 out of 68)
38.24% (26 out of 68)
Table 9.7: Mistakes for additional entities
II Times Events
wrong 41.19% (7 out of 17) 78.30% (83 out of 106)
different opinion 35.29% (6 out of 17) 12.27% (13 out of 106)
wrong text span 23.53% (4 out of 17) 9.43% (10 out of 106)
Table 9.8: Mistakes for missing entities
Tables 9.7 and 9.8 show the distribution of mistakes made, summed across annotators
and distinguishing between mistakes made for times and those for events.
Examining the subgroups, it becomes evident that some of the mistakes could easily be
rectified with more training of the annotators and an improved version of the guidelines.
Wrong text span, guidelines, including not anchored, and wrong fall under this category, which
covers 90.73% of all errors. More difficult is the category opinion, where there is genuine
ambiguity about the right results. This category covers the remaining 9.27% of all errors.
As mentioned before, we take into account that IDs may differ from annotator to an-
notator and we do not compare entity IDs when comparing attributes. What we do not
take into account, however, is the fact that the same relation can be expressed in different
ways. If the two events 5 and 7 are related, then this can be expressed in two different
ways. Assume that event 5 is before event 7. Then we can encode this as 5 before 7 and
have the following (excerpt of) attributes for event 5 and 7:
eid = 5 eid = 7
relatedToTime = 7 relatedToEvent =
timeRelType = before timeRelType =
Or we could encode this as 7 after 5 and the attributes for the events would be:
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eid = 5 eid = 7
relatedToTime = relatedToEvent = 5
timeRelType = timeRelType = after
Imagine the response would be the former and the key the latter. Then we would not
match a single attribute for the example. The temporal closure phase described later on
takes these cases into account, but the results for the attributes have to be interpreted with
this in mind. What we did, however,was to compute a different set ofresults where we only
took those attributes into account that are not related to temporal relations (class, tense,
aspect and argEvent); the results are shown in figures 9.5 and 9.6. We included the results
for entities and all attributes for comparison. Tables 9.9 and 9.10 contain the figures from
which these figures were constructed.
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Figure 9.5: Recall for stage I of the annotation, non-temporal attributes
Looking at the attribute errors, we can distinguish the following groups:
• rmssrng
An attribute was not filled in.
• wrong
An attribute is present but incorrect.
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Figure 9.6: Precision for stage I of the annotation, non-temporal attributes
II annol I anno2 I anno3 I anno4 I anno5 I anno6 II avg.
textl 51.1 52.8 48.1 50.6
text2 91.5 70.9 81.2
text3 82.7 71.2 51.9 68.6
text4 63.0 75.6 69.3
text5 70.7 82.6 58.7 70.7
text6 88.3 31.0 55.2 58.2
avg. II 60.9 I 87.5 I 76.9 I 48.9 I 52.9 I 67.2 II
Table 9.9: Recall non-temporal attributes (as %)
• different opinion
It is sometimes debatable what the temporal relation is. When we take the following
sentence, for example: ... Flight 800 exploded in midair off Long Island and plunged
into the Atlantic Ocean, killing all 230 people on board then it is uncertain whether
the killing event was simultaneous, during or after the explosion .
• additional
Implicit temporal relations can be filled in, which results in attributes not present in
the key. This is not actually a mistake, but the automatic recognition of mismatches
cannot distinguish between genuine mistakes and additional information. Looking at
the example in the previous point, then the temporal relation between exploded and
plunged does not need to be filled in according to the guidelines. It is, however, not
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" annal annoz I annod I anno-l I annof annof " avg.
text! 72.6 83.7 57.7 71.3
text2 79.5 60.6 70.0
text3 75.4 71.2 62.8 69.8
text4 69.1 81.0 75.0
text5 73.0 74.5 65.8 71.1
text6 71.9 60.0 64.0 65.3
avg. " 72.8 I 75.6 I 72.8 I 70.9 I 62.1 I 68.5 "
Table 9.10: Precision non-temporal attributes (as %)
wrong to fill in that the plunge event happened after the explosion .
• guideline application
The guidelines were not applied correctly. For example, for a reporting event the
argument event should be entered into the argEvent slot, but was sometimes was
entered into the relatedToEvent slot.
The distribution of the attribute errors is shown in table 9.11.
different opinion I missing wrong additional guidelines
5.34% 26.70% 35.11% 13.43% 19.79%
33 out of 618 165 out of 618 217 out of 618 83 out of 618 120 out of 618
Table 9.11: Mistakes for attributes
9.2.2 Stage II - Temporal Closure
Experiments To measure Stage II agreement, we looked at agreement on temporal rela-
tions after the three different phases mentioned earlier: after the temporal relations in the
text had been extracted and normalised, after computing the deductive closure over these
facts and after additional information from the annotator has been requested and the de-
ductive closure had been computed. Recall, that the idea behind the temporal closure was
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to compensate for semantically identical but syntactically different temporal relations. We
expect recall and precision to rise after the normalisation, because we expect annotators to
mark up the same temporal relations in different, but semantically identical, ways. Before
normalisation, these relations are not matched but after normalisation they are recognised
as identical and contribute to both recall and precision.
We also expect recall and precision to rise after the next step. Only a certain amount
of the temporal relations holding between entities in a text are caught by the annotation
scheme. The 'rest' of these relations is caught by the interactive phase. We assume that,
overall, annotators agree about temporal relations and so we assume that the interactive
phase will contribute more 'matching' temporal relations and thus increase both recall and
precision.
We will now describe, how recall and precision are computed for this stage. Both key
and response go through the three phases of this stage in parallel.
In phase 1, all temporal relations in the key and the response are normalised and trans-
lated into facts of the form aid: 3 BEFOREaid: 5. In the worked example, the event 7 is
related to time 8 and the (relevant) attributes look like this:
eid = 7
relatedToEvent = 8
eventRelType = before
This relation leads to the fact eid: 7 BEFOREeid: 8. As explained in chapter 7.3, the
relations after and is.included are normalised to BEFORE and INCLUDES respectively and the
relation identity is mapped to SIMULTANEOUS. Thus had the relation above been encoded
in the attributes of event 8 and had looked like this:
eid = 8
relatedToEvent = 7
eventRelType = after
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then this still would have led to the same fact being included in the temporal closure.
To compute recall we attempt to match each fact for the response to a fact in the key.
employing the translation table for IDs, as mentioned above.
The temporal relations for the example text for key and response at the before phase 1
are:
key response
el is.included e3 el is.included e2
e5 identity el
e5 after e7
e7 is.included t8 e6 is.included t7
After the relations have been normalised and the response IDs have been mapped onto key
IDs, the facts look like this:
key
e3 INCLUDES el
response
e3 INCLUDES el
e5 SIMULTANEOUS el
e7 BEFORE e5
t8 INCLUDES e7 t8 INC e7
The recall is 50% and the precision 100%.
After phase 2 (computing the deductive closure over those relations, for both the key
and the response), the relations are:
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key
e3 INCLUDES e1
e3 INCLUDES e5
response
e3 INCLUDES e1
e3 INCLUDES e5
e5 SIMULTANEOUS e1
e7 BEFORE e5
e7 BEFORE e1
tS INCLUDES e7 tS INCLUDES e7
Recall and precision are the same as before and phase 3 has been omitted for the example
for brevity.
Recall that we do not want to place reporting events on the time graph (see section
6.6). They are automatically taken out before step I commences, unless they are explicitly
related to a time.
Results Figures 9.7 and 9.S show the recall and precision values for the second stage of
the annotation. Table 9.12 shows the exact results from which figures 9.7 and 9.S were
constructed and tables 9.13, 9.14, 9.15, 9.16, 9.17, and 9.18 show the results for each text
and each annotator and each phase.
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Figure 9.7: Recall for stage II of the annotation
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Figure 9.8: Precision for stage II of the annotation
II text1 I text2 I text3 I text4 I text5 I text6 II avg
Recall Phase I 12.12 30.00 33.33 20.00 20.00 19.30 22.46
Precision Phase1 20.94 45.00 31.34 12.18 20.00 25.00 25.74
Recall Phase2 9.03 37.50 44.45 8.33 7.58 13.18 20.01
Precision Phase2 38.62 72.88 36.00 10.26 6.40 29.35 32.25
Recall Phase3 28.09 57.67 57.24 38.86 54.90 30.16 44.49
Precision Phase3 68.51 44.71 59.08 45.73 55.61 41.85 52.58
Table 9.12: Recall and precision values (as %)
Analysis Note that there is a strong correlation between the recall of temporal relations
following stage II and the recall of temporal entities following stage I only. The number of
event-event and event-time relations is roughly the number of entities squared. Thus, for
example, if we imagine the number of entities in the key is 10 and the number of entities
in the response is 6 (with a precision of 100%, i.e. all response entities are also in the key)
then the potential number of relation facts in the temporal closure of the key is 102 = 100
whereas the maximum number of facts in the response cannot go above 62 = 36. This
means that the recall of the response cannot be above 36%. So, although the values for the
recall for the three phases of the temporal closure seem very low, they cannot be interpreted
without looking at the values for the recall for the entities. And in fact, one can observe
that those texts that have lower recall for the entities also have lower recall for the temporal
closure.
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II annol I anno2 I anno3 I anno4 I anno5 I anno6 II avg.
textl 27.3 9.1 0.0 12.1
text2 60.0 0.0 30.0
text3 50.0 50.0 0.0 33.3
text4 20.0 20.0 20.0
text5 60.0 0.0 0.0 20.0
text6 36.8 21.1 0.0 19.3
avg. II 43.6 I 48.9 I 25.0 I 16.7 I 0.0 I 6.7 II
Table 9.13: Recall temporal closure, phase I (as %)
II anno1 I anno2 I anno3 I anno4 I anno5 I anno6 II avg.
textl 11.8 15.3 0.0 9.0
text2 67.1 7.9 37.5
text3 81.8 51.5 0.0 44.4
text4 8.3 8.3 8.3
text5 18.2 4.5 0.0 7.6
text6 27.1 12.4 0.0 13.2
avg. II 15.0 I 58.7 I 28.0 I 12.0 I 0.0 5.4 II
Table 9.14: Recall temporal closure, phase II (as %)
There are different types of facts. First, there are the facts that are produced based on
the relations encoded in the text. Second, there are the facts solicited from the user; we call
both classes user supplied. The third type are the facts that are triggered by the inference
rules. The 'user supplied' errors can be divided into these classes:
• wrong
Caused by tiredness, for example, a wrong relation can be entered .
• different opinion
As before, the temporal relation holding between two entities is far from unambiguous.
Missing is not part of these errors, because missing temporal relations only occur in phase
one. These missing relations are the ones that the annotator did not include in the an-
notation. But these errors are already accounted for in the previous section, where we
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II annol I anno2 I anno3 I anno4 I anno5 I anno6 II avg.
text1 31.7 24.5 28.0 28.1
text2 74.2 41.2 57.7
text3 72.7 60.6 38.4 57.2
text4 27.1 50.6 38.9
text5 69.8 55.9 39.0 54.9
text6 61.0 8.2 21.3 30.2
avg. II 50.8 I 69.3 I 58.2 I 19.9 I 35.1 I 37.7 II
Table 9.15: Recall temporal closure, phase III (as %)
II anno1 I anno2 I anno3 I anno4 I anno5 I anno6 II avg.
text1 46.1 16.7 0.0 20.9
text2 90.0 0.0 45.0
text3 55.6 38.5 0.0 31.3
text4 7.7 16.7 12.2
text5 60.0 0.0 0.0 20.0
text6 35.0 40.0 0.0 25.0
avg. II 53.1 I 60.2 I 19.2 I 21.5 I 0.0 I 5.6 II
Table 9.16: Precision temporal closure, phase I (as %)
computed recall and precision figures for events and times. In the following phases, all
missing relationships are prompted for and the annotator cannot skip them.
The 'closure driven' errors can be classed into:
• wrong inference
As explained in chapter 7.3, the inference rules do not take into account the 'fuzzy'
nature of the simultaneous relation and could potentially result in wrong facts being
inserted.
• consequence
If the sets of temporal facts for key and response at the outset of stage I are not the
same then the inferences based on that set can be different.
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II anno1 I anno2 I anno3 I anno4 I anno5 I anno6 II avg
text! 64.6 51.3 0.0 38.6
text2 97.9 47.8 72.9
text3 71.0 37.0 0.0 36.0
text4 3.9 16.7 10.3
textS 17.4 1.8 0.0 6.4
text6 38.0 50.0 0.0 29.3
avg. II 41.0 I 69.0 I 19.4 I 35.0 I 0.0 I 21.5 II
Table 9.17: Precision temporal closure, phase II (as %)
II anno1 I anno2 I anno3 I anno4 I anno5 I anno6 II avg.
text! 79.6 72.2 53.7 68.5
text2 59.2 30.2 44.7
text3 62.3 60.6 54.3 59.1
text4 22.6 68.8 45.7
textS 55.2 66.7 44.9 55.6
text6 55.2 33.3 37.0 41.9
avg. II 67.4 I 58.9 I 63.6 I 42.7 I 51.0 I 45.4 II
Table 9.18: Precision temporal closure, phase III (as %)
The sheer volume of temporal facts for each text meant that it was impossible to hand-
craft a table for the distribution of errors into those classes.
9.2.3 Interannotator Agreement
Interannotator agreement (IAA) is commonly used to assess how well defined an annotation
scheme is (see Hirschman et al., 1998). The Kappa statistic is widely used as a measure
of IAA for corpus annotation tasks which are classification tasks (e.g. tagging) (Carletta,
1996; Siegel and Castellan, 1988). However, our annotation task cannot easily be construed
as a classification task and thus the Kappa statistic is not an appropriate measure for IAA
in this case.
What we have done instead, is to follow the example set by Hirschman et al. (1998)
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and calculate interannotator agreement for each text in the following way. For each text,
we used one annotator as the key and the other(s) as the response and calculat.ed recall
and precision for the entities only and for the attributes. The average of all pairwise
combinations of annotators over the texts can be seen in table 9.19. Note that the corpus
consisted of only 6 texts, each annotated by 2 or 3 annotators, and the small size of the
corpus should be taken in to account when interpreting the figures.
text II recall I precision " recall I precision II number of
entities entities attributes attributes annotators
text! 77.50 80.82 59.84 60.03 3
text2 76.56 76.56 62.19 62.19 2
text3 77.26 78.77 55.14 55.27 3
text4 86.31 86.31 64.21 64.21 2
text5 90.21 91.09 62.34 62.42 3
text6 67.24 67.24 44.83 46.50 3
average II 79.18 I 80.13 II 58.09 I 68.80 II
Table 9.19: Interannotator agreement recall and precision in percent
The figures confirm that the annotation guidelines need improving before the scheme is
applied to a larger corpus. After the improvements described in the previous section are in
place, interannotator agreement has to be recalculated and analysed.
According to the organisers of the Message Understanding Conferences (Hirschman
et al., 1998), the figures for IAA have to be at least in the low 90s, before the task can
be said to be well defined. Hence, as the figures in table 9.19 show, higher IAA has to be
achieved before the annotation scheme can be applied to a larger corpus.
It is important to understand why the annotators disagree, to be able to improve IAA
results as well the results reported in sections 9.2.1 and 9.2.2. This will be discussed in
detail in the following section.
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9.2.4 Analysis and Improvements
Analysis
The situation for the experiments was not ideal. There was not enough time to repeat
the experiments and refine the guidelines or train the annotators. There were not. enough
resources to build a bigger corpus, as we had to rely on volunteers doing the experiment ill
their spare time.
Nevertheless, the corpus is indicative and we can use it to answer the questions raised
at the beginning of this chapter .
• How unambiguous and comprehensive are the annotation guidelines?
The overall figures for recall and precision for stage I annotations are:
- for the entities only: 76.8% recall and 81.4% precision
- for the attributes: 59.1% recall and 62.4% precision
- for non-temporal attributes: 63.8% recall and 67.2% precision
These figures indicate that there is a consensus about what the entities in a text arc
and what their attributes are. These figures, as well as the interannotator agreement.
figures, show that the guidelines (amongst other parameters) need improving .
• How much genuine disagreement is there about temporal relations in text?
More research is needed to answer this question. We know, for example, that. there is
a strong relation between the recall of entities in stage I and the recall of phase in in
stage II, but this needs investigating further .
• How burdensome is the annotation procedure? - i.e. is it feasible to think of annotating
a corpus of significant size at this level of detail?
According to the annotators, the annotation phase was difficult but is feasible - with
some improvements to the guidelines and the tool (see below). The temporal closure
phase is a different matter. The number of questions asked per text varied from 16
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to 204 (62 on average) and is was very tiring for the annotators to answer that many
questions. Before this has been improved, the annotation of a larger corpus would not
be recommended.
Improvements
It became evident that there are several areas for improvement, detailed below.
Entities and attributes The annotation of entities and attributes would benefit from:
• An automatic pre-annotation of time expressions. Most time expressions are not very
difficult to detect in a text and are usually uncontroversial.
• A control mechanism to prevent identical IDs in different entities and entering non-
existent IDs into attributes like relatedToEvent. Related to this would be an automatic
allocation of IDs.
• Finite verbs could be highlighted automatically so that the annotator would only have
to confirm the event and fill in the attributes. This might possibly be extended to
nominalisations and non-finite verbs.
• Signals are usually prepositions or temporal subordinate conjunction and it could
prove helpful to point the annotator to signals that were not annotated or related.
• Indicate signal or time expressions that have not been related to an event expression.
Temporal closure Possibilities for improving stage II of the annotation include:
• Validity Check
There is no validity check implemented for the temporal closure. At the moment, the
only check is that no temporal relation can be entered twice. It is, however, possible
to enter a temporal relation which can lead to contradictory relations being filled in.
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• Error Correction
When the annotator is asked for unknown temporal relations in step III, and realises
that she or he made a mistake earlier on, then there is no option to correct this mistake.
The closure has to be started all over again. An important improvement would bp
to build in such a backtracking capability. An alternative would be to include the
possibility to save intermediate stages during the closure ("check-pointing") so that
the annotator could resume the activity from an earlier 'error free' stage. We would
not recommend using this feature to take a break, however, because the task is a very
complex one and a longer break in this phase would very likely lead to confusion and
wrong temporal relations being entered .
• A more intelligent way to solicit relations from the annotator might be found so that
questions that maximise the number of inferences that can be automatically drawn
from the solicited relation are prioritised. The following simple example illustrates
the affect non-optimal soliciting can have. Imagine four events, forming a 'precedence
chain':
Imagine also that the link between e2 and e3 is missing in the response:
If the first question establishes the temporal relation holding between e2 and e:i,
then all other temporal relations can be inferred, based on the transitivity of before.
The temporal model can be completed with one question. However, the order of
questioning could be very different, establishing the temporal relations between el
and e4, then between el and e3, e2 and e4 and then between e2 and e3. Four question
are asked to establish the relations holding between the events.
More training of the annotators is like to be beneficial for both stages of the annotation.
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The Corpus To confirm the results a bigger corpus would need to be annotated by more
annotators.
9.3 Discussion
In this chapter, we have presented figures for recall and precision for both stages of the
annotation scheme. The figures show that there is an overall consensus about the entities
(events, times and signals) that have to be annotated and, to a lesser extent, about. the
attributes of these entities. Nevertheless, the annotation guidelines and the annotation tool
developed need to be improved and we have pointed out avenues of improvement.
We also talked about the interannotator agreement achieved, which confirms that higher
recall and precision scores have to be achieved before the annotation scheme can be applied
to a larger corpus.
Chapter 10
Temporal Phenomena
In the previous chapters, we have described a temporal annotation scheme and how it was
applied to real text to create a trial corpus. In this chapter, we will describe the insight we
have gained from the trial corpus into temporal phenomena in text.
In chapter 3, the mechanisms used to convey temporal information in language were
described and the first part of this chapter will show the distribution of these mechanisms
in the trial corpus. The second part of this chapter looks at the temporal information
contained in a text, how it can be measured, how far we have been able to capture it with
the annotation scheme introduced in chapter 7, and how the approach introduced in this
thesis can be used to answer questions such as What proportion of the temporal information
is covered by explicitly expressed temporal relations in a text?
This investigation reported in this chapter is of a preliminary nature, due to the size of
the trial corpus. The corpus, which has been described in section 9.1, contains 6 texts, and
the results have to be viewed with this in mind. However, we believe that this study is an
indicative one if not a definitive one, and it shows what could be done with a larger corpus.
All results in this chapter are based on the 'gold standard' or key annotation of the
texts.
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10.1 The Distribution of Mechanisms
First of all, we were interested in the number of event expressions, time expressions and
expressions signalling temporal relations in each text (called signal expressions from HOW
on). On average, a text in our corpus contains 15.5 sentences and 312 words, with 26.5
event expressions and just under 5 time and signal expressions each. Table 10.1 shows the
figures for each text.
number of number of number of number of number of
sentences words event time signal
expressions expressions expressions
textl 26 448 40 11 10
text2 18 333 30 5 3
text3 13 269 19 3 7
text4 13 213 27 0 1
text5 10 211 16 4 3
text6 13 399 26 5 4
total II 93 I 1873 I 158 I 28 I 28
Table 10.1: Number of event, time and signal expressions per text
Events can be expressed in language using finite clauses, nominalisations or non-finite
clauses (see chapter 3). We were interested to examine to what extent each mechanism
was used to convey time, so that future research can concentrate on the most dominant
mechanism. Table 10.2 shows that the majority of the events are conveyed by finite clauses
- 72.3%. Nominalisations are employed in 18.2% of the cases and non-finite clauses 9.5%
of the time. All three mechanisms cover a significant enough portion of events to justify
future research into them.
Events are classified into occurrence, reporting, perception and aspectual events. Table
10.3 shows the distribution of event classes in the corpus.
As explained in chapter 3, the temporal relations holding between events and events or
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number number number
of of of
finite nominali- non-finite
verbs sations verbs
text I 31 8 2
text2 20 7 3
text3 15 2 2
text4 21 5 1
textS 13 0 3
text6 15 7 4
total " 1151 29 I 15
Table 10.2: Distribution of mechanisms used to convey events
occurrence aspectual perception reporting reporting
associated with
a time expr.
text I 32 0 0 8 0
text2 26 0 0 4 0
text3 16 0 0 3 1
text4 18 0 0 9 0
text5 9 0 1 6 0
text6 23 1 0 2 0
total II 124 I 1 I 1 I 32 I 1
Table 10.3: Distribution of event classes
events and times do not necessarily have to be signalled explicitly in text. To assess the
importance of implicitly expressed temporal relations, we looked at the extent to which they
are used in the corpus. The implicitly expressed relations taken into account are those that
are annotated, following the recommendations laid out in section 8.1. The recommendations
include the annotation of event identity, cases where a time referring expression is related
to an event but the usual temporal preposition signalling the relations is omitted, and cases
of event-event relations like the plane crashed, killing all passengers on board. As can be
seen in table lOA, more than twice as many annotated temporal relations were expressed
implicitly than were explicitly, showing that the method of expressing temporal relations
implicitly is important.
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In section 3.5, we talked about event identity being widely used in newspaper articles,
where events are introduced and then come back to later to give more detailed information
about them. Table 10.4 confirms the relevance of event identity, with 48.3% of the implicitly
expressed relations being event identity - which is 32.6% of all temporal relations expressed
text. This is clearly a significant portion, which justifies including event identity all CL
temporal annotation scheme aimed at newspaper texts.
number of number of number of
explicitly implicitly event
expressed expressed identity
temporal temporal relations
relations relations included
annotated in the
in the implicitly
texts expo reI.
text! 10 15 6
text2 3 14 6
text3 7 5 5
text4 1 6 4
text5 3 2 1
text6 4 16 6
total II 28 I 58 I 28
Table 10.4: Explicitly and implicitly expressed relations
To give an idea of the scale of the temporal relations associated with a text, and how
many are annotated, inferred or solicited, we included table 10.5. This table shows the
number of temporal relations by kind, both in absolute numbers and in percentage.
We also include table 10.6, showing how often each inference rule was employed in stage
II of the annotation.
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justification for temporal facts number of
occurrence
inferred 2270 (82.2%)
annotated 111 (4.0%)
solicited 381 (13.8%)
total 2762 (100%)
Table 10.5: Justification for temporal facts
Inference rule number
of times
used
(x,y) E s,* (y,x) E S 54 (2.4%)
(x, y) E B 1\ (y, z) E B '* (x, z) E B 784 (34.5%)
(x,y) El 1\ (y,z) El '* (x,z) El 45 (2.0%)
(x, y) E B 1\ (y, z) E 1,* (x, z) E B 167 (7.4%)
(x,y) El 1\ (x,z) E B '* (y,z) E B 235 (10.4%)
(x,y) E S 1\ (y,z) E S,* (x,z) E S 112 (4.9%)
(x,y) E B 1\ (y,z) E S,* (x,z) E B 313 (13.8%)
(x, y) E I 1\ (y, z) E S,* (x, z) E I 101 (4.4%)
(x,y) E S 1\ (y,z) El '* (x,z) El 0 (0%)
(x,y) E B 1\ (x,z) E s,* (z,y) E B 459 (20.2%)
total 2270 (100%)
Table 10.6: Inference rules
10.2 Measuring Temporal Information Content
Now that we have talked about the distribution of the mechanisms used to convey temporal
information in text, we will turn to the temporal information itself.
We were interested in the temporal information contained in a text and in the answers
to the following questions:
1. What proportion of the temporal information is covered by the explicitly expressed
temporal relations in a text?
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2. How much temporal information can be inferred from the explicitly expressed tempo-
ral relations?
3. How much more do implicitly expressed relations contribute?
4. How much temporal information in addition to the annotated relations has to Iw
solicited from the user before all the temporal information content is covered'?
5. How much of the temporal information is anchored in text?
6. What is the minimum number of temporal relations from which we can infer the
temporal information of a text?
Before we can progress to answer these questions, we have to define what we mean by
"the temporal information contained in a text". We call the sum of the temporal relations
holding between all events and all events, between all events and all times, and between all
times and all times, the temporal information content of a text. Using the model theoretic
approach introduced in section 7.3, we can represent the temporal information content as
follows:
Recall, that the IDs of the event and time expressions annotated in a text form two
sets, E and T, respectively, and the denotation of each temporal relation can be viewed as
a subset of (E UT) x (E UT). The set of temporal relations holding between all events and
events, between all events and all times, and all times and all times can be denoted by this
Cartesian product: (E U T) x (E UT). We can visualise the temporal information content
using a I{E U T)I x I(E U T)I matrix, where each entry is filled with the temporal relation
holding between the entities (we have already used this representation method in chapter
8).
In the remainder of this section, we will use one of the texts from the trial corpus as an
example. The text contains 17 events and 3 times; figure 10.1 shows a matrix representing
the temporal information content of the text.
The diagonal contains the temporal relation between an entity and itself, and can be
left out. Since all temporal relations have an inverse, the upper triangle carries the same
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Figure 10.1: Temporal information content matrix
information as the lower triangle - with inverse temporal relations. If the entry (8,3)
contains before (meaning that entity 8 is before entity 3), then the entry (3,8) has to
contain after (because if entity 8 is before entity 3, then entity 3 must be after entit.y 8).
Therefore, the upper triangle can be left out.
Thus, the temporal information content can be represented and visualised by half the
matrix used before and, more importantly, the number of temporal relations in the matrix
provides a measure for the temporal information content. The temporal information content
for the example (containing 17 events and 3 times) consists of 190 relations. The matrix
contains I(E UT)I x I(E UT)I = 20 * 20= 400 entries. Taking out the 20 entries along the
main diagonal and the 190 entries in the upper triangle, leaves 190 temporal relations.
The questions we have raised in the beginning of this section do not depend on the actual
temporal relation holding between two entities, but on whether the temporal relation had
been annotated, solicited from the annotator in stage II of the annotation, or inferred --
we call this justification of the temporal relation. In the following,we will omit the actual
temporal information but include the justification.
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Using this model theoretic approach and the representation method introduced, we will
now turn to the questions raised earlier.
What proportion of the temporal information is covered by the explicitly expressed tem-
poral relations in a text?
This proportion is the number of explicitly expressed temporal relations (these are anno-
tated), the temporal relations holding between the annotated times", and the relations that
can be inferred from these. The annotation tool records the information necessary to count
these relations. In figure 10.2, the temporal relations annotated are shown in blue and the
inferred relations in yellow. In the example, the 10 annotated temporal relations are 5.26%
of the temporal information content.
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Figure 10.2: Temporal information content covered by explicitly expressed temporal rela-
tions
How much temporal information can be inferred from the explicitly expressed temporal
relations?
From the 10 annotated explicitly expressed relations, 13 more were inferred and 3 relations
IRecall, that times have to be associated with a calender date and the relations holding between the
times are automatically inferred by the tool, see chapter 8.
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hold between the annotated times, which means that 13.68% of the temporal information
content is covered by explicitly expressed temporal relations.
How much more do implicitly expressed annotated relations contribute?
The temporal information content covered increases, when the implicitly expressed temporal
relations that are annotated in the text are added, as shown in figure 10.3. In addition to
the relations already in the matrix, now shown in grey, 4 implicitly expressed annotated
relations (shown in blue) and 9 relations inferred (shown in yellow) are filled into the matrix.
Now, 20.53% of the temporal information content is covered.
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Figure 10.3: Temporal information content gained in stage I of the annotation
How much temporal information in addition to the annotated relations has to be solicited
from the user before all the temporal information content is covered?
As we have seen, from 10 explicitly and 4 implicitly expressed temporal relations, 20.53% of
the temporal information content is covered. 48 additional temporal relations were solicited
from the annotator, before the rest of the information could be inferred - now 100% of the
temporal information content is covered. Figure 10.4 shows the matrix for the example with
the solicited relations in red, the annotated relations in blue and the inferred relations in
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yellow. If the number of solicited relations is minimal then we know that that is the number
Figure 10.4: Temporal relations solicited from the annotator
of relations we need to annotate in addition, to be able to infer the temporal information
content from the annotated relations. But, since we might have solicited these relations in
a non-optimal order, the number might not be minimal (see section 9.2.4).
number percentage percentage
of covered by of temp.
type of temporal relations added relations relations info content
covered
explicitly expressed annotated 10 5.26% 5.26%
inferred from explicit 16 8.42% 13.68%
implicitly expressed annotated 4 2.11% 15.79%
inferred from implicit 9 4.74% 20.53%
solicited 48 25.26% 45.79%
inferred from solicited 103 54.21% 100.00%
Table 10.7: Temporal information gain
Table 10.7 shows, how the portion of temporal information covered grows with each
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'group' of temporal relation added.
How much of the temporal information is anchored in text?
The explicitly expressed temporal relations are part of the temporal information anchored
in text, as are the implicitly expressed relations that were annotated in the text. Recall,
that the annotated implicitly expressed relations are only part of all the implicitly expresser!
relations and that they are particular 'types', like event identity.
This means that, in the example, 20.53%of the temporal information is anchored in the
text - including the temporal relations that can be inferred.
What is the minimum number of temporal relations from which we can infer the temporal
information of a text?
This is question of theoretical more than practical interest, smce (as we will explain) a
computationally feasible solution is unlikely to exist.
Let us ignore for now any annotated temporal relations and let us assume that we have
the full temporal information content of a text available. What we are asking with this
question is this. Is there a minimal set of temporal relations, from which - together with
the axioms proposed in section 7.3 - we can infer the temporal information content? We
call this the minimal set problem.
The minimal number of temporal relations needed to infer the temporal information
content is not necessarily the number of annotated relations plus the minimum number of
additional relations needed to infer the rest. We cannot be certain whether the temporal
relations annotated are optimal in the sense that they maximise the relations that can be
inferred.
But if we had such a set, or sets (since it is not clear whether there would be only one
minimal set), then we could compare it to the annotated temporal relations, either explicitly
or implicitly expressed. We could explore whether humans chose a minimal set of temporal
information, how much of the information humans supply is redundant, or to what extend
language relies on inference versus redundancy.
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Although the minimal set problem seems similar to the problem of finding the minimum
number of relations that have to be solicited from the annotator in order to arrive at the
rest of the temporal information of the text, there is a important difference, and we cannot.
easily use the same method to answer both questions.
The difference is, that when the number of solicited relations needs to be minimised, we
have the annotated relations as a starting point on which basis we can try and find the hest.
next relation to solicit. But with the minimal set problem, we do not have such a 'base'.
The problem can be solved; after all it is a finite search space in which the answer lies. But
the search space will be large and the the search computationally very expensive.
10.3 Discussion
The distribution of the mechanisms used to convey temporal information over the corpus
has been described in this chapter, as well as the distribution of events, times and signals.
The notion of the temporal information content of a text has also been introduced and
we showed how a corpus of this kind can be used to tackle issues like What proportion of
the temporal information is covered by the explicitly expressed temporal relations in a text?
Chapter 11
Conclusion and Future Work
Although temporal information plays a crucial role for natural language applications such as
information extraction, question answering and topic detection or tracking, only relatively
little work has been done to date on the automatic extraction of temporal information from
text.
The ability to position reported events in time would be beneficial to the above appli-
cations, but before we can develop a system to automatically perform this task, we have to
gain insight into the mechanisms used in natural language to do this.
One way to promote this understanding is through the development of an annotation
scheme, which allows us to identify the textual expressions conveying events, times and
temporal relations in a corpus of 'real' text.
This thesis describes a fine-grained annotation scheme with which events, times and
temporal relations in a text can be captured. To aid the application of the scheme to text,
we developed a graphical annotation tool, which, alongside allowing the easy mark up of
sophisticated temporal information, also contains an interactive inference-based component
supporting the gathering of temporal relation information.
In a pilot study to evaluate the scheme, a group of annotators was supplied with a
description of the scheme and asked to apply it to a small corpus. The annotation took place
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in two stages, each having several phases. During stage I, all events and times reported are
identified, before explicitly expressed temporal relations are identified. Certain implicitly
expressed temporal relations are annotated as well. Stage IIdeals with establishing those
temporal relations that were not identified during the first stage. Most of these are inferred
by the tool, others are solicited from the user.
The results of stage I of the pilot study show that there is a general consensus about
what events and times are reported in a text with 77% recall and 81% precision, compared
to a human produced 'gold standard'. There was lesser consensus about the attributes of
these events (60% recall and 64% precision). The study also showed that the scheme was
difficult to apply, but is feasible - with improvements to both the scheme and the tool. Clear
indications about how both the scheme and the tool can be improved, have also emerged
from the study.
The results of stage IIof the study, which show how much the annotators agree about
the temporal relations holding between all events and times, were much lower. These results
are more difficult to interpret because the recall of stage II is practically bounded to the
square of the recall of stage I.
The annotation schemewas also used to create an annotated trial corpus, which consists
of 6 newspaper texts. The corpus is indicative, despite its size, and first insights into the
distribution of the methods used to convey temporal information have been gained. For
example, the relevance of implicitly expressed temporal relations and event identity were
confirmed, as well as the importance of including non-finite clauses and nominalisations
besides finite clauses as event indicators.
The second stage of the annotation scheme, and its development, provided us with the
means to invent a method to quantify the temporal information content of a text. Together
with the results of the trial corpus, this method lead to interesting issues regarding the
temporal information content. We showed, how questions like How much of the temporal
information content is covered by explicitly/implicitly expressed temporal relations? and
How much more information can be inferred from that? can be answered using the methods
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introduced.
The annotation scheme presented exceeds similar approaches in that it allows event-
event relations as well as event-time relations. It also allows a wider range of event ex-
pressions to be marked up. It includes genre specific extensions and is easily extendible.
The temporal relations are geared towards natural language texts to accommodate for the
'fuzziness' with which temporal relations can be expressed.
The scheme is the first annotation scheme to employ an inference-based interactive
component to derive temporal relations in addition to the ones annotated.
At the end of chapter 4, we raised the questions whether it would be possible to seman-
tically annotate a text instead of translating it into the kind of abstract representat.ion that
formal approaches require, and exploit this semant.ic labelling when t.rying to temporally
locate events. We have shown a way to achieve this, and we have also shown how to build
an inference engine based on this, with which we arrive at the temporal information content.
of a text.
11.1 Future Work
Before the annotation scheme can be applied to a larger corpus, it is necessary to achieve
higher interannotator agreement results. Several areas of improvement to both the scheme
and the tool have been pointed out in chapter 7. Examples are: improving the annotation
tool, especially optimising the stage of soliciting additional temporal information from the
annotator, and easing the annotation by pre-annotating time referring expressions and finite
verbs. An important improvement of the scheme, for example, is to make it possible for the
annotator to include into the annotation of an event the fact that is temporally related to
multiple events or times. At the moment, the annotation of an event only allows the link
to one event and one time.
The scoring method for the temporal relations is based on a deductive closure calculat.ed
over the annotated temporal relations. As we have already indicated in section 7.3.3, the
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investigation of a different scoring scheme, for example based on a minimal model, might.
also lead to better results.
With the annotation scheme introduced and once the improvements are implemented,
annotated corpora can be created which would yield benefits like a better understanding
of the phenomena of concern, and resources for the training and evaluation of adaptive
algorithms to automatically identify features and relations of interest. A larger annotated
corpus can be created once the resources are found.
Related to this is the possibility of applying the scheme to texts of other domains
or genres. Other domains like financial news might display a very different variety of
mechanisms used to convey temporal information. The differences encountered can easily
be included as additional extensions into the scheme, once they have been identified.
This leads to another area of future work. As explained in section 6.6, hypothetical,
negated and attitude events have been excluded from the approach. Further research into
these classes and especially their temporal consequences is needed before they can be in-
tegrated into the scheme. The same holds for causality and subeventness, also mentioned
in section 6.6. The relevance of event identity, which has been confirmed by the trial cor-
pus results, indicates that subeventness might also be an important mechanisms used in
newswire articles. Causality needs to be further investigated before similar claims can be
made.
Verb tense and the event classes were not taken into account during the analysis of
annotated data, for different reasons. Verb tense locates events in time only very crudely,
and the analysis was aimed at other aspects of temporal information. The event classes per-
ception and aspectual did not occur often enough in the corpus to be useful in the analysis.
Neither did reporting event which were associated with a time (recall, that reporting events
are only considered, if they provide more detailed temporal information about the reported
event). Once a larger corpus has been created, it would be interesting to see whether both
verb tense or the inclusion of the event classes will increase the number of inferences that
can be drawn from the annotated temporal information.
Appendix A
Annotation Guidelines
A.I Introduction
The overall aim is to identify events in newswire texts and to relate them to a calendrical
time on a (fictional or real) time line. We devised an annotation scheme which is as simple
as possible and yet tries to identify all information necessary and available to fulfil our task.
There are four basic annotation types: events, times, temporal relations and event
identity. We briefly introduce these here.
Events Intuitively, an event is something that happens, something that one can imagine
placing on a time line. Events can be viewed as conceptually instantaneous or as happening
over a period of time and events can stand in co-reference relationships to each other.
Time Expressions Events happen at or during certain times. Times can be viewed as
either points or intervals.
Temporal Relations Events and events, as well as events and times, stand in certain
temporal relations to each other, for example before and after.
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Event Identity In newspaper articles, events are often introduced and come back to later
to give more information about them.
Anything else, we do not want to annotate.
For example states (non-essential relations between entities or holding of a non-essential
attribute like The plane can carry four people) and details of events (like logical subject).
The ultimate test of whether something is to be annotated as an event is whether it IS
anchorable in time and whether one would like to place it on a time map '.
NOTE: Headlines are not to be annotated at the moment either!
NOTE:
Events, times and the signals (see below) indicating the temporal relation be-
tween them have unique IDs throughout the text. To make the annotation
easier, I created an ID counter that just counts from one up. This counter does
not distinguish between IDs for events or times or signals, but at least if you stick
with it you will assign unique IDs to everything. If an annotation is deleted, the
counter does not take this into account either, so there will be gaps (which does
not matter for the annotation). If an already annotated text is loaded into the
tool, then the highest ID (plus one) is ID that is displayed (so here too might
be gaps in the numbers, which is fine). You don't have to use this ID counter
Some annotators said they would find it helpful, so I built it in.
A.2 Events
As mentioned before, events are something that 'happens' and we want to 'place in time'.
Examples of events are the following:
• A small single-engine plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean.
lNote that time map is no longer used as a term, we use the term time graph instead.
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• ... several vessels and a helicopter were combing the area.
• Searchers found the plane's landing gear, seat cushions and other debris.
• The 1996 crash of the TWA 141 ...
Events must be anchorable in time, even though we might not be able to accurately do
so with the information in the article. To get a better idea what events are, we can compare
them with states like
• The plane can carry four people.
or
• The water is 125 feet deep in the area.
• Bill Clinton, who is president of the United States of America, ...
States are either not anchorable in time, like the first example, or are true over time
spans longer than that covered by the article (second and third example).
We distinguish different classes of events, the reason being that those classes influence
the 'temporal interpretation' of the associated events. This is best illustrated with the
followingexample.
• The plane, which can carry four people, was seen hitting the water shortly after 11
a.m. by a fisherman, who radioed the Coast Guard, said Petty Officer Jeff Fenn.
The plane hitting the water is what we call occurrence event, one of the event classes
we are interested in placing on a time map. The fisherman seeing the crash is also an
occurrence event, but is related to the crash event in a particular way. The fisherman saw
the crash, which means that both events happened at (roughly) the same time. To be
able to exploit this special relationship (it helps to locate the crash event in time), we
distinguish perception events (the fisherman observing) from occurrence events (the plane
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crashing). The third class of events is called reporting events (said Petty Officer .leff Penn),
which serve a particular purpose in the genre of newspaper texts, that of giving the source
of the information.
The final class of events we distinguish is aspectual events, such as
• Afterwards, the statement said, there were two apparent interruptions of power to the
cockpit voice recorder. The first interruption began 1minute and 39 seconds after the
sound and lasted 1 minute and 17 seconds; the second was just before the end of the
tape.
which basically follow the structure mentioned above and involve aspectual verbs like start,
stop, finish etc. Their temporal consequence is that the aspectual event indicates the start
or ending of the related event.
A.2.1 Linguistic Level
Events are usually conveyed by clauses containing finite verbs or certain nominalisations.
For example:
• A small single-engine plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean.
• By midafternoon, several vessels and a helicopter were combing the area.
• Searchers found the plane's landing gear, seat cushions and other debris.
• The 1996 crash of the TWA 747 remains unexplained
Events can also be represented by non-finite clauses, as in
• The plane crashed, killing all passengers on board.
Sometimes several events can be subsumed under one event as in
• There have been 32 crashes since 1992.
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These events will be treated as one event unless one event is singled out and thus justifies
being treated separately. At the moment there is no possibility to indicate this part-whole
relationship.
Events can stand in certain co-reference relation to each other and the one we want to
annotate is event identity. It is impossible to identify the full range of ways in which this
can be expressed in text, although co-reference relation between participants, animate or
inanimate, are good indicators.
A.2.2 Annotating Events
We treat events as a black boxes without details like logical subject or logical object, unless
one of the arguments is an event itself. To make the actual annotation easier we annot.at.e a
representative of the event and not the whole clause covering it. The first candidate for event
representative is the head of the finite verb group. If the event is conveyed by a nominalisation
then we chose the head of the nominalisation as the representative. If the events is represent.ed
by non-finite clauses, we annotate the non-finite verb as the representative.
The following (simplified) examples show the basics. They are simplified, because they
do not show attributes, we will come back to that later.
• The plane <event>hit</event> the water near New Jersey.
• The plane crashed, <event>killing</event> all passengers on board.
• The 1996 <event>crash</event> of the TWA 747 remains unexplained.
Events have a number of optional and obligatory attributes associated with them which
are described below, including examples which only show the attributes relevant to the
example. An example with all attributes is given further below.
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eid: The event ID uniquely identifies the event in the text.
Note:
Please make sure that you are using UNIQUE identifiers for each event mentioned
in the text, i.e.. each time you annotate something as an event. Identical events
mentioned more than once in the text get a different identifier for each time they are
mentioned. And event identity is expressed by using the attributes "relatedToEvent"
and "eventReIType".
For example, if wefind the followingin the text, then both times the crash ismentioned
a DIFFERENT ID is given:
The plane crashed, <event eid=2> killing </event> all passengers on board. After
the <event eid=3> crash </event> search teams...
potential values: positive integers
optional: no
The plane <event eid=3> crashed </event>.
class: An event belongs to one of these classes.
potential values: OCCURRENCE, PERCEPTION, REPORTING, ASPECTUAL
optional: no
See next attribute for example.
argEvent: Reporting, perception and aspectual events usually have another event or other
events as an attribute and the argument ID identifies these.
potential values: positive integers
optional: yes
The MoD <event eid=5 c1ass=reporting argEvent=7> announced </event> that the
jet fighter <event eid=7 c1ass=occurrence> ploughed </event> into the mountain.
tense: The tense of the indicating verb plays a crucial role in determining the time the
event took place and the simple tense of it is recorded in this attribute. This does not
hold for nominalisations and non-finite clauses, since these are tenseless by definition.
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The annotator can fill in the tense if it is clear whether the event conveyed happened
in the past, is happening or will happen in the future, but this is not necessary. For
events conveyed by finite clauses, however, the tense SHOULD BE FILLED IN.
potential values: PAST, PRESENT, FUTURE
optional: yes
The plane <event eid=3 tense=past> crashed <leves«>.
Mr Smith will <event eid=l1 tense=future> make </event> an announcement
tomorrow afternoon.
aspect: It is sometimes helpful to know whether the aspect of the verb is progressive or
perfective, which can be indicated using the attribute aspect.
potential values: PROGRESSIVE, PERFECTIVE
optional: yes
... several vessels and a helicopter were <event eid=13 tense=past
class=PROGRESSIVE> combing </event> the area.
relatedToEvent: The ID of the event the current event is related to is stored here.
potential values: positive integers
optional: yes
See next attribute for example.
eventRelType: The type of temporal relation those two events are related by is stored in
this attribute.
potential values: BEFORE, AFTER, INCLUDES, ISJ:NCLUDED, SIMULTANE-
OUS (see section 6.4 for a description of these relations)
optional: yes
All 75 people on board the Aeroflot Airbus
<event eid=4 relatedToEvent=5 eventRelType=simultaneous signaIlD=7>
died </event>
<signal sid=7> when <signal> it <event eid=5> ploughed </event>
into a Siberian mountain.
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relatedToTime: The ID of the time-object the current event is related to is stored here.
potential values: positive integers
optional: yes
See next attribute for example.
timeRelType: The type of temporal relation the event and time-object are related by is
stored in this attribute.
potential values: BEFORE, AFTER, INCLUDES, ISJNCLUDED, SIMULTANE-
OUS
optional: yes
A small single-engine plane <event eid=9 relatedToTime=5 timeReIType=is_inciuded
signaIID=9> crashed </event>
into the Atlantic Ocean <signal sid=9> on <signal>
<timex tid=5> Wednesday </timex>.
signallD: The ID of the text span that signals the temporal relation holding between two
entities can be kept in this attribute.
potential values: positive integers
optional: yes
See relatedToEvent and relatedToTime for example.
Note about event class:
Causal and subevent relationships would come to mind as relationships one might want
to annotate. But they are very difficult to define and to distinguish, which is why they are
not included as an event class. If the annotator encounters such a relation then this can
only be annotated using the attribute eventRelType and choosing the appropriate temporal
relation (usually cause precedes effect and subevents are temporally included in their 'con-
tainer' events). Examples for what can be feasibly interpreted as a causality or subevent
relation are the following:
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• A sharp movement of the rudder caused the jet's deadly roll. [causality]
• The plane crashed, killing all passengers on board. [subevent]
A.3 Time Expressions
A.3.! Linguistic Level
Like events, times can be viewed as having extent (intervals) or as being punctual (points).
Rather than trying to reduce one perspective to the other, as has happened in much philo-
sophical discussion on time, we shall simply treat both as time objects. It must, however,
be possible to associate a calendrical time with the time object. This is not possible with
expressions like, for example, recently, and accordingly, this is not a time object. Examples
of time expressions are:
• yesterday
• four months (ago)
• last Thursday
• (in) January 1996
However, time expressions can be quite complex, as in the next example, where the
whole expression denotes a point in time:
• 17 seconds after hearing the sound ...
The general structure is that a time interval is explicitly related to an event and the
calendrical time this refers to is the time 17 seconds after the event.
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A.3.2 Annotating Time Expressions
All time expressions have to be anchorable in time to be annotated. This means that is has
to be possible to attach a calendrical date to the time expression - even though we might.
not be able to do so accurately (for example, we could only be able to associate the year
2000 or spring 200 with a time expression). We simply annotate the text span representing
the time object, so last Tuesday needs to have last included because that part is needed
to identify the Tuesday in question. Whenever possible though a calendar date has to be
attached to the time expression. These can often be worked out by looking at the date of
the article and then expressions like 'last Tuesday' can be associated with a calendar date.
Following general convention, and the approach taken in MUC, we distinguish between
two classes of time objects, dates and times, units which are larger or smaller than a day,
respectively.
Like events, times have a unique ID so they can be uniquely identified in the text. All
time expressions, simple and complex, have the following attributes:
tid: The ID uniquely identifies the time object in the text.
potential values: positive integers
optional: no
type: The type of the time object.
potential values: DATE, TIME, COMPLEX
optional: no
cal Date: The calendrical date represented by the time object.
potential values: [[DD]MM]YYYY or ('SPR'!'SUM'!'AUT'!'WIN')YYYY
optional: no
Examples of time expressions are:
<timex tid=5 type=date caIDate=12031996>last Tuesday</timex>
<timex tid=5 type=time caIDate=110025061996>11 a.m.</timex>
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The more complex time objects mentioned above, have the following additional at-
tributes:
eid: The ID of the event the time interval is related to.
potential values: positive integers
optional: no
signallD: The ID of the signal representing the type of temporal relation.
potential values: positive integers
optional: no
relType: The temporal relation holding between the time interval and the event.
potential values: BEFORE, AFTER, INCLUDES, ISJ:NCLUDED, SIMULTANE-
OUS
optional: no
An example of an annotated complex time expression is the following:
<timex tid=5 type=complex eid=3 signallD=7 reIType=after>
17 seconds </timex>
<signal sid=7> after <signal> <event eid=3> hearing</event>
the sound ...
And the following example shows a situation involving an indefinite duration (see section
below):
John <event eid=3>visited> /event> Sheffield for several weeks.
where the indefinite duration is not annotated at all.
Miscellaneous Non-Time Expressions
• Vague time adverbials: now, recently as in ... three recent crashes ....
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• Indefinite duration-of-time phrases: for several seconds, a few weeks. The difference
between indefinite durations and the durations in the example above is both the lack of
an explicit temporal relation signal and indefiniteness of the duration (several seconds
as opposed to 17 seconds) .
• Time-relative-to-event phrases: since the beginning of arms control neqoiiaiions. These
will be covered by relating events to events.
Other Special days, such as holidays referred to by name All Saints' Day are to be tagged.
A.4 Temporal Relations and Event Identity
A.4.! Linguistic Level
Events stand in certain temporal relations to other events and to times. Times may be
temporally related to other times as well, although this does not happen very often in the
articles we have analysed so far. We do not mark up relations between times and
times, all that needs to be done is to fill in the calendar date for times and the temporal
relations between them will be worked out automatically later.
Temporal relations are either expressed explicitly or implicitly. Explicitly expressed
are those where, for example, temporal prepositional phrases, temporal adverbial phrases
and temporal subordinate conjunctions are used. The first example shows how an event
is related to another event (by using the subordinate conjunction when) and then how an
event is related to a time (by using the temporal preposition in) .
• All 75 people on board the Aeroftot Airbus died when it ploughed into a Siberian moun-
tain in March 1994.
Two more examples to who the use of temporal subordinate conjunctions.
• The plane crashed after the pilot and his crew ejected.
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• ... before the craft fell, its three rotor blades shot off.
Temporal prepositional phrases are usually employed when relating events to times, as
shown here:
• A small single engine plane crashed into the Atlantic Ocean on Wednesday.
Neither relating events to events nor relating events to times need necessarily be explicit.,
as this example shows:
• Sunday, an F-14D crashed into the Pacific Ocean off southern California, killing its
two crew members.
Here the preposition on is omitted when relating the crash event to Sunday. And the
killing even it related to the crash event by using a non-finite subordinate clause.
Events can stand in certain co-reference relationships to each other and the relation we
want to annotate is identity, as in the following example .
• The National Transportation Safety Board is borrowing a Boeing 737 from Seattle's
Museum of Flight as part of its investigation into why a similar jetliner crashed near
Pittsburgh in 1994. { .. }
The museum's aircraft, ironically enough, was donated by USAir, which operated the
airplane that crashed, ...
where the first sentence introduces the event and the second sentence refers to the same
event - event identity for crashed.
The full set of temporal relations we suppose at present is:
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The plane crashed on Wednesday.
The event is completely included in the time or other event.
By midafternoon, several vessels were combing the area.
This is the reverse of is.included, where we know that the combing event.
includes midafternoon completely.
The plane crashed after the pilot and his crew ejected.
This relation, as well as the following before, is chosen when an event. is
clearly after (or before) another event.
before . .. before the craft fell, its three rotor blades shot off.
is.included
includes
after
simultaneous All 75 people on board the Aeroflot Airbus died when it ploughed into a
Siberian mountain in March 1994.
Events can happen at exactly the same time (like identical events) or
overlap and we know how they overlap exactly. But often we only
know that two events happen 'roughly at the same time' without
knowing exactly whether and how they overlap. In both cases (when
we know exactly how they are overlapping or we only roughly know)
we choose the relation simultaneous.
AA.2 Annotating Temporal Relations and Event identity
Events may be related to times or to other events. If two events are related then one of them
carries the ID of the other as an attribute to link them and also the type of the relation.
Which event has those attributes associated with it depends on the the type of relation
(apart from simultaneous which is reflexive). If, for example, event a is before event b then
event a could carry the ID of event b and the temporal relation before or event b could
carry the ID of event a and the temporal relation after.
If the word or text span signalling two events being related is realised, as in the example
below, then not only is the signal annotated but also the ID of the signal is stored as an
attribute of the event, so the link between the signalling word and the events is not lost.
If an event is related to a time object then the event carries the ID of the time object and
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the type of relation in its attributes. Should the signalling word be realised, again as in tho
example, then the ID of the signal becomes an attribute of the event. The signal has only
one attribute, the unique identifier sid.
The followingexamples illustrate the approach.
All 75 people on board the Aeroflot Airbus
<event eid=4 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past relatedToEvent=5
eventRelType=simultaneous signaIlD=7>
died </event>
<signal sid=7> when </signal> it
<event eid=S class=OCCURRENCE tense=past> ploughed> [eve«>
into a Siberian mountain.
A small single-engine plane
<event eid=9 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past relatedToTime=S
timefcel'Typee-is.Jncluded signaIlD=9> crashed </even>
into the Atlantic Ocean about eight miles off New Jersey
<signal sid=9> on </signal>
<timex tid=S> Wednesday </timex>.
If the temporal relation is implicit and the signal (a preposition, for example) is omitted,
then the ID of the signal is simply left out as in the followingexample.
The plane
<event eid=9 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past relatedToTime=5
timeftel'Typeeeis.included> crashed </event>
<timex tid=S> Wednesday </timex>.
The plane
<event eid=S class=OCCURRENCE tense=past relatedToEvent=6
eventReIType=simultaneous> crashed </event>.
<event eid=6 class=OCCURRENCE tense=past> killing </event>
all passengers on board.
The annotation of two identical events is very similar, the only difference being that the
relation type is set to identity.
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A.5 The Process of Annotation
It is recommended to go through 5 phases when annotating.
1. Annotate all events and times, without paying attention to relating them.
2. Relate events to events or times where this is explicitly signalled. This will be done
by annotating the signalling text span and adding the appropriate attributes to the
event (or one of the events).
3. Relate all time objects that are not yet linked to an event.
4. Go through the events and annotate event identity.
5. After all events, times, most explicit and some implicit temporal relations have been
annotated, press the "Calculate Closure" button. The program will prompt for un-
known temporal relations (and try to infer as many as possible from the information
given so far). Please fill these in as accurate as possible, but do not hesitate to mark
relations as unknown when unsure.
Mistakes cannot be corrected in this, because of the computational complexity involved
in backtracking all the inferences that were drawn since the last input. Because what this
does it to draw all possible inferences from the information given in the annotation and
then asking for more information about temporal relation it does not know yet. Every
time an answer is put it, it draws more inferences. So even it it seems it asks you every
possible relation between every time and every event, it actually does not do that. But it
does ask a lot (depending on the text and on the inferences possible).
All annotations will be "switched off' (i.e .. be made invisible) once the computing of the
closure starts and only the entities involved in the question will be highlighted, to make
this task a little bit easier.
6. Afterwards, press the" View Results" button and save the results under an appropriate
name.
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A.6 To be Ignored for the Moment
• Negated sentences (i.e. where the verb is negated) .
• Conditionals (e.g. If China would have responded ... ), counterfactuals and hypothct-
ical expressions.
A.7 Others
Annotate the date of the article at the bottom as doa.
A.8 An Example
NAVYBLAMESSHOWINGOFF FOR JET CRASH
WASHINGTONThe Navy said"! Friday'! that a pilot was probably showing O£P'2
for his parents when"! he crashed= an F-14A jet fighter in Nashville ins2
Januaryt2, killing'" himself, a fellow officer and three people on the ground.
(el) Event: eid=T class=reporting tense=past argEvent=2
(al ) Time: trd==I type=date calDate=29111996
(e2) Event: eid=2 class-eoccurrence tense=past aspect=progressive relatedToEvent=3
eventRelType=simultaneous
(sl ) Signal: sid=2
(e3) Event: eid=S class=occurrence tense=past relatedToTime=2 timeRelType=included
signalID=2
(s2) Signal: sid=2
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(t2) Time: tid=2 type=date caLDate=011996
(e4) Event: eid=4 class=occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=3 eventftel'Type=is.included
NOTE: Iwould have annotated this as a subevent, but since I cannot do this I included
the temporal relation is.included.
The pilot, Lt. Comdr. John Stacy Bates, had been groundede5 for a month
ins3 April 1995t3 afters4 he loste6 control of another F-14A afters5 taking off,,7
from the aircraft carrier USS Lincoln. The plane crashed'" after'"
the pilot and his crew ejectede9. The crew members were rescued"!".
(e5) Event: eid=5 class=occurrence tense=past aspect=perfective relatedToTime=3
timeReIType=is.included signalID=3
(s3) Signal: sid=B
(t3) Time: tid=3 type=date calDate=041995
(s4) Signal: sid=4
(e6) Event: eid=f class=occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=5 eventRelTyp=before
signalID=4
(s5) Signal: sid=5
(e7) Event: eid=7 class=occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=6 eventRelType=before
(eB) Event: eid=8 classeeoccurrence tense=past
NOTE: This is not the same crash event as the one in the first paragraph!
(s6) Signal: sid=6
(e9) Event: eid=9 class=occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=8 eventltel'Type=before
(elO) Event: eid=lO classeeoccurrence tense=past
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Rear Adm. Bernard Smith, who invest igated'"! the Nashville crash"!",
said Bates' judgement was influenced by his parents' presence at the
field and his desire to show them risky takeoff and flight manoeuvres.
(ell) Event: eid= 11 class=occurrence tense=past
(e12) Event: eid=12 class=occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=8 event.Hel'I'ype= idontity
The admiral saide13 that ins7 taking ofl'e14 from the Nashville airport
on Jan. 29, Bates ascendede15 at an angle steeper than 50 degrees,
violatinge16 Navy rules.
(e13) Event: eid=13 class=reporting tense=past argEvent=14,15,16
(s7) Signal: sid=7
(e14) Event: eid=14 class=occurrence tense=past aspect=progressive
NOTE: This is not the same take off as event 7!
(e15) Event: eid= lfi class=occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=14 event.Rel'Type=Included
signalID=7
(e16) Event: eid=Tf class=occurrence tense=past aspect=progressive relatedToEvent=15
eventRelType=simultaneous
Afters8 the near-perpendicular takeoff"!", in the clouds, Smith saide18, the
pilot beca~ee19 disoriented, and in all likelihood did not realise that he
was headinge20 earthward until'" his jet piercede21 the clouds at 2,300 feet.
(s8) Signal: sid=8
(e17) Event: eid=17 classe.occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=14 eventRelType=identity
(e18) Event: eid=18 class=reporting tense=past argEvent:17,19,20,21,22
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(eI9) Event: eid=19 class=occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=17 eventRelType=after
signalID=8
(e20) Event: eid=20 class=occurrence aspect=progressive tense=past related'Ioflvcnt= 17
eventRelType=after
(e21) Event: eid=21 class=occurrence tense=past aspect=progressive
(s9) Signal: sid=Il
(e22) Event: eid=22 class=occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=21 eventftel'Iypee after
signalID=9
By then, the admiral said, it vas too late to prevent the plane
from snaashing into the house of Elmer and Ada Nevsom.
(e23) Event: eid=23 class=occurrence tense=past aspect=progressive related'Iolivent=d
eventftel'Iype=ie.included
NOTE: prevent could be interpreted as an event, but is hypothetical and thus ex-
cluded. And because prevent is not annotated, the reporting event said is not an-
notated because reporting events are only marked up if their argument events are
marked up.
In addition to Bates, 33, and his radar intercept officer, Lt.
Graham Alden Higgins, 28, those killede24 vere the Nevsoms and Eving
Wair, vho vas visitinge25 them.
(e24) Event: eid=24 class=occurrence tense=past relatedToEvent=3 eventltel'Iype=is.included
NOTE: I interpret the killing event as a subevent of the crash, so the temporal relation
is included
(e25) Event: eid=25class=occurrence tense=past aspect=progressive relatedToEvent=24
eventRelType=simultaneous
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NOTE: This relation would be open for discussion. One could say that the visiting
event includes the crash event but I would argue that that is not all that clear awl
thus I put simultaneous.
The crash would never have happened had the pilot made a normal
take-off or taken the cloudy weather into account, Smith said after
an ll-week review of the incident.
NOTE: No events are annotated here for the same reason as above (events being hypo-
thetical).
04-12-96
(doa) This is the date of the article. No attributes involved.
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